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Ib now finished and we have the choicest Acre Lots and 
Building Lots for sale on easy terms. A year ago spine 
p e o p l e  laughed a t $200.00 per acre and said wait a yeat 
and we will buy for half th a t price. Their year is how up 
and Land is up to $500.00 per acre and selling reddtly at,.
Okanagan Fruit and land Company, \ ’t&
; F . R. R . D ’Hao-t, M ans*J||J
t -
■ ' . 1 v
1 --7\•: , ■‘s-Vb * t ■• *
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1
W e have just received our first shipment of
S P R IN G  C L O T H IN G
S H IR T S  asvd C O LLAR S.
In Clothing we have the very latest patterns known to t i e  
trade, comprising black: and blue clay worsteds, fancy stripe 
worsteds and mixed tweed.
Y o u  take no chance in buying our clothing. We guaran­
tee f i t ,  workmanship and q u a l i t y  of material used to be the 
best th a t money can procure.
Every gentleman likes to wear an up-to-date 
shirt. W e have it for you. Drop in and 
see for yourselves.
There is nothing you want in collars we cannot give you 
Every size and hight in all the newest shapes. Remember, 
we sell nothing b u t Four Fold Pure Linen Collars.
Still w e  are adding to our immense stock, this time it is 
T runks and Valises. All sizes and styles in trunks, suit 
cases, Gladstone bags, telescopes and club bags.
K
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S u m m crlan d  N o te s .
(From Our Correspondent.)
Arthur Anderson made a trip 
j Vernon last week, returning in 
time to go to Penticton with the 
I survey gang.
Mr. Wm. Ritchie of LaRiviere 
j  Man. is spending, a month or so 
I with his brother, James Ritchie, 
enjoying the Okanagan climate.
Mr. Latimer left Faiday even­
ing ldfct for Penticton, where he 
will reside for the next three 
years or more as Engineer in 
charge of subdividing the Ellis 
Estatd into fruit farms, laying 
| out irrigation ditches etc. for the 
Shatford. Syndicate.
We are glad to know that the
j Ellis deal has at length been clos­
ed and that the Shatford Syndi-
' shape,with all possible expedition 
for the”land”seekers .from Man­
itoba to locate on. J |
g^There has recently been taken 
up a block of some thousands of 
| acres in Similkameen for division 
i into small fruit farms by Mr. 
Armstrong of New WestminsterI >i . . • •
NUMBER 28
The reading of these several 
articles was interspersed by 
musical selections vocal and in­
strumental. Mrs. Stinson and 
Miss Findley sang a duett in pleas­
ing style: our popular Druggist J. 
W. S. Logie gave several solos in 
his artistic style. Prorfessor 
Birks of Victoria strengthened 
the programme very materially 
indeed by his accompaniments as 
well as his instrumental and vocal 
selections. An added interest 
was given to the reading of the 
paper by having the articles read 
by others than the authors. 
Lilian Brown easily carried off 
the honors in this by her self 
possession and distinct articula­
tion and thoroughly entering in­
to the spirit of the writers in her 
read ing. Notwithstanding there 
had been two entertainments 
during the week, there was a 
large attendance, and all agreed 
that it had been a very profitable 
as well as enjoyable evening.
P e n t i c t o n .
From Our Correspondent.
strongs x^  .............. —  , Dr. R.B. White of Fairview has
who has associated with him his been a visitor to Penticton for the 
brother of Carberry Man. and past few days.
J. D. Hunt a legal light of same j£ra“ j.- Hood returned a few
place. days ago from a short visit to
Land seekers still keep com- y ernon. -  .
ing in, and locating. J. M. ^Rob- . . ,
inson is a star in the real estate I Geo. Gartrell of Summerland 
line: W. J. Robinson, bis broth-1 is opening a branch meat market 
er who is associated with him is at this place. If Mr. Gartrell 
a whirlwind at finding a suitable keeps on extending his business 
location wben he gets - his optics in this fash.on he will soim J *  
on aland seeker. It t o  «e Icnown as the PM  Bums ,o* the 
a case of fresh w orlds^  conquer. Okanagan.
The more the merrier,, the de- Jas Campbell is moving his 
manci is greater1 fh^b\ the supply ? j Tesidence from near the lake shore 
The more people^e^un | get into a belonging to him on Ellis 
these valleys the A r e  fruiit s t  The rep0rt that he is about to;
can we produce, the better can 
we command and control the 
J markets and the easier can we 
roommknd and compel facilities
i be married proves on 4hvestigat- 
ion to be absolutely untrue.
F. H. Latimer P. L. & came
for” h a n d H n g nt L e T u s t a e s s t r i d n g  d o w n  t h e  lake k  f e w  f i a y s  a g 6  a n d  
t o r  n a n u i m g  m e  . b u s v  s u r v e y i n g  o u t  t h e
f r o m  t h e  f r u i t  p r o d u c i n g  i n d n s t -  m  n o w  y  g ^ ^
r y i  _  4 ___M r .  L a t i m e r  w a s  a c c o m p a n i e d  b y
The Y. P. C. A. meeti S Mr p^^lay of Peacbland and a 
Thursday 2nd mst. after t e I le of assistants from -Ver
usual devotional exercises,, and I x
the reading of a paper by Miss
Smith, B. A., teacher of.Summer- Robt. Hylton who has been act- 
land, on the Christian Endeavor hng. ‘m  the capacity of deputy post- 
topic, was devoted to the reading master here for some tim.e, has 
of the Summerland Sun, a local L uit selling postage stamps and 
paper under the auspieces of the engaged with F. H. Latimer on 
Society, with the single exception the" Ellis survey. We will be 
nf notes bv the Peachland corres- Lorry to miss his genial face at 
pondent.C. G. Elliott, giving | the wicket, 
recent local happenings at Peach-
| land. All the articles, were con 
tributed by local talent. C. M.
L. W. Shatford M. P. P. ac­
companied by his wife and < her 
sister, Miss Bartlet, have beentr iD u icu  uj' Av^ai x m JUarti x ndy uccu
Smith gave the, prospectus for aj sts at e Hotel Penticton for
hospital to be erected on the'i _-_ ,in,m Tiimr will Iphvp
west side of the lake in the south-
some days. They will leave 
shortly for Victoria; where Mr.
ern portion of the valley.
was well and carefully prepared I gjon cf the provincial legislature 
and was well received by the about to begin,
audience. J .R . Brown of Can Rev B H. Balderston pastor
yon Ranch, Trout Creek g ^  Union Church >t Sammer.
some notes b/  th* t̂  Lnd held service here last Satur-
m orn inff- T h e  ^ w a s  t h e N o r m West, inwnic nicely decorated with Oregon
ly described farming experiences y b a t-
in that country. Misses Sidney 
and Sharp and Thos. G. March- 
am were Correspondents for 
Trout Creek and Prairie Valley, 
respectively. The reading of 
these’locals afforded considerable 
amusement. A paper by Arthur 
D. Anderson on the needs of 
Summerland; and Aalong the 
Wharves, Wise and Otherwise, by 
the city Editor; and the editorial 
out liningthe policy of the Jour­
nal wer i • the principal articles.
grape and plants, the work hay­
ing been done by the school child­
ren under the superintendent of 
Miss Ashworth, the teacher. Mr. 
Balderston had a large audience 
to hear him, considering the pop­
ulation of the place.
Born.
Crowley—At Kelowna, B. C. on 
Jan. 16th to Mr. and Mrs. D. W. 
Crowley, a son.
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T H E  G I R L  |  
O F  T H E  g 
O R C H A R D  §
By HOWARD FIELDING ?* * • O— — «
C o r n u a n - r ,  1W1, b y  C o a r i .es  W . I I o o k x  O
S # o * o * o # o * o « o c « o * o * o * o * o # o
"»o it was reauy tsiuyt wno sauijr* 
WU4  I with som ething‘like a groan. 
••Heaven grant that her voice will not 
always ring In my ears.”
"It was she,” said he. “And now go 
down to the orchard. She has some* 
thing to say to you. Then take your 
time. Don’t hurry about anything. It 
you really love Miss Witherspoon and 
she loves you, you’ll love each other a 
great deaL better a year from now— 
flvo years from now, for that matter.^ 
And If there’s a mistake, it may be set’ 
right. Time will set all right, my boy, 
and that’s a hard doctrlno for, youth to 
swallow. If there’s no mistake and 
you bring her to me at last to bo my 
daughter—well, 1 think you know me, 
Marshall.”
I took his band, and there wero tears 
In,my eyes. Neither of us spoke as I 
groped for my hat and found my way 
out of the room.
Upon the driveway to my utter sur 
prise I beheld Derringer and Miss La- 
jtnolne. My mouth opened for speech, 
Ibut no word came out of it. I was dou- 
!bly surprised, for my father, had told 
me that Sibyl was in the lodge, and I 
bad supposed that Derringer had gone 
back to New York. In the last few  
days I hadn’t seen him.
He came up to me hastily while I 
stood hat In hand.
•’Terry,” he said, ‘T am the chief of 
Idiots, and I have the luck belonging 
to that kind. I was all wrong. She Is 
really Miss Lamolne.”
I gave my hand to the lady, who at 
that moment extended .hers.
“How could we have been in doubt?” 
said I. “She really looks like her broth­
er very ‘ much. You must ’know, Miss 
■ Lamoine, that, Jimmy, has been the 
solace of my days in this place. He is 
A great boy.”
‘‘Jimmy Is.a little monkey,” said she. 
**I suppose he b is  played tricks upon 
you without end.”
“Slightly assisted by Providence,” I  
replied, “Jimmy has accomplished won­
ders for my entertainment. But what 
am I to Infer by Mr. Derringer’s re­
mark about his luck?”
“ We await congratulations and best 
, wishes,” said she,, “in the old fashion-, 
td w a y .”
“If ever since the world began they 
- have been sincerely given, it is now,” 
said I, taking a hand of each of them.
She looked quickly at Derringer, and 
In that instant she was a different wo­
man to me. She had'come out from be-
•‘Cdme,” 1 cried. " I  haven’t time to e& 
plain.”
hind the veil, and there was a sweet 
and beautiful sincerity in her eyes. A s . 
for Derringer, he w as admirably ab­
surd in his happiness.
As 1 walked down, toward the or­
chard this little scene w as w ith  me, 
and I surely saw love for the b estg ift  
o f heaven.
No one was in sight at the lodge. 
Miss Scott’s part of the house was 
clearly deserted. I walked around to 
the southern front and looked along the 
veranda nervously, but Sibyl w as not 
there. I knew not in what guise to ex­
pect her, but the thought ̂  of Scovel’s 
adventure was painfully present in my 
mind.
Turning back for an Instant, I saw a 
fluttering gray gown speeding away. 
It must have been that Lucy Ann had 
passed around the little house in the 
reverse direction, presumably to avoid 
m e. I called to her. but she continued 
to run. Totally forgetting my errand, I 
gave chase to her, and, having a great 
advantage in the matter of stride, I 
quickly overtook her and laid a gentle 
hand upon her arm. She stopped and 
bent forward, hiding her face in her 
hands.
“ Don’t cry, little girl,” said I. “Tears 
were for long ago; smiles are for now. 
Come; I can’t say what 1 would”—
And really I couldn’t. 1 seemed to 
miss an Inspiration that I had felt of­
ten in the last few days and had re­
strained. There was something strange 
In the clasp of my hand upon her arm.
m m #  c&me to me mm
serves. I stepped back hastily. ...
She started to run again, tripped and 
in recovering turned half toward me as 
I sprang forward to assist her;, i  saw 
her face and knew in a flash that It 
was the face Scovel had seen from tb# 
bill.
By heaven, the secret was out nowl 
I had caught the real Sibyl at last, I 
called her by name in a voice that wA* 
a trifle hoarse.
“No. no!” she cried. “I am not BibyL 
la m  Miss Scott.”
“Where Is she?”
She waved me back toward the lodge 
and then ran on. I retraced my steps 
hastily. Just as I passed the side of 
the little house I heard a noise upon the 
veranda. It was clear that when I had 
been there before Sibyl had been with­
in. I advanced cautiously and looked 
around the corner. At a little table sat 
Helena Jones, a book in her band, 
wbieb she seemed to be pretending to 
read. Her face was turned aside, and 
•be did not see me.
Thoughts of strange vagueness whirl­
ed in my head. Surely Trask would 
not have Jested upon so serious a  mat­
ter as an engagement. And then it all 
rushed over me. Trask had suid, or had 
permitted Lucy Ann to say, that ho 
was engaged to a certain lady, but ho 
bad never told .me who Helena Jones 
really was. Obviously Sibyl had mas­
queraded in the guise of her friend, as 
1 had long before suspected.
Really the discovery was of little con­
sequence, for the Btory' was told. I 
cared for neither Sibyl nor Helena. For 
one Instant the echo of the voice rang 
in my ears. Then I turned back to tho 
house. It was In my mind to see my 
father,first, to tell him that I knew a}!. 
Perhaps he did not know. It was quite 
possible that he was altogether in the. 
dark, I walked hastily up the path aud 
was nearly out o f the orchard when 1 
became suddenly aware of Lucy Ann, 
in a greenish gown, very tasteful and
becoming. ■ ’
She gave a little cry at the sight of
me. In an Instant I had both her 
bands.
, “Come,” I cried. “I haven’t  time to 
explain.”
“Where?” she gasped. “Where are 
we going?” ■
“You are going to meet my father.”
“I thought the house was on fire,” 
said she. “What is the reason for such 
a terrible hurry? No, no. I don’t want 
to meet him—not Just yet. Tell me 
more. Why”—
“Don’t be frightened,” said I, hold­
ing myself with a tight grip. “I merely 
told him thatT  would bring you in, and 
he is waiting.”
As she still hesitated I took her by 
the baud and led her to the house in a 
fashion quite bucolic. She hung back 
a little as we reached my door, but I 
pushed It open and drew her forward.
My father was sitting at the table, 
with his elbows upon it, and I think he 
had been having a very bad time. His 
heart had been so set upon Sibyl and 
me—we two together always in his 
love and thoughts—that It was hard for 
him to yield. . ■ ,
“Father,” said I, tfthis Is Miss With­
erspoon. I want you to”—
His right hand had gone suddenly to 
his forehead; the other was slowly, ex­
tending itself toward us. He half rose 
from his chair.
“Sibyl!” he cried. “You! You were”— 
“Yes, sir,” she replied in a weak 
voice. “I was Lucy Ann, and—and ev­
erybody else. We—we were all—every­
body. It was Miss Scott in the orchard 
sometimes, and again it was Helena. 
And sometimes Miss Scott wore Lucy 
Ann’s clothes. You saw her so, uncle, 
the day you lunched-with me,, and I_ 
told you”—
“And there isn’t any Lucy Ann!’’ I 
exclaimed.
“Oh, yes,” said she, “but she’s not 
here. I took her place. Mrs. Wither­
spoon is really a relation of mine, 
though she’s not my aunt They all 
helped- me—Helena and Jimmy La- 
moine. Jimmy was my guard in the 
evenings on the rocks —those dear, 
strange evenings! It was silly .trick­
ery. I am ashamed. But I had lots o f  
fun. I shall never forget how yon 
looked when Miss Scott came down 
through the orchard wearing the lilies 
that Jimmy had got from Mr. Trask. 
Of course I told him what to do, and 
he carried my instructions to Miss 
Scott, and you looked so blue.”
My throat was dry with excitement, 
so that I could hardly speak.
“We have played with, fire,” said I. 
“Sibyl, you have set my heart ablaze, 
Do you love me, dearest dear? Don’t 
make me wait another second for the 
answer.”
“Always! From the old days,” she 
replied. “Too much. Oh, see what I 
have donel It looks perfectly shame­
less. But I  had to know. I really had 
to know. I could not be in doubt.”
My father had risen slowly to, his 
feet and was staring at us as if It were 
a way of holding us so that we might 
not vanish. Suddenly he raised his 
hand to his eyes. H e was an old man, 
and I suppose the tears hurt him, 
though they were tears of Joy.
And in that instant, as there was no­
body to see us, I took Sibyl in my 
arms and kissfed her.
TH E  END.
for instance, as iTt»*»** **** crf* 
tier from civilisation to Great Britain, 
saw the natives of Kent drying In large 
sheds on account of the absence of sun 
—wa.«*grouud In band mill** as 1® *tili 
done in the east. Quernes, as these 
mills are called, are frequently found 
fn the cyciopean underground dwell­
ings of Scotland. Their simplest form 
consists of two thin circular stones, the 
upper of which h* pierced In the center 
and revolves on a wooden or metal pin 
inserted in the lower one. The grinder 
dropped the grain into the central bole 
with one band while the other caused 
the upper atone to revolve by means of 
a stick inserted In a small bole neur tbo 
edge.
The laboriousness of this operation la 
Well illustrated by a story told of Co- 
lunibtb He was studying under S t  Fln- 
nian, and every nigbt on which It fell 
to his lot to grind the corn with the 
querne ho performed his task so quick­
ly that his companions enviously • as­
serted that he had tho assistance of an 
angel In turning the stone. Wilson 
thinks that at this time (the early part 
of tho sixth century) tho querne was 
the only mill in use. Large water mills 
wero introduced In the thirteenth cen­
tury Into Scotland, and legal means had 
to be employed to render their use com­
pulsory.—Gentleman’s Magazine.
T he W ord “Buxom."
When we now speak of a buxom per­
son we think of such a one as Mrs. Lu­
pin in “Martin Chuzzlewit,” a plump, 
middle aged, good looking, good na- 
tured, kind, agreeable woman. We do 
not usually apply the term to a tbln 
woman, or to a young girl, or to an old 
woman. Assuredly we should never 
think; of calling a man dr boy buxom. 
The word, however, once really meant 
pliable or flexible, and afterward obedi­
en t tt  is tbe same as the Anglo-Saxon 
boesum, or the high German beugsam, 
from beugen (to bend), which root ap­
pears in bough and bou (in all its mean­
ings.)'
In the Salisbury Manual the woman 
at the marriage service promised to be 
“bonair” and “buxom,” which Is ex­
plained in the margin to mean meek 
and obedient. We are hereby reminded 
of Milton’s line In tbe most beautiful 
of all odes, “So buxom, blithe and debo­
nair.” This original meaning of the 
word appears In Chaucer’s “Merchant’s 
Tale,” “Fot who ?an be so buxom as a 
wife?’’ The word in Its application was 
not limited to women. In .“The Clerk’s 
Tale” we are told o f  men, “And they 
with humble heart full buxomly.” In 
I Henry Cochrane’s /dictionary (A. D. 
1G2G)1mxom is defined as pliant, obedl-^ 
en t—National Review. ____ _ __ .
S tr a n g e  M y tli»  o f T h ib e ta n s .
Besides believing s o ’fully in, the 
powers of magic, and necromancy, the 
Thibetans have numberless strange 
myths, . one, the m ost curious, per­
taining to the sun, moon and stars. 
The sun is believed to  be an im­
mense ball of yak-meat and fat, 
whereupon the spirits of departed an­
cestors are supposed to  feast, the 
light being caused by its heated con­
dition. The stars are portions of 
this immense feast which, dropping 
; to  earth, give birth to animals for 
i the sustenance of suffering humanity. 
■The moon is a lesser ball of similar 
texture as the sun, in use while the 
larger one is being replenished for 
the morrow. When sun or moon 
fails to appear in cloudy days . and 
nights, it means that? the, deities are 
undergoing a period of fasting and 
religious abnegation. .. And. the 
parched and sterile condition of 
bleak regions is ascribed to the fact 
that many thousand years ago the 
sun-ball slipped from the hands of 
its keepers* descended too near the
"earth, and, before being recaptured, 
scorched those pdrts with which it  
came in contact.
W ltU O M ’t  G O A L
m r  MoUrabiUk H i* M ajesty  th e  Bwjwaw* 
o f J tp a u .)
T h e  w a te r  jpUeefl is  goblet, b o w l o r  m p
S s a g e s  it* fo rm  to  It* re cep tac le ;
d so o u r p la s tic  soul* ta k e  v*rtoa»
shape*
And ch a rac te r*  of good o r  III, to  fit 
T h e good o r c r fl frien d *  w e choose. 
T h erefo re  be ev e r ca re fu l In  y o u r cbeic* 
of friend*
And le t  your specia l to re  be  g iven  to  those  
W hose s tre n g th  of c h a ra c te r  may prove the  
w hip
That drive*  you e v e r  to f a i r  w ladom ’* goat 
« O U R  V IK IN G  Q U E E N .
A le x a n d r a  F i t  H a t*  l o r  M o n a rc h  of Mis­
t r e s s  o f  t b s  S sa s .
‘When the daughter of tho King of 
Denmark came to  English shores a® 
a bride, Tennyson hailed her as ono 
of a Viking race, and certainly both 
Queen Alexandra and all tho member® 
of tho present Royal family love tho 
sea. Any ono who Vmw th<» youthful 
mother of tho Prince of Wales for th o ! 
first timo would littlo associate her J 
with *‘seafaring." And yet eho finds 
tho most congenial recreation yacht­
ing with hor family in ono of tho 
numerous floating palaces, which aro 
porpotually cruising about tho seas. 
Princess Victoria, who has been very 
delicate at times, wont off with hor 
lady-in-waiting earlier in tho 6i)aBon 
on a cruiso along tho British coast, 
and tho Buko of York—Princo of
Wales—is said noverr to  be happier 
than when at sea, and his littlo sons 
are Instructed in every branch of 
*:’0oa loro." The Duchess of Fife doen 
not spend so much of her timo at 
sea as tho other, but is a most ex­
port angler, and is said to tramp 
long miles in pursuit of her favorite 
sport.
Queen Alexandra has never been a 
"sport," but she loves the sea, and 
always on her journeys to  her native 
home takes the longest way round, 
that she may enjoy a holiday on tho 
ooean. The King has ever delighted 
in yachting, and since his serious ill­
nesses hap always sought health and 
strength on a cruise in the Solent. 
One of *a large firm of shipbuilders 
said the other day that this love of 
the sea in the Royal family “had giv­
en a great impetus to  the' fashion 
among rick, people for what to his 
trade meant good custom. "What 
the King does not know about the 
designing and sailing of ships is pre­
cious little, and the little  sons of the 
Duke of York are already familiar 
with all the nautical terms used by 
yachtsmen.” ‘The Princess Henry of 
Battenburg and her children are for­





How Corn W as Ground at One Tim e.
The water mill Is older than the wind-- 
mill, but prehistoric corn—such wheat.
Platonic Friendship.
"It Is worse than wicked, it's vul­
gar," says Miss Hulda Friederichs, 
“ to pretend that friendship between 
a man and a woman must of neces­
sity develop into an intrigue or a 
love affair. Men and women, whose 
interests in life centre round ever so 
many things of which what is gen­
erally called love may or , may no 
longer be one, ard just made to  be 
good friends, the manly views on 
the one hand and the womanly views 
on the other making up the elements 
which go towards all that is best 
in friendship,, and adding a sort of 
constant piquancy to  intercourse 
which must naturally be lacking in 
intimate friendship between two peo­
ple of the same sex, be'they men or
women.
Kxperlentla Docet.
The Prospective Bride—I sometimes 
wish I had more experience in house 
keeping and domestic life.
The Old Stager—But, my dear, if 
you had you would never get mar­
ried. ' ■ ' J ' ■ ■ ■ ■ :■•■■ _ „  :
A Serious Prospect.'
“Just think of what it is to have no 
home,” said the man who was asking 
for 25 cents.
“That’s just what I  a m ,  thinking of, 
answered M r.. Meekton., “’My wife • Is 
going to clean house again very soon.”
W anted  Them Nice.
Tommy—I’m going to begin vulgar 
fractions tomorrow, ma. Mother—You 
shall do nothing of. the kiijd, Tommy. 
You shall study the most refined frac­
tious they have *u Hie schooL ^ ;
A ncient Irish  Custom.
An ancient custom still prevails in 
Cork. Every three years the lord may­
or proceeds in his state barge to the 
mouth of Cork harbor aqd throws into, 
the sea a dart that has a gilded head 
and a shaft of mahogany. This cere­
mony implies the dominion of his town 
over the adjacent sea, with all its In-: 
lets and island
Used in H.B.K. Mitts, Gloyea 
and Moccasins—tough as whale­
bone, flexible, soft, pliable, scorch- 
proof, wind - proof, boil - proof, 
crack-proof, tear-proof, rip-proof, 
cold-proof, almost wear-proof— 
certainly tho greatest leather 
ever used in mitts and gloves.
Liko buckskin it is tanned 
without oil, unlike buckskin it is 
not porous, it is wind-proof—will 
outwear three buckskins.
“Pinto” Mitts and Gloves 
never crack or harden, never get 
sodden, are always warm, pliable, 
soft and comfortable. v
Sold at all dealers but never with- 
out this brand:-—
An Odd Chinese Law .
Persons bearing the same surname, 
although they may not be related in 
any way, are forbidden to marry in 
China. ■
An O riental Motto.
■ “Never walk when you can stand; 
never stand when you can sit; never 
uit when you can lie,” is a favorite 
motto in the drowsy orient.
The Sahara D esert.
The Sahara desert is three times a® 
large as the Mediterranean sea. *I
HUDSON BAY KNITTING CO.
Montreal Winnipeg Dawson s
Nothing Serious.
“I saw' Enpeck going into a doc­
tor’s office this morning,” said Strim 
ger. “He had an awful; cut on his 
head that his wife was responsible 
for.” .
“You don’t say,” exclaimed Nib­
bles. “What did she hit him with?”
“Oh, she didn’t hit him at all,” ex­
plained Stringer. "It was merely a 
hair-cut she had given him as a mat­
ter of economy.”
Please; _ Follow^ Directions
The Best'Bread and PastryTmaking is 
? Impossible Otherwise:'
J  Are you following the recipes?
Are you making bread, cakes, pies, 
pastry, according to ‘ ‘Royal Household’’ 
recipes?
If not, you cannot be sure of good 
results.
••Why not?” you may reasonably ask.
. ••Are not my own recipes, which do
good baking, good enough ?
“ Why should I adopt new recipes ?” 
Simply because ‘‘ Royal Household”, 
is a new flour requiring new treatment.
This Flour is Different 
t from O ther Floura
It Is different from other flour.
It is better than any flour you have 
ever used. ,
I l  ls the only flour that is equally good
for bread and pastry.
It makes the best of both. ^
I Being different, it must be differently 
kneeded and baked.
Much Quicker —'
v and Easier Baking
By following our recipes you can bake 
easier, quicker, better than ever before.
/ui your own skill and knowledge of 
good baking wiU be made doubly effec­
tive, and as a good housewife you will 
quickly see why these recipes are so
: gOOd. •, ■„ . ■ „  ■
The words of a lady of St* John, N.B., 
whose letter we have just opened: “bread
than any I have ever seen” are; word®, 
echoed by thousands of the best judge® 
of good cooking throughout Canada 
who are writing us constantly to say 
that they have found the flour just a® 
represented, and the recipes the best, 
they have ever tried.
Grocers tell us that the homes where 
the flour and the recipes are both used 
are the homes where the greatest success 
is attained in baking.
We wish everyone who uses ‘‘ Royal 
Household ” flour to have, these recipes. 
So send for them. > r- ;.
Send now, and we will not only.send 
you the recipes; but place you on our 
literature list, and mail you whatever 
we issue for users of flour.
No woman who values the reputation 
of her baking—the success of her bread,' 
cakes, pies and pastry—the health of 
her family, (depending as it does on 
good cooking) will use anything except; 
“ Royal Household ” flour and in the 
“ Royal Household ” way.
The best baking requires the best 
flour and the best recipes. , , ;
We have both.
We send the recipes free.
- Write for the recipes to-day.
Every really good grocer has the flour*.
Gon,vm Flour Mnxs Co., Limited* j
_______  Montreal
t^ S JW r tv ? >  ‘ •'.Mf.S T ^ - r ,  *>■ -
Premier Peters of P. 13. Island was 
defeated by the special vet j by 1. and 
Cummiskey wen oet by the samo ma­
jority.
WESTERN CANADIAN ED1I0BS.
A  scries of articles describing 




der Mr. James Bryan, the able editor 
of that paper. Mr. Barber's three 
years' work n Lucknow were largely 
Instrumental In developing the duali­
ties that will determine his career. He 
himself Is a firm believer in the fact 
that not ability alone, but character 
and ability, are necessary for a suc­
cessful editor, and the young foreman 
of the Sentinel displayed while in 
Lucknow those qualities of manliness, 
earnestness and conscientious thor­
oughness that gained him the confi­
dence and respect of the oRce and 
its customers and the community.
Ill 1903 the Weft, where he had 
been born, beckoned Mr. Barber
s i i i i i i l i f
iitii
Neglect a cough and contract 
consumption.
S h i l o h ' s  
C onsum ption  
C u re  ?&Lun8
cures consumption, but don't 
leave it too long. Try it now. 





8 . C. Watts & Co. Ml 




Admiralty Cables Instructions to That
< EffecL-’- 'E m p Io y ees  Notified.
Orders were received from the 
British Admiralty Friday, by cable, 
directing that the naval dockyard at 
Halifax bo closed down at once. In 
accordance with this order, the em­
ployees were given one week's notice 
that tbelr services would no longer 
be required. This order Is In keeping 
with Bir John Fisher’s scheme for the 
reorganization of British naval me­
thods, and for the establlshent of a 
huge and powerful flying squadron In­
stead of a fleet permanently station­
ed at Halifax and Bermuda.
The naval dockyard at Halifax has 
been in existence for 160 years, and 
the employes numbered at the height 
of the season some 400, though now 
they are down to about 100.
A Victoria despatch of the same 
date says that orders were also re­
ceived at tho naval dockyard at Es­
quimau that all the permanent staff, 
with one or two exceptions, will be 
discharged on March 1 next. Fred 
Davey, accountant of works for tho 
past 25 years, together with the of­
ficer In charge, are all of the staff 
that will be left.
D o y o u  w a n t to  add  
$320 to your incom e ?
;e*r. Yem  «•*»
rv>m loo to l»
acw rdin r  to  mint ofitgis*. Ki*Yty chicken. >* a. low a v e r a p  batcb-u*er* o f Chatham  
Incubator* will tell you *0. Chicken* are  always in demand and the »upp[y »• a!way* sheet, 
^W A ycenU  .  the iv e ra * . price *ecured. K you only take off eight hatches »n a 
^ y «  y ^  . V ’ncom* o f «>o!oo. W ouldn't th a t ex tra  am ount be u»«ful to  you t 11 Beet o f
all, you cau buy a
C h a th a m  Incubator w ith o u t on© c e n t  
of c a s h  u n til O ctober, 1905
The machine pay* for itself roaay time* over before that time. There couldn't be a  falret 
offer than this We *hip a Chatham Incubator to you a t once, freight prepaid by ua, and 
payment is n o td Uo until October. 1905. W rite u . to-day for f u l lP « ^ U n h  J h j  
Chatham Incubator* and Brooders have every new improvement worfawlul*
Women
Wo sell for Cash 
or on  tim o a s  
you dosiro .
u
MR. CHARLES A. BARBER, 
Editor of tho Pilot Mound Sentinel. *i
It has long passed into a truism 
that in the New World men "arrive 
Trttmh sooner than iu the Old. On tnis 
continent ability outranks experienc*. 
whereas in Europe, experience being 
proven, ability is assured. On the 
other side of the Atlantic youth is to 
some extent a handicap—a disadvan­
tage that time alone can cure. On 
this side we believe with Shake­
speare, that "youth will be served, 
and, other conditions being equal, the 
younger and' more energetic men are 
given preference. Hence young men 
’—mere striplings they would be con­
sidered in older lands—are to be 
found in all parts of Canada and the 
States filling positions of the greatest 
responsibility, planning and directing 
industries of cplossal magnitude and 
governing enterprises of nat onal im­
portance. .  ̂ , .. .
i It is therefore only natural that, the 
younger the state or province, the 
younger is the average of the men 
prominent therein. The New England 
States and the Maritime Provinces 
and Ontario do not offer to young ani? 
bition the sam e opportunity as the: 
West. Conservatism creeps into all 
communities, arid the sympathies of 
the old settlements of the New World 
have much in common with the older 
civilizations. But the parties; and ttxe 
Pacific slope yet remain, the undis­
puted heritage of youth and ability, 
and there is  to be found the true land 
of'Opportunity for him who fears not 
to put his fortune and his manhood to
the test. • .
Journalism the world over is In a 
peculiar sense the profession of young 
mein, but nowhere are editors younger 
than in some towns in Western Can­
ada, which has been remarkable as 
much for the youth as for the ability 
of many of the men of the “fifth es­
tate.” A case in point is that of Mr. 
Charles A. Barber, editor of the. Pilot 
Mound Sentinel. At an age when 
m ost newspaper men are reporting, 
arid most printers’ ambitions would 
ba realized by a foremariship, he is a 
newspaper proprietor. To have 
achieved thus much after seven years 
of work is a record of which any one 
might well be proud. It is an accom­
plishment that .speaks much for Mr. 
Barker’s energy and abil'ty, and also 
mack for the country that offers to a 
yoriv;g man of the required character­
istics such opportunities for self-ad­
vancement. It Is a record that many 
another young man in the W est has 
duplicated in journalistic and other 
fields, and one of which any Western 
Canadian can point with pardonable 
enthusiasm.
Mr. Barber is a British Columbian 
by birth, having been bom in the 
beautiful village of Chilliwack in Sep­
tember 1879. When four years old his 
parents removed east, locating at 
Wingham, Ont., at the public school 
of whch place he received his educ$b
tion. _  ,
School days over, Mr. Barber spent 
four years iri finding his aptitudes. He 
did• "whatever came along.” Gradual­
ly  his ; mind became' >bentr toward 
newspaper work, in which h e . saw a 
■wide field for originality, brightness 
and success.
It was in the Wingham Advance 
that Mr. Barber commenced his ca­
reer as a newspaper man. Fqr three 
years he remained there, at first un­
der Mr. Cornyn, and later under the 
present proprietor, Mr. Hall.^ In 1900 
he took a positon in the job* office of 
C. P. Heel & Co., London. He had 
not been long in London when he was 
offered and accepted the foremanship 
of the Lucknow Sentinel, and for 
three . years he broadened’ his field 
of observation and trained himself in 
the technique of newspaper work un-
agaln toward the setting sun. He 
pulled up stakes and struck out for 
Winnipeg. For three months he 
worked on the Free Press, Canada's 
biggest dally, and after this prelimin­
ary western canter he started a ca­
reer for himself by purchasing the 
Pilot Mound Sentiael and its acces­
sory business fourteen months ago.
In that space of time Mr. Barber 
has made his mark on the Sentlinel, 
and his influence felt throughout the 
field of its circulation. His arrival, 
at Pilot Mound coincided with they 
town's awakening from the torpor and 
lethargy of years,and the desire of its 
citizens for civic unity and progress, 
in ths renaissance none was as helpful 
ps the new editor. Ia the paper itself he 
made many changes. The makeup was 
rearranged and its typographical ap­
pearance improved, Indeed, as far as 
mechanical care and printing-taste is 
concerned, few papers in the West 
. are superior to that published at Pilot 
Mound, and Mr. Barber’s intenton is 
to still further improve it, as develop? 
ing business gives him additional 
means, and demands additional facil- 
ties. And the mechanical improve­
ment of the Sentinel has been kept 
pace with by its news columns. The 
local happenings are recorded with, 
brightness and Interest, as. to make 
the Sentinel a welcome weekly visi­
tor in the homes of the prosperous 
farming community among which it 
circulates. Politically the Sentinel has, 
not allied itself to any party, for the 
reason that there Is but one paper in 
“the Mound,” and on matters political 
the. policy of the paper is to remain 
neutral, and hold the balance even; 
Mr. Barber believes that the field of 
the local paper is not the discuss'on 
of provincial and federal issues, but 
the recording of local news, and fair 
comment on local and general That-
ters*" ’ ....
Turning from, the editor to the man, 
a word might be said'. In all respects 
Mr Barber is a fine citzen, and the 
representative o f a type of which np 
country can have too many. He is a 
"sport” of the proper kind. , He han­
dles a lacrosse stick in great shape, 
and is Captain of the town lacrosse 
team, while at football he “handles his 
feet” with equal keenness and sk ll. 
By rligion he is a Methodist, and is  
president of the Epworth League in 
Pilot Mound. He has none of the 
manly vices,” for he neither smokes 
nor swears, and is a total abstainer; 
As yet he is unmarried,—but that, it 
is asserted, is not the fault of the 
young lades of the Mound.
It Will thus be seen that Mr. Bar-, 
her is  a many-phased and respect­
worthy man, taking an active inter? 
est in social, athletic, public and re­
ligious affairs. He is a good printer, 
a good editor and a good citizen, and 
his early success may be regardeJ as 
but the earnest of the measure time 
will accord him as the years' pass by.
In the federal elections Ontario 
cast 220,017 votes for the Conserva­
tives and 217,828 for the Liberal can­
didates.
You can hardly find a home 
without its Ayer*s -Cherry 
PectoraH Parents know what 
it does for children: breaks
C h e r r y
P e c t o r a l
up a cold in a single night, 
wards off bronchitis, prevents 
pneumonia* Physicians ad­
vise parents to keep it on hand.
“The best cotjRb modlclne money can 'bar 
Is Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. For ® 3 ohUaren nothtô qouM
25cM60e.,fi.oa.**ts.





AND SUFFER THE DERANGE­
MENTS PECULIAR TO THEIR 
SEX FIND THAT
DR. CHASE’S  
NERVE FOOD
CURES SUCH ILLS PERMANENT­
LY BY STRENGTHENING THE 
NERVES AND'MUSCLES.
Dr. Chase’s Nerve Food stands high 
In the women’s favor because it is es­
pecially successful in overcoming ills 
peculiar to their sex. .
When, on account of a run-down 
condition of the system, the muscles 
and nerves fail to control the action 
of the feminine organism there is 
bound to come much suffering
Headaches, pains In the back and 
limbs, indigestion, feelings of discour­
agement and despondency, weakness 
pnd irregularity rob life of the joys 
which would otherwise be possible.
Stimulating medicines cannot pos­
sibly be of more than slight tempor­
ary relief. To be of lasting benefit 
the nerves and mugcles must • be 
fully restored by such treatment as is 
afforded by Dr. Chase’s Nerve Food.
Not only is the action and vigor of 
the bodily organs fully restored, but 
new, firm flesh is added, the form is 
rounded out, the weight is increased, 
and pallor gives way to that healthful 
glow of complexion which tells of the 
full enjoyment of health
Mrs. George Fuller, Lakeland, Man., 
writes:
"I am very glad to be able to state 
that I have received great benefit 
from t h e . use of Dr Chase’s Nerve 
Food. It has cured me of nervous 
headache from which I used to be a 
great sufferer, and I am no longer 
troubled with twitching of the nerves 
in the arms and legs that I used to 
have as soon as I went to bed. I am 
grateful for this cure and shall al­
ways recommend Dr Chase's Nerve 
Food to anyone suffering as I have.’
. Dr. Chase’s Nerve Food, 50 cents a 
box, at all dealers, or Edmanson, 
Bates & Co., Toronto. The portrait 
and signature of Dr. A /W . Chase, the 
famohs receipt book author are on  ̂
every box.
Something of a Spartan.
“So you were ■ sent to bed without 
your supper?”
“Yes,” answered the hoy with a 
tenacious disposition. “But I don’t 
like what they had for supper, and I 
was sleepy anyhow.”
or brooder. The incub*tom 
• re  w»d* with two well*, 
<*h«e within c*ae, o f dry m«j 
terUI that he* been neawMied 
in our lumber yard*. They 
are built aolld a* a  rock and 
will stand any amount o f  
usage for year*. The *oona* 
you accept our offer the *ooo. 
e r will the Chatham Incu» 





Dept, 35 Chatham, Out.
Manufacturer* of Chatham 
Incubator* and Brooder*, 
Campbell Panning Mill#, 
and Chatham Farm  Scale*




Man,, Calgary, Alta., New 
Westminster, B.C., Halifax,
N.S,
THE ANDREWS-GAGE GRAIN CO, LTD.
CRAIN COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
W« a (specialty of low grade wheat. Writ* us before shipping.
| will show how we can servo you.
Reference?:—Any Bonk or Commercial Agency. ___
GRAIN EXCHANGE, WINNIPEG, I
(Until recently represented by the late E . O’Reilly, Esq.)
All kinds of grain-purchased in Car Load Lots. Write us for top prices 
and shipping instructions. Any grade of wheat, oats, barley or flax*
P. O. Box 629, Winnipeg, Man.
thomas law. Sh ip  Your G rain  to  1 williamlaw.
B R O S .
We handle grain rtrlctly on commission. Higheat Priceo obtainable, 
lib era l advances. Trades carried on margins in"‘ Winnipeg’s  futures.
CoirMpondanc. .oUcitM. CBft, w e XOHAHSE, W innipeg.
II AM THE OLDEST Estabiishad Grain Commission Merchant in Winnipeg.
Consign your grain to  me and get prompt service, careful attention, 
and highest market prices. ^  ©  I US'SC DRAWER
I Reference -  UNION BANK of CANADA. W  ■ w  13 0 0 .
you grain to us to be sold on arrival or altar* 
wards, as you may wish. We do a strictly conk* 
mission business, in which -wo have had 2d  
years’ experience. Prompt and reliable work guaranteed.
Liberal advances. Correspondence solicited. Licensed and Bonded, 
Reference, Bank of Hamilton. Exchange Branch,
DONALD MORRISON & CO., S&**. 4,6 aral“ ŵlKSfpfai, man.
MARCH=WELLS GRAIN CO.
Grain in car lo ts bought on track or sold on commisrion. »easonab40 
advance made. Prompt Returns. Correspondence solicited. Reference!
Any Bank in W inn ipeg.^  ^  q rA IN  EXCHANGE BLDG., WINNIPEG.
Lever’s Y-Z (Wise Head) Disinfectant 
■£oap Powder dusted in the bath, softens
the water and disinfects. 38
am
. *  • *  •  •
Caught on the Rebound.
He—Are you aware that I 
something of a mind reader?”
She—no. Do you mean to say that 
you can read my thoughts?
He—Sure. .
She—Oh, George, this is so sud­
den. ■* ,
PREVENT DISORDER. — At the 
first symptoms of internal disorder, 
Parnielee’s Vegetable Pills should be 
resorted to immediately. Two or 
three of these salutary pellets, taken 
before going to V bed, followed by 
doses of one or two pills for two or 
three nights in succession, will serve 
as a preventive of attacks of dyspep- j
•  _ 1  I T  A t .  a ' '  '  J i n / i  a  * v »  r t . T f f V t  1 n i t  f  a 1 •  I
High Testimonial
MOh, mamma,” exclaimed little 
Alice, rushing in from school. “Ethel 
Talbot has the loveliest mother that 
ever w as:. She is such a beautiful 
mother! I do wish you could see her.’ 
“Tell me about her, Alice,’ said 
her other. “Why is she so lovely?” 
“Why,” said Alice, “she lets Ethel 
‘By golly’ all she wants to!”
BE THERE A WILL, WISDOM 
POINTS THE WAY.—The sick man 
pines for relief, but he dislikes send­
ing for the doctor, which m eans bot­
tles of drugs never consumed.,. He 
has not the resolution to load his 
stomach with compounds which smell 
villainously but taste worse But if he 
has the will to deal himself with the 
railment, wisdom will direct his atten­
tion  to Parmelee’s Vegetable Pills, 
‘which, as a specific for indigestion 
and disorders of the digestive organs 
have no equal ,
1 , Rocks vs. Sand.
! Edyth—I am surprised to hear of 
your engagement to old Bullyon. Was 
he the only, man with sand enough to
US JJ1 C V tSUL  c v/i. vi. \Â wr wr  | .«
sia and all the discomforts whichfol- ^propose.
low  in the train of that fell disorder. • Mayme—Oh, no, but he w as^ tn e
ThWe m eSfs i f  sU p le  w L n  toe way is jonly one with rocks enough to inter
. ■ . ■ - Asr. me.icnown.
•'Somewhat Different.
"Wife—How does the novel end? Do 
they live happily ever after?
Husband—No, indeed. They get 
married.
Brief But Strenuous.
.Tomdix—Bumpkins political career 
was of short duration, wasn’t it?
Hojax—Yes; he went up like a 
rocket and. came down like , a flying 
machine.
e t .
MM'S IMnent Cores. Burns, Etc.
Old Story.
Greening—Last evening I proposed 
to a girl Who is interested in photo­
graphy.
’ Browning—What was the result?
Greening—She got busy and devel­
oped a negative.
N  U
The contract for Winnipeg’s new  
postoffice has been let to Thomas 
Kelly for $529,000. ,
r*«. . . . .  . . •
X?? W « will send, express prepaid, : 
>,< full eheets o f linen fabnc 
writingf paper, einbo*»ed in 
color with any imUal, and 
••;yi ^5 envelopes to  m*tcb tor 
only $1.00.
Engraving of cards, wedcling 
invitations, etfc, prom ptly  
attended to.
BYB1E B E O S .
"DIAMOHD HALL'! 
118 to 124
Y o n S o j tr o a t
t o b o h t o
if/:
a*?'4i.«
Year by yfear our sta- 
jiy* tioneiy and leather goods 
$$ department has been 
extending its business 




f2.00 per anndm. SI.00 for »1* 
months.
Advertising rates on 'application.
Job Work a Specialty.
R, H. SPEDDING. Proprietor,
W. J- CLEMENT. »• M- SnOOItSO.
tflitor.
THURSDAY. FEB. ^th, 1905.
Dominion Exhibition. ;
’ * ,*
The announcement by the
Dominion Government that a 
jrrant of $50,000 will be made to 
New Westminster for the hold­
ing” of the Dominion Exhibition, 
there will he ihuch appreciated 
by the residents of the entire 
province, and nqwhere should .it 
be more so than throughout the 
Okanagan. This will be the first 
Fair of the kind ever hold in the 
Pacific Proyince, a°d the decision 
of the Government to hold it here 
is amarket indication to our grow­
ing importance in the eves of the ■ . - t . .
Dominion. Hitherto British C91- place, and* as the people increase 
urfiliia, shufein by,mountains, ha? ip numbers, the greater will e 
had to make: its own- way in ,the the degree ofaccident- 
world, beingscarcely locked upon 4, The Okanagan Lake is about
as a part of the great Dominion 
and tfie holding of this Exhibit­
ion will do much to create a vital 
bond:1 between us arid the east.
1 t h e  H o no rable ,
Ch ie f  Commissioner o f  H ands
a n d  WoRKSr
V ictoria ,.B . Ch
We "the undersigned residents 
and vicinity respectfully 
sire to draw the attention of 
i Government .id the great and 
jssing necessity for the eStab-, 
bment of.a ferry bn Okanagan 
ke between the town of Kel- 
na, and McLenn&n’s  Landing 
tftVwest side, or at some point
near the latter place, for the fol­
lowing reasons:
1. The country is practical!! 
broken in two: at this point, thb 
road from*the north terminating 
at the water’s edge at Kelowna, 
and from the south at McLenn­
an Von the west side; hence the 
need for a ferry to supply the 
missing link and make connection 
with points further south.
2. There is a large amount of 
good agricultural land on the 
west side of the lake, which, if a 
ferry were on the lake, would 
at once be occupied and impref- 
ved, and would thus become a 
source of revenue to the Govern­
ment âS ' Well as an important 
addition to the agricultural area 
of ■ the Okanagan. A large a- 
mount of this land is at present 
unsettled owing to the fact that 
there is no communication with 
the outside world except by row 
boats, and people hesitate to set­
tle in a district under such con­
ditions.
.3  ̂To sec nre Safety of life to the 
settlers already on the west side 
and to the travelling public in 
geueral. Sad drowning accidents 
have • already occurred at .this
eighty miles in' length, and has 
no ferry crosing it anywhere. 
Kelowna is situated at the centre 
of: the east side; and, as thjs is
Doubtless many in the other about the narrowest portion of the 
provinces will avaifthemselves of lake, it would -be the, most.con- 
the opportunity to see what this venient for all sections concerned, 
country is capable of producing, So,, for the preservation of l.fe 
ind thus we will be given a means and the convenience of thejE>ub- 
>f practical advertisement, Al- lie, we respectfully request* the 
r ea d y  this province is attracting Government to establish a ferry 
ittentiqn as never before, both as at this point. 
l .'field for investment and a suit- 
Lble hotne for those who, wish to 
iscape the rigors of eastern Oan- 
idian winters. Doubtless no 
effort will be spared bv New;
Westminster to, make the Exhibit- 
on attractive in every respect 
ihd a credit to the province. Briti­
sh Columbia is more wealthy 
md more varied ip. its natural 
jroductibns than any of the other 
jrovinces, so that a mine of infor- 
nation will be opened for thô <; 
yho are seeking knowledge about 
>ur forest, field and mine.' -Jo 
last years Kelowna has made ,a 
narked impression with her fruit 
exhibits at the provincial Fairs 
md should redouble her efforts 
>n this occasion. Doubtless a 
>ection of the building will be set 
ipart for Okanagan produce, so 
hat it is hoped that this district, 
n:conduction with the other Ok- 
ihagan towns, will take up the. 
natter with a vim. What Brit- 
sh Columbia wants is settlers, 
jarticularly upon her agrticultur- 
il lands, so by doing our part we 
:an doubtless succeedin attract- 
ng a large number to this, the 
ertile . part of our province.
' Gravel.
■ The Kelowna Land and Orch­
ard Co. have certainly done great 
service to Kelowna and the Okan­
agan Mission by the construction 
of road s and bridges. The open­
ing of the new road from Kelow­
na through the Lequime estate, 
has been of great advantage to 
the settlers in the south portion 
of the valley in -shortening, to a 
considerable degree, the distance 
to market; A large amount of 
land has also been made available 
for settlement and is being rapid­
ly  acquired and settled upon. 
T he Company- have * spent about 
ten thousand dollars in opening 
and grad mg this . road.. and jp the 
construction of bridges and cul­
verts. It now merely requires 
gravelling to, place it in prime 
condition. The Company feel 
that they, have done all that they 
should be justly expected to do, 
and that the Government should 
assist -by gravelling the road. 
Doubtless, if the authorities were 
approached on the matter* there 
would be no difficulty in having 
the required, amount expended 
on this workvas it is certainly of 
pressing importance to the yal-. To Cross the Lake. . „ _ .
McLennan has charge of ley. W h e n  the spring rains come, 
* following petition for the the road will be almost unpassa-, 
cjng of a ferry on Okanagan hie 'thrqtigb the lower ŝection;' 
ke. ' Copies wilLbe circulated entailing much; hardship upon* 
Kelownaj Vernon, Peachland Rhosewhoiare obliged to make it 
i  Summerland, and will be their principal thoroughfare, 
aded to Price Ellison, M. P. P. Less Water.
‘ presentation to the Chief It .g prpbabfe that a petition 
mmissioner of. Lands and wju be forwarded to the Domin- 
i>rks. We will expect to see .Qn tioverhmeht asking for the 
»ferry established next sum- jowering.. pf, Okanagan Lakie.
Matters should be brought toj a; 
head without delay so^that the; 
petition might be presented while; 
the House’ is in' session. From. 
afifedltK'sffinrfpolnt, it is imper*; 
ative that measures be taken to 
prevent the spring rises that 
have taken place the last two 
years,‘ and .. the r appropriation 
should* be s^Uredy; r- i |  ̂ possible, 
during, theLi pf-eseht ' session. 
The question effects Kelowna 
more than any other place in t\p& 
district, so' we - should not wait 
■for anyothei* "plac&;t6 actforiis;'
LAND TOR SALE!
Several Choice Farms near 
Kelowna. Large quantity of 
splendid hay land. First 
Class Irrigation. Also d 
number of farms and ranches 
in the vicinity. Apply to
T . M cK in ley ,
K elo w n a , B. C.
M ission V alley
! • l • •
Livery* F eed  an d  
S a le  S ta b le  .
Good Horses and Rigs always 
ready for the* roads. Copi-„ , 
mercial men accommodated 
on short notice-. Freighting 
and : Draymg a specialty.
C . Blackwood; Prop.
- K EL.OWN A 
MEAT MARKET
• ' *- • . k ' ;•■t ■' , * ; -
, Fresh Meats, Cured 
'M ea ts*  Fish and 
Gkmef in season.
•J ■ .{'■ ) 1 , l
Orders delivered to 
any part of the
|  W e  C an  D o A n y  Q u an tity  
O f  T in s m ith in g
“Rigiit Away jju k k ”— “Or Sooner”
We Also Have
1, - i *
< Skates, Hockey Sticks, Lumbermans’ 
Supplies including Robert Mann’s ;j 
Axes, Well Pumps, Spraying Pumps.
‘Pfxge and ‘Elwood’ fencing, Poultry j 
Netting, Barbed, Plain, and Baling 
wire,! Piping and Fittings,. etc., etc. SI
K e lo w n a  H a rd w a re  S to re .
:'»r
S. L Long,&
• • • .t: . ‘ ■ ■ 'I • *• * J . t ,
. ■ v* Ageat for ;
Pacific Coast Pipe Compan­
ies Wooden Stave PIpe
! Prices and Information as 
v to instalation -supplied on 
•application.. . This pipe is 
emipen tly suited for irri­
gation and {#11 lOther.pur-.
’ poses.'
C h eap  and D u rab le
KELOWNA, B. C.
Y ou W ork
Year after year for a mod­
erate income without gett­
ing ahead w  making pro­
vision. for "your old age 
You.cpn, -
Double Your Salary
Now with an investment of 
cinly five dollars a month.
; Do not allow other matters 
* i of.dess importance to press 
Upon ,.your .time. , Begin 
now. Write for informat-, 
ion of our courses of study 
• by mail. -
The Kamloops General Ageacy 
K AM LO O PS, B. G.
1 • . Or to \ .
Tfae'Canadlan' Correspondence College 
TORONTO,* ONTARIO
D. W. Crowley & Co.
ns B U T C H E R S  ns
!< Fresh-and Salt Meats;'*’ *
‘ Hums artd Bacon. Fish; - ■
• - - and Game in season. - All \
: orders' carefully attend­
ed to. Free Delivery.^'
Liyery &  Feed Stable
’ First Class Horses, C,pm-, 
.fortable Rigs' and. Care- . 
full . drivers; ’ We ’ give ;
' particular-‘attention t o 1 ; ' 
the orders I of iCommfer- 
.... _cial men. i ■ / t-*’
Stables-near. Lake: View House.;
ID. W . Crowley &  Co.
. KELOW NA, BVC. :
own
T w o  G ood  Bargains 
t h i s  w eek ..................
Stillingfleet & Eraser
R eal E s ta te  A g e n t s , , , . , y. 
KELO W NA, B.C.
15he B an k  of M ontreal
Capital, all paid up, $14.000,0 o. R.est, $10,000,000 
Balance Profit and JLossti account $373.98 8 
, . ..Head Office,’Montreal,
P R E SID E N T . R ig h t H on . Lord Str&thdona and  M oui\t RoyaI G. Ci Mk G. 
V IC E -P R E S ID E N T ,'S ir  G eorA ^D rurnm ond, L . C . M. G. .
Branches in all the principal cities and towns in Canada. Also in 
the following" cities:—Londpn, Eng., 22 Abchurch Lane,. E. C; 
New York, 59 W all Street; Chicago, 188 L a  Salle Street; Spokan, 
. Wash; St. John’s Newfoundland, .,
Bankers and Correspondences Liverpool, Bank of Liverpool. Scot­
land; British Linen Co’a., Bank and Branches.
A general banking business transacted. : Drafts sold available... at 
all points in United States, Europe and Canada, ‘ including Atlin
and Dawson City;
S a v in g s  B a n k  D e p a r tm e n t
Deposits received from $1.00 upwards and interest allowed at
current rates.
W ith d rsw ls  tm  D e m a n d  W tthoxit D e la y  ' V' -
Ranchers and Country Business given sp ecia l. attention. 
Municipal arid School District accounts received on favorable terms.
. Special attention given to the handling of Municipal aud other
debentures,
B a n k in g  b y  M aiJ .
Deposits may De made and withdrawn by mail. ,.Ouf-pf-tow.n Ac­
counts'receive every attention.
O k a n a g a n  D istrict*  r .
G. A. HENDERSON, Manager. Vernon
KELG W NA
K H . G. F ish e r , Su b-A gen t.
ARMSTRONG.
E . S . V . M cCIIntock. S u b-A gen t
W m . H a u g
.‘i
Contracts taken for all 
* : kinds. Of -Stone Work, - 
. . Brick Work and Poster- v 
. ing. : JustrarrJyed a car,-
. ’ of Coast Limfe




A carload of feed'-wheat, . by Jas. Jones and 
-̂ ■Henry Burtch.




KELOWNA, - . - -B: C.
Garruthers
•  *
Real E s ta te  A gents, N o ta r ie s  
Public, K e lo w n a , B. C.
A g en ts  fo r
Mutual Life Assurance Co’y of 
Canada. Ocean ‘Accidental 
Guarantee Corporation, Ltd. 
Queen Fire Insjurance Comp­
any of America. Guardian As­
surance Co., of ' London and 
. Lancashire. Kelowna Land 
and Orchard Co’y, Ltd. Kel­
owna Townsite Property, also 
numerous Improved and Unim­
proved Private Properties. 
Canadian Casualty & Ins. Co.
Messrs. Carruthers &  Pooley 
have great facilities for handl­
ing Private Improved Proper­
ties owing to their large circle 
of Agents in the east and at 
the coast. Fine Lake Shore 
residential lots within a few 
minutes walk of Kelowna. Un­
surpassed Fruit Land close; to 
town from $100.00 to $200.00 an 
acre. Excellent Irrigated 
Bench Land, A 1 roads, all, 
cleared at $75.00 an acre. 
Pipe system for household use
it
I-:.
■ Anything in School Books 
’■ Scribblers, E x e r c is e  
■i Books, Miool bags, Slates 
| Pencils, ink etc*, requir­
ed by the scholar at 
school can be procured, 
from us.
J . P. C lem ent
B o o k se lle r  and  
S ta t io n e r  
K elo w n a .
IT E M S  O F IN T E R E ST .
A G E N T S  F O R  T H E
I SAND CITY PAINT C O .
/  We are prepared to supply 
you with ready-mixed paint 
in all shades and cplors for in-, 
side and outside painting-. 
Stains and Enamels, carriage 
? and waggon. paint ready for 
use. Decorators pure ’White 
lead, linseed oils, turpentine, 
.Japan varnishes,schallac,and 
No. 1 wood filler. ;■ We sell at 
; living prices, ' Estimates fur­
nished on all kinds of paint­
ing. Give us a call.
Robinson i  Wendel
C o rn e r o f  R e s ta iira n t, K e lo w n a .
Miss Eva S. Reekie
v' .-1- :• • :v • ‘ • ; v
. . v  ■ ' ;
• '• . •' v- ‘ 'V V-:v Teacher of Pianoforte,
,7 Theory an4 Vocal: Pujiil 
of Moulton College and 
Toronto Conservatory of 
\  Music. Arrangements 
r having.been md.de with 
the Toronto Conservat- , 
f ory of Music to' hold. an- 
>r' dual Local Centre Ex-,
. animations at Kelowna, 
pupils can be advanced 
vtdthe final year in Con­
servatory w ork ,an d  
thereby save the expense 
A o f  going from home to ob­
tain Diplomas in primary 
Junior and Intermediate 
grades. Voice culture a, 
^specialty. Studfe
* doors south of Dawson,
, ’ < Ro\vcliffe.& Co,




Shoe repairing promptly 
and neatly done. Shop 
in Verey’s old stand.
Kelowna B. C.
Dr. Boyce made a call at Peach- 
land on Friday, returning Satur­
day
D. E. Gellatly was a passenger 
on the Aberdeen, for Vernon last 
Saturday.
■ ■ iNeil McLean of Okanagan Fallte 
has been spending a few days in 
Kelowna. !
G. A; McWilliams of Summer- 
land came up to Kelowna fpr ia 
short stay on Tuesday.
Mrs. and Miss Skipworth left 
for a visit to the coast cities last 
Saturday.
Ira Robinson’ came down from 
Vernon on- Friday to / attend the- 
Bachelors’Ball.
' Mr.-and Mrs. H. F. Wilmot, 
of Vernon spent a day in town 
last,week.
O. W. M. Hughes returned 
Wednesday from several week’s 
absence in Winrupeg,Man.
T. W;- Stirling returned on 
Friday after being-absent at the 
Capital for several weeks.
Mr. Fisher, sub:' Agent for the 
Bank of Montreal here* spent 
Saturday and Sunday in Vernon;
Miss Green, of Ladner’s Land-; 
ing is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. 
-B. F. Boyce.
Rev. Jas. Lang of Peachland, 
occupied the pulpit in the Presby­
terian Church on Suunday.
Rev. Thos Greene returned 
from Yale on Friday after leav­
ing his daughter, Miss Mabel 
Greene, at the Yale Ladies’ Col-' 
lege.
The new company sawmill for 
Peachland went down on the 
Aberdeen on Friday, and the boil­
er yesterday.
Cold weather, hard water and 
poor soap can never injure the 
skin’ protected by our Almond 
Cream. P. B. Willits & Co.
S. C. Smith and daughter were 
among those from Vernon who 
attended the Bachelors’ Ball on 
Friday.
Rev. A. Henderson supplied in 
the Vernon Methodist Church 
Sundays returning to Kelowna on 
Monday.
It hits been rumoured that Dr. 
Boyce is giving up his practise, 
but we are authorized to state that 
there is no foundation for the re­
port.
H. Van Hise, who had his leg 
broken at Peachland* was brought 
up to Kelowna on Saturday -for 
treatment. He is now iat Mrs. 
Brown’s private hospital and is 
making satisfactory recovery. 7
W. A. Hunter brought back a 
soda water fountain with him 
from Manitoba.
' A. E. Werry, who was one of 
the excursionists from Crystal 
City, Man., left for iiis home 
Tuesday. He has bought pro­
perty in Summerland and will re­
turn to reside there later.
. „ ( , 1
Wm. Kinnear and' family, who 
arrived from Manitoba about two 
months ago, left for Vancouver 
on Tuesday. They expect to re­
side there for a time.
If we knew of a  better cough 
remedy than our Syrup of White 
Pine and Tar, we would recom­
mend it: but yve do not. It , is 
safe and sure. P. B. Willits & Co.
; F. W. Fraser for a number of 
years in the employ of Lequime 
Bros. & Co. has taken over D. W. 
Sutherland’s interest in the Real 
Estate line of Sutherland and 
Stillingfieet. ~ _
It is reported that Jas. Harvey 
and F. - R. E. DeHart intend 
opening up a brick yard at Kel­
owna and that the contract for 
100 cords of wood has been let 
for same. ■
S. T. Elliott and R. Morrison 
are having a large implement shed 
erected near Mr. Elliott’s black­
smith shop. They recently re­
ceived a carload of farm machin­
ery and intend keeping a full 
supply.
The ice wagons have been busy 
the last few days taking advan­
tage of the ice that has formed 
during the past week. It is about 
ten inches thich at present on 
the ponds bu t ■ is riot likely to last 
more than a week or s6.
On T  hursday night there was 
a curling match between the Man­
itobans and the Briti sh Columbia­
ns. The result showed that the 
people from the ice province were 
not in it with the. natives. The 
score was six to. ten in favor of 
British Columbia.
D. Leckie’s gasoline launch is 
being put to practical use. On 
Wednesday* it made a trip to 
Peachland, where Mr. Leckie 
has the contract of putting in a 
furnace. Doubtless next sum­
mer will see a large number of 
those useful and pleasurable 
boats cutting the ̂ waters of Okan­
agan Lake.
There was a. general meeting 
of the Presbyterian congregation 
on Tuesday evening at which it 
was decided to place the church 
on the self sustaining list, pay­
ing their minister a salary of 
$900 a year, with a free manse. 
Two years ago the church wa  ̂
simply on the mission field and 
this speaks well for the growth of 
the place as well as for the work 
being done by the church.
D I A R I E S .
There are a few left which are 
being sold a t a reduction.
P r ic e s : 2 0 c . to  6 5 c .
. I M P .
Use an Imp Soot Destroyer. 
. I t  is a sure and easy way of 
cleaning out Stove-pipes 
and Chimneys.
The Cost Is only 20 cts.
H . E. W allis, D isp e n s in g  C h e m is t : :
g l r o n  B eds Iro n  Beds Iro n  B eds Iro n  B eds Iro n  B eds Iro n  B eds Iro n  B eds Iro n  B eds
I JIIST OPENED AT
( The Kelowna furniture Go’s
sfs Several-New Lines of Iron Beds, Mattresses, Dresser^ 
H and Stands, Wardrobes, Extension Tables, - Side- 
i  boards, Morris Chairs, Dressers, Cotiches, Fancy 
|  Rockers, and Easy Chairs.
ts A visit to our Show Rooms will convince you that our stock 
|  is|the BEST, and our PRICES REASONABLE. We have 
# Morris chairs in Golden Oak with rever sable Velour Cush­
’S ions at $8.55, Extension Tables in Golden Oak at t$10.00 
I . - ' " Chiairs at 65c. .
+* ■ ■ ■ _• ■ -f. ■ ■ -
| K elow na F u rn it\ire, C oy.
Q C h a irs , chiairs, ch a irs , c h a irs , ch a irs , c h a irs , ch a irs , c h a irs , ch a irs , c h a irs . ' ch a irs , ch a irs .
Has been thoroughly renovated 
throughout. First Glass Accom­
modation for the travelling public 
High classed liquors and cigars. 
A home for all Commercial men.
James Bowes
i-r-u/ « -*»  v m *'* ,h - i J , M ^ p ^ - w r K l
WAS SENT BOISE 
AS INCURABLE
THEN JOSEPH BOONE FOUND 
T HEALTH IN DODD'S KIDNEY 
PILLS.
He Was Unable to Work for Seven
Years Before He Used the Great
Canadian Kidney Remedy.
Cottel’s Cove, Nfld., Dec. 19.— (Spe­
cial ).—Tho days of miracles are past, 
but the euro of Joseph Boone of this 
place almost ranks with the sensa­
tional cures of the earlier ages. .
Mr. Boone has been oiling for eight 
years, seven of which ho was unable 
to work from the effects of Backache 
and Kidney Complaint He was all
aches and pains.
He was treated by several doctors, 
and after seven months In the hospi­
tal waB sent home aS incurable. It 
was there that reading of cures In the 
newspapers led him to use Dodd s 
Kidney Pills. It took twenty-one 
boxes to cure him, but to-day he is 
strong and well and hard at work 
lobster Ashing. . _
People here have learned that lftne  
disease is of the Kidneys or from the 
Kidneys Dodd’s Kidney Pills will cure 
i t
n i i »»! r i i , 1 MI —
THE WRANGLERS.
W b f Cambridge University Hon«,r 
; Men Are Be D esignated.
In the middle ajes when learning 
was elevated to respectability In Eu- 
ropean colleges exercises consisted: 
largely of disputatious,' and those who 
engaged! in them were called disputants 
or wranglers. One candidate was pit­
ted against another or against a college 
don to thrash a question out. Wrangle 
Is a very suitable word, for the process 
ofteu consisted of a battle royal, car­
ried on by twisting an opponent's 
Words so as utterly to baffle or confuse 
• him.
In the University of Cambridge in 
the fifteenth century ‘an ould bache- 
k>ur," as representative of the univer­
sity, bad to sit on a three legged stool 
(hence the word tripos) “beffore Mr. 
Proctours” to test the abilities of the 
candidates for degrees by arguing with 
“the eldest son” of them.
: If these trials turned out satisfac­
torily the moderator would compliment 
the candidates by saying to each, “Sum- 
mo ingenil acumine disputasti” (you 
have wrangled excellently) to the fore­
most, or ‘‘optime quidem” or ‘‘optime’" 
only to what are still called senior and 
Junior uptimes; - Not till 1753''was the 
word wrangler used of the highest Bon­
ers class.
is well enougn tor tne ease oi pom#- 
ness to listen to his stories of immense 
business deals or fabulous salaries or 
wonderfifi offers which he was com­
pelled to refuse because he was offered 
still more by souio one else, but don’t j 
swallow the tales. The men who go 
away and succeed do not need to tell 
of their success. You hear of their suc­
cess. It speaks for itself. You are do­
ing better than the cheap monkeys 
that have to megaphone their success. 
Attempt to follow their example, and 
you will meet with disaster.—Atchison 
Globo.
Superstition* About Cats.
There ore many strange superstitions 
extant about cats. When cats sneeze, 
it Is said, It is n sign.of rain. The car­
dinal point to ‘ which a cat turns and 
Washes Its face after rain shows the 
direction from which the wind will 
blow. When cats are snoring foul 
weather is sure to follow. Cats with 
their tails up and hair apparently elec 
trifled indicate approaching wind. If 
sparks are seen when stroking a cat’s 
back expect a change of weather soon. 
When n cat washes Its face with Its 
back to the fire expect a thaw in win­
ter. . .,__'___________ _ ’ ,
Perversion by A bbreviation.
Mrs. Gadabout—People are saying 
you called on Mrs. Verdigris the other 
day and got a setback. Mrs. Upjohn— 
What a willful perversion of truth 1 
I called on her and got a set of Dick­
ens back that I’d lent hen two years 
before.
A LOOK AT OUR PROGRESS.
t. i " ^  SALLY LUNNS.
Named For a  Famou* E ig h te e n ^
Century P astry Cook.
The sweet, light tea cakes, nowadays 
familiar to us under the name of Sally 
Lunns, are called after a young pastry 
cook of that name who was famous for 
the quality of her wares at the close 
of the eighteenth century and was con­
stantly to be seen carrying them .In a 
basket, morning and evening, and cry- ] 
Sng them through the streets o f Bath, 
temptingly displayed In snow white 
linen. She. is said to have kept a cake 
shop which became a favorite resort 
for old and young in, the old west, coun­
try town.
Dalmer, a musical baker, bought her 
recipe, made a song in praise of these 
tea cakes and set It to music. ; This 
soon caught on and was sung and whis­
tled as a popular air. Sally Lunns were 
distributed on special barrows, - and 
Dalmer’s fortune was assured.
Sally Lunn herself Is. said to have 
baked her tea cakes for the princ's re­
gent, through whom they became 
known to the celebrated chef Careme. 
He calmly adopted them as his own 
invention and sold, them to ' his cus­
tomers in Paris a s: Solilemes, an evi­
dent plagiarism for Sally Lunns.—Lon­
don Mail. ________________
CROWN QF A TOOJH.
It Is Composed o f th e  ' Hardest
K now n Organic Substance.
The crown of a human tooth is cov­
ered by a brilliant whjite pap of e*  
treme density, the enatael, which is 
not only the hardest tissue of the hu­
man body, consisting, as It does, of 96.5 
per cent of mineral and of 3.5 per cent 
of animal matter, but also the hardest 
known organic substance.
-The whole of the friction entailed by 
the mastication of food falls upon the 
cutting edges of our teeth, and these 
are protected by an extra thickness of 
enamel. So hard is this that only in 
extreme cases, in persons who live on 
very hard food requiring much masti­
cation, has it been known to wear off.
This enamel • cap is composed of a 
vast number of microscopic ;rods, one 
end of each of -which rests upon the 
dentine, and the other reaches the free 
cutting surface. These rods vary in 
shape and position, some being five 
and others six sided, some straight and 
others sinuous,-but they are ail arrang­
ed sor that the maximum degree of 
compactness and strength is seedred. ;
~ l'-T------- :-------------- '
«01d\H om e” Thooffht*.
Don’t let your heart be troubled by 
the ■ man who 'i\pmes, back and tells 
what wonderful success be has had as 
a result of leavingX^iis home town. It
—’— The Status.
Miss Beach—I dou’t think he really 
Cares for Miss Dollars. Mr. Trotter I 
think he has a pJatonic affection for 
tier, but he’s violently in love with hex 
father’s money.
A civil guest will no more talk all 
thaa eat all the fea st
83,166 Died of Snake BIt.e».
During 1902 no fewer than 26,002 
-persons were killed by reptiles and 
wild animals in.'India, according to  
a statistical abstract issued fho oth­
er day. This total is made up as fol­
low s: By tigers, 1,048; bv leopards, 
509; by wolves, 377; by other. wild 
animals, 904; by reptiles, 23,106.
To be a mendicant in India is to  
be a member of an officially recog­
nized profession, for in a volume of 
statistics relating to our Indian Em­
pire from 1893-1894, to  1902-1903 
it is stated that the number of non- 
religious mendicants., is 2,433,115,,of 
whom 1,572,479 are males.
Another curious item in this re4 
markable volume, which reduces the 
country, its people, its trade, and 
everything connected with it to  
tables and figures, is that in 1902, 
23,168 criminals were sentenced to  
be whipped. ,
-  More Powerful Searohll slit.
The most powerful searchlight ever 
designed or built was recently finish­
ed at the famous Schuckert works at 
Nuremberg, Germany, where the 
manufacture of giant searchlights has 
been made a specialty. Some idea of 
the illuminating power of the great 
instrument may be gained from the 
fact that if it  were possible to  set 
it upon a hill or tower 300 feet high 
its rays could be detected from a 
distance of nearly eiglity-five miles. 
Its candle power, at 316*000,000, is 
so great as to  be almost incom­
prehensible in figures. When the 
searchlight for the Heligoland light­
house was turned out at the Schuck­
ert Works Some time ago it  was con­
sidered a wonder, but its  candle 
power is only 1 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
Australian .Postcards.
Official recognition of the popular­
ity of the picture postcard has been 
made by the Australian Postmaster- 
General, who has invited competitive 
designs for pictorial postcards, to bo 
printed and issued by his department 
for use throughout the Common- 
'wealth. Premiums of £ 1 0 , £ 5  aftd 
£3  respectively will be' paid for 
three series of twelve designs each ad­
judged by the Postmaster-General to  
be first, second and third In order of 
merit in the case of each State. The 
designs will consist exclusively ol 
Australian subjects.
S t i l l  I n s tn u a t tn s r .
Bill—A man wouldn’t  expect to  bo 
cheated in church, now, would he?
J ill—No, not unless he was mar­
ried there.
T he H nim calcon .
The wooden harmonicon is, one of the 
most ancient instruments. It ^  at 
present found in a vary primitive form 
all over -Africa and in many parts of 
Asia and Oceania.
DODDS
Wo will soon be closing another 
year, and again as we, the citizens or 
Asslnibola, the farmers of the West, 
balance our books for another season 
we can look around ua and S20 and 
feel prosperity; wo know that we are 
hotter off than we wero a year ago, 
and thoso of us who have been In the 
West since Its youth' know that its 
growth and progress are substant’al.
The pioneers who came to the 
wheat belt of Western Canada made 
a choice of two propositions when 
they decided to farm; to select the 
llghly advertised lands of tho Da- 
totas and Minnesota, or come to the 
„ess advertised territory of Manitoba 
and Asslnibola. Were they wise In 
tholr selection? Let us look at re­
sults.
The Blue Book for tho ton years 
Tl-’Ol gives the average sl id p?r 
acre of 12.07 bus. in N. Da' o a and 
10.04 bus. In S. Dakota, with an 
average of all WeBtera States of 12 
oushcls. The Canadian B us Book is 
authority for tho figures tin., cover 
;he same period of years (’Di-'Oi) In 
tho Canadian West the, average yi?ld 
was 17.07 bushels. Thoee quotr t ons 
give us a feeling of satisfaction when 
we look backward for a decade end 
real’ze that we are about 40 rer e nt 
wca’thlor ench y -ar than our cou Ins 
across the line. Even thi3 y ar. 
which has made so much di s tlsfac- 
tion owing'to the di3par ty in prices 
caused by the crop failure in the 
United States with the rust blight, 
our rteurns per acre are mnore than 
f we were farming In Uncle Sam’s 
and. Our average of 17% bush 13 at 
80 cents would be $14 per a^re; 
Northern S ate3 average oC 12 bus 
at 90 cents would be $11.52 p:rarre. 
The amount is not very large, only 
!>250 on a 150-acre oro*\ but it It a 
nice nest egg, and though our prie s 
have to be governed by British mar­
kets, and the scar i y o 1* n ii.ing  
wheat across tve' border nh?kes a lo­
cal market which c~n call flour at 
$3.45 per hundred, wii.le we buy our 
dour for $2 .20.
We have our drawbacks, In this 
country, but we also have substantial 
advantages. Let us then be loyal to 
our country. Push It along in every 
way that is going to benefit those 
who reside here and the prosperity 
will continue.—[Ga’nstorough Post.
POPULAR WITH ALL CLASSES because «  A l l  D , ( r p  T p a ”  
it is Exactly What is is Claimed to be * * l l  I  m v  i v w
CEYLON TEA, Sold only in Sealed Lead Packets. By all Grocers.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARD ANlD GOLD MEDAL AT 8T. LOUIS*
‘ , t'*-
t ,  y  \
...... ...  V*,  ̂ 1 ^ y-|
i ,I .. 1 ..fW'V' •’ ,
‘Ohio Gasoline Engines'
PORTABLE ENGINES for THRESHING 
| and STATIONARY foe CHOPPING aad 
WOOD SAWING in stock *t all times, 
can ship at a day’s notice.
Write os for Prlocs and Oatalogus.
tarridgc-Cooper Cfc, L it ,  Winnipej, B n .
Henry Avenue, East.
The Canadian Pacific Railway has 
announced a rate of single first-class 
'are and one-third for Christmas and 
New Year excursions. The rates ap- 
Jly between all stations in Canada 
west of Port Arthur, and are on sale 
Dec. 23, 24, 25, 26, 30th and- 31st. and 
Jan. 1st and 2nd., Gcod to return un­
it January 4, 1905.
In After Years.
Again the village blacksmith stood 
under the spreading chestnut tree.
Jingling the coins In his pocket, ho 
spake: “I care not who makes the
autos of the nation provided I make 
the repairs.”
She Was Lucky.
He—I- understand your are taking 
cooking lessons?
She—Yes.
He—How are you getting along? 
She—Fine. Not a single case for 
the undertaker so far.
IMMEHT Cures M M
No Time to Waste.
Wedderly—Why don’t you get mar­
ried?
Oldbach—I’m too old 
Wedderly—Pshaw! what's your age 
I got to do with it?
j Oldbach—Why, I have onljr a few  
I years left in which to enjoy life.
TH E FI RST RAILWAYS.
W hen -Sixteen Miles an  Hour Mad© 
th e  Passengers Dizzy.
In 1830, when the railway was open­
ed between Liverpool and Manchester, 
the Liverpool terminus was at Wap- 
ping. Lime street tunnel was not com­
pleted until about six years later.
At first the service consisted of three
trains each way on week days and two 
on Sundays, but this was soon found 
to be insufficient. After Lime street 
station was opened there were six first 
class trains and six second class trains 
each way on week days and two of 
each description on Sundays. The jour­
ney of thirty-one miles occupied near­
ly two’ hours, which led to complaints 
that tiie speed w as-too great to be 
pleasant and caused dizziness, On the 
other hand, sanguine expectations were 
indulged in that in course of time the 
average rate of traveling would be at 
least double the ordinary speed of the 
swiftest conveyances drawn by horses. 
It was anticipated that the general 
adoption of railways would lead to “a 
vast decrease iq the consumption of 
oats and hay by the substitution of 
steam 'engines in lieu of horses, and 
that portion of the soil which has hith­
erto been allotted. to the growth of 
such produce may be appropriated to 
the raising of food suitable toi the hu­
man species”—an important considera­
tion in the time of the corn laws. It 
could not have been foreseen that the 
railway system, s o . far . from supersed­
ing horses, would lead to an immense 
increase in the demand for them.—Liv-; 
erpool P ost
' MacVcagh Adjourned th e  Conrt. ..
On one occasion Wayne MacYeagh 
succeeded In adjourning the supreme 
court before the usual hour. Mr. Mac- 
Veagh never remained in . Washington 
overnight if he could help it, and on 
this occasion he greatly desired to take 
the 4 o’clock train for Philadelphia. 
Although talking to the court he kept 
his eye on the clock and. at 3:45, giv­
ing himself just enough time to reach 
the station, he ceased his argument 
and said: ‘‘May it please your honors, 
I move that the court do now adjourn. 
I want to catch the 4 o’clock train for 
home.” The cool audacity of the re­
quest seemed to paralyze the Justices, 
but the chief justice made the custom­
ary order without a protest, and Mr.
MncVeagh got his train.
■ . k'.: . ■ ■ R are, ■
‘‘Harduppy tells mo ■ he never de­
stroys a receipted bill.”
“No, he’s more likely to have them 
framed and hung up In his parlor as 
curiosities.”-—London Judy.
If you want to retain your faith In a 
critic you ought never to see the things 
he criticises.—Pall Mall Magazine.
A Smiling Face
signifies robust health and good 
digestion. You can a lw ays  
carry  a smiling <face in spite of 
Care and w orry  if you keep 
your liver right and your 
digestion good by using
Beecham’s
Pills
Sold Everywhere. In boxes 25 cents*
Too Substantial.
Enpeck—My wife told me to buy 
her a good broom.
Dealer—Well here’s one with a 
hickory han die—waranted not to 
brcflilt ’
Enpeck—Great Scott! Do you think 
my scull is made of cast-iron?
I was Cured of Acute Bronchitis 
by MINARD’S LINIMENT.
J. M. CAMPBELL. 
Bay of Islands.




I was Cured of Chronic Rheuma 
tisui by MINARD’S LINIMENT.
GEO. TINGLEY.
Albert Co., N. B.
“And
An Ample Supply.
now,” said the promoter, af­
ter explaining his scheme, “Im will­
ing to let you in on the ground floor. 
“Not any more for me, thank you.
replied the wise guy. “My w ife'has
enough of these basement bargains at 
home to last us for ninety-nine years.
Another Hunt.
“Say,” queried the shade of Plato, 
where is Diogenes?” .
“Oli, he’s got a new scheme, re­
plied the shade of Socrates. “He 
took his lantern this morrning and 
started for the United States to look 
for a Democrat.” * 1
PAINS, LIKE THE POOR, ARE 
ALWAYS WITH US—That portion of 
man’s life which Is not made up of 
pleasure is largely composed of pain, 
and to be free from pain is a plea­
sure. Simple remedies are always the 
best in treating bodily pain, and a 
safe, sure and simple remedy is. Dr. 
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil. You cannot 
do wrong in giving it a trial when re­
quired.
Cause for Complaint.
Merchant—What- did that man 
want?”
Clferk—Nothing, sir.
Merchant—Then what was he grow­
ling about when he went out? .
Clerk—He was growling because 
we didn’t have it in stock,
KHABD'S u ra EH T D r Sale EvenwtaB.
He’ll Get the Cream. .
“ I’m engaged in the dairy business 
now,” said the lawyer. .
“ You don’t say,” exclaimed ms 
friend, the doctor. „ . .
“ Fact,” rejoined the legal light.
I ’m milking an estate.”
Only those who have had experi­
ence can tell the torture corns pause. 
Pain with your boots on, pain;, with 
them off—pain night and day;, but 
relief is sure to those who use Hol­
loway’s Corn Cure.
Still Smart Enough.
Kerwin—I guess my wife thinks 
I’m a pretty smart man.
Merritt—What’s the explanation? 
Kerwin—She admits that I am half 
as smart as she thought I was the day 
we were married. -
. Proper Caper.
The Sufferer—Wow ! I’m going to a 
dentist and have this tooth out.;. , 
Christian Scientist , Yout toot 
doesn’t ache. You only im agine-i 
CLOGS# ■. . -  ■ ■■■; ■ 11̂ *1
The Sufferer—Then 1 11 have the  
dentist extract by imagination.
Nearly all Infants are more or less{ 
subject to diarrhoea and such cpm* 
plaints while teething and as this per> 
iod of their lives is the most critical, 
mothers should not be without a .bou 
tie of Dr J. D. Kellogg’s Dysentery; 
Cordial. This medicine is a speclm ( 
for such complaints, and is bighlj, 
spoken of by those who have used m  
The proprietors claim it will CUI>e, 
any case of cholera or summer comjj 
plaint. :
No reduction in duty was allowe^j 
on frosted wheat in a test case a  
Fargo last week.
S u n lig h t S o f |
c lo th e s  n or  free a lk e J i to d estroy J11
n erfectlv  b a la n c e d  soap* e q u a l ly  g o o d . w t n  
^ &rd or soft w aiter. No scru b b in g , n o  boiling*
T ry S u n lig h t. _ '
Y our m o n e y  refu n d ed  if y o u  d o n ’t fin d  ft b est.
Lover Brothers Lim ited  
Toronto
i x o f
0
Emm
$  f . i'( *  fi"  *->'
TRYING THE SHEEP DOS
A POPULAR COMPETITION AS fT WAS 
HELP AT A SCOTTISH SHOW.
C b m  Work Pot** bjr tb o  F o n r -F o o to d  Com* 
D«tlt*n -  M t m U o s i  f y e u p a th y  M a o l-  
( f i t s d  B o tiro o n  M a s te r  a n d  P o g - P i a *  
f r o m  o(->tbo F i e ld  P e e d  f o r  tb o  ttb o o p  
P a g  T r ia l s  a t  tb o  C a n a d ia n  N a t io n a l  
E x h ib i t io n ,  S e p t. 6 , 7 a n d  8 , 1 0 0 4 .
Tbo following' la a description of 
tho sheep-dog trials as conducted at 
an agricultural show in Scotland:
Tho first to stop out and try hia 
luck was Duncan McDonald, from 
Modwynhcad, Duncan and Spot look­
ed confident enough, and certainly 
they appeared to  bo in no hurry. In 
going, away Spot showed rather much 
hesitation. H is stylo suggested a 
doubt as to  whether his master had 
a  right to usk him to dischargo such 
a  duty By slow degrees ho got be­
yond hm charges, but still there was 
a  carelessness—an indlileronco—In his 
every movement. Onco or twice ho 
gave hopes of an agile display, but 
his normal “saunter” was not, even 
here, to  bo departed from. Ho missed 
the first “post,”.' to  the great annoy­
ance of Duncan, but Spot took tho 
mishap with philosophic calm. Whilo 
attempting to “shed,” Spot gave too  
much attention to  tho spectators,- tho 
result being not a very perfect job. 
I t  could not bo said that ho was 
disobedient; tho fault, wo think, lay 
in his being over-trained.
Robert Young, of 'Whitolawburn, 
with Spark, came next. Tho opening 
promigo was good. No slackness here'. 
Spark had taken a lesson from tho 
failure of Spot. By his first turn ho 
emphatically declared that there was 
no time to  waste. Ho meant busi­
ness, for soon ho had his charge of 
five about the feet of his master. 
Here both master and dog mado a 
mistake. Without pausing for a single 
moment they proceeded to  “shed.” 
There was no settling down, no de­
liberate taking of places, no estab­
lishing of mutual confidences—all 
these essentials were entirely over­
looked. Spark was all life, quick and 
sure in movement, a splendid "eye,” 
but having no plan to go by, he 
kept up a constant “ whirl” without 
accomplishing anything. With ten 
scoro of wild Blackface lambs, sepa­
rated from their mothers by about a  
hundred yards, what a display! 
Spark's hurry ended in his being ask­
ed to get to  the terminating pen as 
quickly as possible.’ >
James Telfer, from Ardbrannan, 
now took the field with Prod. She 
had rather an unfavorable start, the 
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DIAGRAM OF FIELD USED FOR SHEEP DOG 
TRIALS AT TORONTO EXHIBITION, SEP­
TEMBER 6, 7 AND 8.
• d • '
should have given a wider" “cast,” 
but probably James knew she could 
do all right without this advantage. 
S till, a  fine opening “sweep” never 
fails to  cat&h the eye of both judges 
and onlookers. But Prod was equal 
to  the occasion. She took possession 
of her five with perfect skill. With as 
little  difficulty she crossed . the 
“post” on the right side. Up to this 
point there had not been a mistake. 
Good luck attended the “shed,” but
thero was no great capacity r’cvealed 
here on the part of Proa. This, how­
ever, must- not be faulted, for much 
working does not necessarily mean 
good working. The penning was done 
well. The next stage, “ taking away” 
■—■tried Prod sorely. She seemed quite 
• new to the part, and ultimately 
abandoned the effort. All considered, 
(Prod thoroughly deserved her place,
. which was fourth.
- George Gilholm now stepped out 
'With Jet. The dog seemed older than 
the. man, -but before they had finish­
ed both proved their claim to  respect,
■ even to admiration. George and Jet 
were on perfect terms. They were 
‘‘brothers” in a very real sense. The 
first “turn,” crossing of the post, 
and the shedding left little  to  be de­
sired. A t every point Jet's  eye fo­
cussed her lot, and to this “ lead” 4 
George ; worked with admirable ease. 
The “ taking away” again proved a  
trifle baffling, but Jet with one r or 
tw o awkward turns, completed tho 
course, and in a reasonable time. Al­
though he had to  give another exhi­
bition, everybody felt that the 
youthful couple deserved the place 
given them, which was: second.
A dog from E ast Loch, tho pro­
perty of William McMorran, now 
tried his luck. At the “out-byo” run 
he did well, but his abilities seemed 
to  decline when ho came into close 
touch with his master. His "eye” 
was- fascinating, his turns command­
ing, but latterly no progress was 
made. Master and dog should have 
understood each other a little better. 
This want explained the failure, r 
. James Turner, from Causewayside, 
hurried up with Glen, and we now 
felt that something on tho “while- 
you-wait” order was with .us. Glen 
took the field with a fine dash, but 
missed the post on his return. James 
'tried hard to  remind Glen of “his 
Shortcomings, but Glen’s whole man­
ner was' that of the deaf ear to  the 
corrections of his superior. He hur­
ried himself completely out of it, but 
his marvellous energy won tho ap­
plause of the. crowd. _ — -
U nion  Rogers and Tyne, from 
■ WfaitefieM, were now called upon 
When Tyne was in the act of making 
his third point another dog volun­
teered hi* assistance. This being 
contrary to rule and an o|m#h Insult 
to tho genius of Tyne, some disturb­
ance was caused. Much favoruble 
Comment was made on his opening 
run, Andrew Brown throwing himself 
into a position of vantage to catch 
his every attitude; but Tyno could 
not get over the interference of his 
canine brother. When tho “shedding” 
stag** was reached he treated the on 
lookers to an imitation of the
“ American P ost.” aa innovation?
which the Judges abruptly brought 
to a close. This was Tyne's finale.
David Wilson and Tweed, from Tor- 
loss, now camo up to show all con­
cerned how tho thing should bo 
done. Tho shsep met Tweed almost 
halfway, but Tweed showed no de­
sire to take undue advantage of this 
auspicious opening. He brought them 
past tho wrong sido of tho post, be­
traying a woakness which ho after­
wards strove to rectify, and then as­
sumed too stern a role, and “ dog­
ged" his charges too soveroly. Dur­
ing tho shedding his /master waved 
his stick too much, a habit always
Hlefrapt-lmr tn a I’urmlila fl CUT Til*
“ taKing away” tried him keenly, but 
ho served well. Tweed should havo a 
future.
Alexander Millar and Prisk, from 
Ballngeich, Eaglesliarn, quietly took 
their places at tho starting point. 
Thero was no hiding tho fact that 
both master and dog were not now 
to tho ordeal. A slight inclination of 
the left hand, and Frisk was off. Ho 
swopt past the front of tho crowd in 
fine form, and in a few seconds had 
his charge under control. The, mo­
ment ho caught tho ten eyes of tho 
sheep he went down as if dropped by 
a bullet. This was art. Then ho 
moved slowly on them, shedding tho 
grass with his nose, and his ta il 
was just where it  should be. Tho 
question in the minds of all was—■ 
Could this be kept up? He carried 
his "post” points, and applied him­
self to tho “shedding” with grand 
promise. Now wo saw him at his 
best. To h is ’master's every gesture 
he responded, nor did ho lose for a 
moment the ‘ perfect command which 
by his first turn he had assumed. Ho 
covered little space, but there was 
meaning in every flash of his eye. The 
judges were right when they said: 
"If Jim s Gardner had been alive this 
would have put him on his m ettle.” 
We have seen this equalled and per­
haps slightly excelled in finish, par­
ticularly in the matter of daring at 
a critical “shed,” but no great im­
provement could- be suggested. It was 
a magnificent performance, and rich­
ly merited the loud round of ap­
plause which greeted its completion. 
Frisk, of course, was an easy first. 
He is a “beardie/* undersized, with a 
square brow, and abnormally promi­
nent in the crown. He looks dull and 
sleepy when not in action, but can bo 
roused to marvellous energy by a 
single word from his master. His 
ancestry goes, back to  the old Pent- 
land breed of beardies—a ljne laden 
with enviable honors. ,
Another Tweed, this time from 
Crosswoodburn, entered the lists. He 
looked capable, and his master, Mich­
ael Kirk, wore the smile of a confi­
dent man; They proceeded t~o busi­
ness with commendable, alacrity, scor­
ing point after point in truly bril­
liant style. The “shed” was good. 
He penned quickly but gave two 
rough turns which could have been 
avoided. George Gilholm and Jet, 
Michael arid Tweed, had to come out 
again. This time J e t  showed so well 
in the 'shedding” that he had to get 
the second ticket, Michael and Tweed 
being placed third. Allan Ireland, 
North Slip'perfield, with Ben, now 
demanded the attention of the pub­
lic. At “out-bye” work Ben is good. 
He crossed the “poll” correctly, and 
then entered upon an over-generous 
display of greyhound antics. This 
spoilt, his “shed” for, indeed,
^shed” he never achieved.. He still 
had qualities which warranted tho 
judges in giving him fifth award.
John Cunningham, from Whiteside, 
with a decent-looking d og .' had a try  
hut It came to nothing. This brought 
the open trial to a close, several of 
the entries failing to  bring a re­
sponse. Good work had been done, 
names made, and, we hope, none 
lost.
ana wcea» must oe xvpi »»
leant so «* no t to  rob the tree* of 
needed m o i s t u r e ;  third, tho s p r o u t *  
and sucker# that are always starting 
at the root* must be kept down; 
fourth, the loss by insect depreda­
tions must be kept as low ns pos­
sible; fifth, diseases must bo fought 
and kept in check. In no other wuy 
can these conditions bo so easily, ef­
fectually, cheaply and profltublv met 
as by cheeping th* orchard.—Rural 
New Yorker.
m
W h e n  H a r p e r  
F o r m e d  a  C l u b
By HENRY ALDEN
Copyright, YW, by JsT. M . W hitehead
Carrying Hog Clu»I*ra.
As to the danger of carrying' hog 
cholera from pluco to pluco, S . 11. 
Ward of tho Minnesota Livo Stock  
Board says in his circular on this 
subject: Germs may bo carried In
feed, implements, on tho feet and 
clothing of persons who come from 
infected promises. Dogs and birds 
are- often tho primo carriers of tho 
germs. Infected streams often carry 
the disease. As tho germ of hog 
cholera will sometimes livo four 
\rnonths and oven* longer under favor­
able conditions it is always wiso to 
put newly purchased swine by them­
selves for somo timo in order that 
tho danger of infection by this means 
may bo eliminated.
CAVALRY HORSES.
ffingllih Military Method of Training 
Them to Svrlm.
The most interesting and amusing of 
nil the sights of Aldershot, England, Is 
the big reservoir, or lake, where cav­
alry horses from all parts of the world 
are trained to swim with a thorough­
ness that rivals even the Italian system 
of horse training.
It is well known, by the- way, that 
cavalry horses in tho Italian army go 
through almost as much training as 
though they were intended for a circus, j 
and the writer has often been amazed
to see patrician Roman officers riding j w as and she loved him I’ll bet the 
their fine chargers down steep flights P. H. 0. would never have been form
&
It whs Mrs. Anderson who first sug­
gested the society, and thereby sho 
hoped to attuiu nutional fame, for la 
tho first blush of enthusiasm she pre­
dicted that the Provident Home club 
would in time extend from Now York 
to San Francisco, with the Carson club 
as tho parent organization,
Tho I \  II. C. wus simple enough. 
It consisted of neurly all the marriage­
able girls In Carson, who,.llred by tho 
enthusiasm of Mrs. Anderson, pledged 
themselves not to marry until their fu 
turo spouse had provided a home and a 
bunk account, thus making ample pro­
vision for the inevitable ruiuy duy.
The young men had no share in this 
enthusiastic ndmirntion for Mrs, An­
derson. Indeed, Frank Harper had 
had his first quarrel with Rose Wilder 
because ho had happened to hint that 
Mrs. Anderson's enthusiasm might bo 
somewhat less were she not comfort-4] 
ably married.
“Jack Anderson has plenty of mon­
ey,” he growled, “but old man An­
derson married when his sole capital 
was a raiiroad ticket "west, and he nev­
er saved up enough to bring his wife 
out to their new home until after tho 
second summer.”
“Do you dare to say that she Is not 
sincere?” demanded Rose hotly. Sho 
was one of Mrs. Anderson’s strongest 
partisans.
“She is sincere,” admitted Harper, 
“but If Jack was as poor as his father
of stone stairs and down especially 
constructed precipices which look as 
though they were especially invented 
to encompass the destruction of both 
horse and rider.
Again, the writer witnessed the as­
tonishing army maneuvers of the Ital­
ian troops in the river Arno at Flor­
ence and also at Spezzia, the great 
naval arsenal of Italy. The Count of 
Turin was seen loading his regiment 
“out to sea,” the prince often dis­
mounting and himself swimming with 
one arm about his charger’s neck.
The newly received horses at Aider- 
shot, however, coming as they do most­
ly from inland regions, have a deep 
seated objection to the water, and aa 
their riders are for the most part scant­
ily clad indeed the struggles between 
tutor and “pupils” are ludicrous in the 
extreme. If it is found absolutely 
impossible to coax the animals into 
water deeper than their knees or girths 
collapsible boats are usjed and the re­
fractory animal dragged by main force 
beyond his depth, w'lien he has to swim 
for dear life.—H. G. Roberts in Har­
per’s Weekly.
ed.”
In the end Harper went home with 
a heavy heart, carrying the little ring 
that had been the pledge of their love. 
Rose had declared that he must pay 
off the mortgage upon his farm before 
they were married and have at least 
$5,000 in the bank.
It took Harper exactly a week to 
pull himself together. Then he in­
augurated retaliatory methods. The
MONKEY FACED OWLS.
Popular Hog In England,
One of the most popular breeds of 
hogs in England is # the Middle 
Whites. At the Royal ’Agricultural 
Society’s show there were many fine
A Queer R iver CHIT Colony In South­
ern California.
On the banks of the Santa Ana river/ 
in southern California, is a queer col­
ony. It is situated in the cliffs which 
rise above the surface of the river and 
has a multitude of inhabitants. In 
passing along the river by daylight one 
would not Imagine that the cliffs were 
inhabited, for the members of the col­
ony are fast asleep in the chambers 
of the cliffs. But at dusk there is a 
change. At every one of the openings 
+)n with which the cliffs”are perforated ap­
pears a countenance so human-like in 
its expression that the beholder is apt 
to imagine that these must, be the 
faces of the pixies and elves of whom 
he delighted to hear in his childhood 
days. *
The tiny faces belong to a family 
having a name - nearly as large as the 
individuals are small. It is the family 
of Strix pratincola, or monkey faced 
owl. So much do their faces resemble 
those of human features that'they are 
often called the human faced owl. In 
the holes of the cliffs they pass their 
days and rear their young. At night 
they emerge in flocks and search the 
fields for mice, gophers and insects, 
Upon which they live. This owl does 
not hoot as do most owls, but utters 
a low, chuckling whistle as it flies 
about in search of prey.
Farmers and fruit raisers in southern 
California are warm friends of the 
bird, for it destroys many of the pests 
which annoy them and injure their 
crops. The eggs of the little owl are 
white, and five or six form a litter.
-se£l
‘VTHKY grew in beauty side by side/ ’
pens of this breed on exhibition. The 
handsomer pair hero illustrated at­
tracted much efttention.. The picture 
is reproduced from the London Il­
lustrated News.
S h e e p ln g  t h e  O rc h a rd *
Shceping the orchard is an. excel­
lent scheme. To grow; apples profit- you want, 
ably certain conditions are essential gve . legs.* 
and must be maintained. First, tho r  unton ”* 
orchard must be fed; second, the grass s *
. ■ P len ty  .of Legs. ?'
Mrs. Bafron was one o fr the new 
“summer folk” and not- acquainted 
with the vernacular. Consequently, 
she was somewhat surprised, upon 
sending an order for a roast of lamb 
to the nearest butcher, to, receive the 
following note In reply: “Dear Mam— 
I am sorry I have not killed myself 
this week, but I can get you a leg off 
my brother (th^ butcher at the farther 
end of the town). He’s full up of what 
I seen him last night with’ 
Yours respectful. George
“DON’T YOU WANT TO BUY THIS, FRANK?” 
ladies of the Methodist church were 
to have a fair for the purpose of lift­
ing the mortgage from the church prop­
erty. Some time before Mrs. Anderson 
had declared that the church should 
stand free of debt within a year, au d it  
was believed that this fair would pro­
vide the last $200.
The day before the fair opened the 
young men of Carson came out with 
small badges, bearing the letters G. 
S. C., but the mystic import of these 
characters could not be learned. The 
only information elicited was that 
Frank Harper was its president and 
that it would make its object known 
in good time.
The fair was duly opened. Half a 
dozen local celebrities made speeches, 
and two or three dozen married men 
made purchases from their wives and 
daughters, who were standing behind 
the stalls. Then there seemed to come 
a lull. It was Mrs. Anderson who 
made the discovery that there was 
not an unmarried man in the room. 
Every young girl In Carson was pres­
ent either as a saleswoman or visitor* 
but there was not a bachelor in sight. 
The ^married men turned to manfully 
and bought what they could afford, but 
by half past 9 most of the crowd 
had gone, and the receipts counted up 
$17.50.
The next morning various young gen­
tlemen solemnly" expressed regret that j 
they had . been unable to attend and 
promised to get t around that evening 
i f  they could. Evidently they found it 
difficult; for the second night of the 
fair was even duller than the first: 
"Many of the married men had stayed 
homeland in desperation Mrs. Ander-: 
son commanded her husband to see if 
he could not find some of the young 
men and Induce them, to come over. It 
. was not long before Anderson; .was
back, bis face wreathed In emue*.
“Most of the boy* are to the vacant 
i utoro next to the pwstofftee,” he reporfc- 
’ ed. “They are baring ft meeting of 
the 0 . 8 . club to discus* certain Im­
portant matters.”
“Did you tell them to come overF* 
she femanded.
*‘I did, but they declined the Invita­
tion.”
“Well,” said Mrs. Anderson, with «  
tightening of her lip* that Anderson 
knew full well, “I am going over there 
to tell the boys what 1 think of them 
for breaking up uiy fair.”
“I think,” said Anderson, with a 
gravity of tone wblcb bis twinkling 
eyes belied, “that they would bo very, 
glad to see you. It i* not in any sens® 
a secret society.”
Ten minutes later she was being 
welcomed by tho G. S. O. with elab­
orate courtesy.
“It Is with especial pleasure,” imkl 
Frank Harper In his capacity as presi­
dent, “that we welcomo you to our 
meeting. We feel that it is to you w® 
owe our very existence.”
“To me?” said Mrs. Anderson help­
lessly. “I’m sure I never heard of 
the einb until lust the other day.”
“None tho less,” continued hnrpw, 
whilo Jack Anderson tried to get as 
far behind his pretty wife ns he could 
that she might not see bis telltnlo fac® 
—“none the less, it is to you that tbo 
honor of forming tho club really be­
longs.
“It was your Idea that the young wo­
men of Carson should pledge each oth­
er not to marry until the prospective 
husband had a homo and $5,000 in tho 
bank. While it is not probable that 
under such conditions many of us cam 
afford to marry before we are fifty, wo 
recognize the brilliancy of your idea* 
which you yourself have declared is 
destined to reach from the Atlantic to 
the Pacific. We feel that the eyes of 
the country will shortly be turned to­
ward Carson, and we have organized, 
supplementary to your society, tho 
Get Something club. Our members are 
pledged to attend no entertainment, to  
spend no money foolishly, until wo 
have each saved up by this means tbo 
$5,000 and the home demanded by; 
your disciples.”
“But,” interrupted Mrs. Andersoa 
half tearfully, “I want you to come 
over to the fair and help make It tt. 
success.”
“Madam,” declaimed the president im­
pressively, “we have thirty-seven 
names on our roll. Each might have 
spent from $5 to $10, so we shall hold • 
meetings of the club every evening 
during the fair to keep out- of tempta­
tion. That means at least $185 saved 
toward the $185,000 we shall have-t© 
accumulate to follow out your admira­
ble ideas. We feel that this duty”—
Unable to restrain" himself longer* ' 
Jack Anderson interrupted the speech 
with a shout of laughter, in which 
even his w ife had to join. She turned 
to Harper.
See here, Frank Harper,” she said 
energetically, “you disband this club, 
tom e over and make'the fair a success, 
and I’ll disband the Provident Homo 
club tomorrow.” /
She was true to ber word, but more 
than one pledge was broken that very 
night. ‘ Even Rose Wilder, who wa|* 
presiding at the household table, point­
ed to an attractive tea set, saying; 
“Don’t you want to buy this, Frank?” 
What’s the use?” he protested. “I 
have no wife to give it to!”
Rose blushed very prettily. “ You 
might have the wife if you bought the 
set. I take back all I said, and I’ll take’ 
back the ring if you will let me,”
That, night on the way home Mrs, 
Anderson was struck by an idea.
“ ‘Get Something’ was a funny nam© 
for the title of that club.” '
‘I think,” said Anderson, “that tho 
‘something’ they were to get was to  
get square.” / •
Tlie T ailor’* Argum ent. \.
In “Thrums” Iiv6d a merchant tailOF 
who ordered from a friend, a book 
agent, a complete set of an encyclo­
pedia- which was being published in  
monthly parts. All went well till tho 
delivery of the last volume, which 
proved to be about one-half larger 
than any of the others. Delivery was 
refused on the ground that the vol­
ume was not according to sample and 
broke the uniformity of the set. Mr. 
Comrie Thompson was then acting 
sheriff substitute for Forfarshire; and 
the resulting case came before him. 
The plaintiff stated his case, and Mr. 
Thompson then advised the defendant 
to take delivery, adding:
“Now, Mr.—— , don’t be foolish. I t  
the book is larger, they don’t propose 
to charge you anything extra, and you 
ought to consider you are having a  
bargain.?’
“Well,” pleaded the defendant, “I’m 
a tailor, and if your lordship were to 
order a coat from me, and I quoted a 
price and afterward delivered the coat 
a half size bigger than you wanted it,, 
you would, I have no doubt, refuse de­
livery. And I might then say: “Don’t  
be foolish, sheriff. The coat, it’s true, 
is much. larger than you want, but the 
cloth is the same, and I won’t make 
any extra charge. You ought to con­
sider you a're having a bargain.’ ”
This rather tickled the court, which' 
expressed Its appreciation of the point 
somewhat noisily. Verdict for tho 
plaintiff/ with costs.—London Tit-Bita.
/
We have a l l  th e  good INFANTS' FOODS, 
and ,  a s  th e y  d e t e r i o r a t e  w i th  
a g e , we o r d e r  f r e q u e n t l y  so a s  to  
keep  a f r e s h  s t o c k  a t  a l l  t i m e s .
I f  the  food you a r e  now u s i n g  does 
n o t  a g re e  w i th  baby p e r f e c t l y ,  
t r y  some o f  th e  F r e s h  Fobds t h a t  
we c a r r y .
' Iforlick's. Eoko-v's, N estle'*, M ollln 's 0,1 ̂  o th ers
p .  B .  W I L L I T S  (SL C O .
P R E S C R IP T IO N  D R U G G IS T S
Watches Clocks 
a n d  Jewellery
Arrived at your own 
Prices
T u rn  to  th e  l e f t .
For the information of those 
lately arrived from the east, and 
to avoid accident, we are request­
ed to state that teams, in passing" 
on the road, should turn out to 
the left, not to the right as in the 
eastern provinces. We are in 
formed that t - ;s is in accordance 
with British Columbia law.
M IL L IE  C O . 
R y a m e r 's  B lock .
15he W e a th e r
Official weather t report of this 
district for the month of Decem­
ber, 1904, furnished by F.,E.|R. 
Wollaston:
Date Maximum Minimum 
temperature temperature
There are beautiful 
Ladies & Gentlerfiens 








and any of the following 
papers from. now; till , 
Jany. 1906 for
$2.25
Winnipeg Weekly ■' Telegram 
Winnipeg Weekly Free Press 
Vancouver Weekly News-; 
Advertiser
Victoria Semi-Weekly Colonist 
The Farmers’ Advocate
This Offer
Is only good to paid up 
subscribers and only till 
the end of March
Notice
rake notice, that thirty days after date, we 
ntcnd to apply to the Hon. Chief Commissioner 
•f Lands and Works, .for permission to lease one 
ourth of an acre, more or less, situated in the 
[htoyoos Division, and. Yale District* and more 
jarticularly described as follows. Beginninff at 
i post which is the corner post of the C. P. R. 
riirht of way, on the south-west side of their 
wharf in Kelowna," B. C. Thence 80 ..feet to the 
South-west corner of the wharf, Thence 50 feet to 
a point on Okanagan - Lake, at a' right angle to 
theline first described, Thence 100 feet to the high 
water mark of Okanagan Lake, Thence North- 
>ast to the intersection of high water mark with 
the boundaryline of the C. P. R. right of way, 
Thence North to the original point of commcnce-
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fFnwu O ur C arre#*wndrotj
JVfr. and Mrs. Jas. Hamilton 
iind two children of Manitoba 
arrived here by last Friday’s 
boat.
The machinery fdr the new 
saw mill on Jack’s Creek arrived 
last week and is being moved  ̂up. 
It is expected that sawing will 
begiq next week.
Eric Gardiner has returned 
after a few weeks spent in Cali­
fornia. He reports a very pleas­
ant time among friends in Uncle 
Sam’s Land.
Last week was a bad one on 
bones, Mrs. J. L. Elliott flipped 
on th'. ice and cracked the small­
er bone above the ankle. This 
will keep her confined to the 
house for some time.
On Friday Geo. Van Hise had 
the misfortune to fracture his 
leg just above the ankle. His 
horse,becomingfrightened jamm­
ed his leg against the frozen bank 
along the road and caused the 
damage. He was taken to Kel
owna to a private hospital. v
For Sale
8 acres of orchard land in Kelowna good five room­
ed house, bam, chicken house, roothouse, and cel­
lar. Sixtv fruit trees in bearing and 3001 year 
old trees. Good water; land well cultivated . Apply 
W. C. Clement, Kelowna B. C. ..
Notice.
Any person trespassing or cutting timber upon 
lot 359, Group One, (known as the Isaac Hachen 
property) will be prosecuted as the law directs.
• ' Mary Cluness
Nanaimo,-i)cc., 14. A. D., 1904. ,
For Sale
Apples, $1.00 and 9 eta. per box. 1 cow and horse,; 
a lot of small pigs. Apply.  ̂ , .
. J L .  P r id h a m -
Notice
AN Y person found cutting Or hauling timber from 
the north west division of section 34, township 29, 
or the north west division of section 3, township 26, 
in Osoyoos- Division of Yale District, generally, 
known an the; Van Buskirk Pre-emption; will ̂ be 
prosecuted bylaw. .... .
28-3t - Signed, - H. L. A. KILLER.
Notice,.
aving taken over the Butcher/Buslncss recently 
trried oh by John Downton at\?elowtta, we hope
i cot a continuation of your orefers and. beg .to 
ty that all orders entrusted to\our care shall 
xvc our best attention. We are the business 
■ furnish nothing but first class inkit and hope 
t. so dolng to merit a share of yoinknatronage. 
;eat delivered free in the Valley %-kly and 
lily around Kelowna- ;
The Kelowna Meat Market
Geo. E. Winkler
Real Estate Agent
RealEstate and Mining , 
Broker, Insurance, etc. 
Choice Okanagan and 
Similkameen Fauit 
Lands for sale.
PEN TIC TO N , B. C.
M elody 
“nd  M i r t h
D u r i n g !  t h e  L o n ^  
W i n t e r  E v e n i n g ®
f
w ill*
T h e  B e r l i n e r  G r a m - o - p h o n e
Winter’s dreary evenings lose their monotony, and you 
have a constant source of pleasure and profit in a Gram- 
o-phone. It will tell you funny stories or sing Coon 
Songs”—if you feel humorously inclined. If you want 
to dance, anything from a two-step to a minuet-awaits 
your pleasure or that of your friends and neighbors.
It will p lsv  m n-terpiece a n « tU* Vlnuo  o rO rg n ii^  Bolo^by f p o u n v i h l f n l s ^  
ifeu lf o r Ou- B»gKplpcsy ; sing or talk , whlcS y o u w ill.
w i r ^ c 3 :  $ 1 5  t o  $ 4 5
Guaranteed for live years. •• It Umnrte In Canada."
f o l d  o n  m o n t h l y  p a y m e n t a  l f  W r i t ®
r _ „  n a r t i c u l a r * .  C a t a l o ^ u o  a n d  l io *  o f  R e c o r d * .  .
Agent will exchange your old Berliner
F R E E  tvhen you buy two new R iCor*s f lir ' a‘Ks ”r£ eive s ix  : pay  exchange: fo r  instance, you return two Accords . receive s . pay
for fo u r .\  MANurAC-runto by
t h e  B E R L I N E R  6 R A M -0 -P H 0 N E  C O . of C A N A D A , L T D , M O N T R E A L , P . Q .
F O R  S A L E  BY
J .  P . C L E M E N T , A g en t, K e lo w n a
G r a m o p h o n e  R .e c o r d e  E x c h a n g e d  F s e e
The meeting of the Kelowna 
branch of W. A. will be held at 
the home of Mrs. Stillingfleet 
Fridiay, Febuary 17th.
The January sales of Carruthers 
and Pooley netted $33,000. This 
shows a lively real estate business 
for a winter month.
T hos. Lawson has bought out 
the interests of Geo. Rpwcliffe 
and W. B. M. Calder in Lawson 
Rowcliffe & Co’s Store. -
The subject of Rev. A. Hender­
son’s evening sermon in the 
Methodist Church next Sunday 
will be, “The Hand of God in the 
affairs of men.” .
Thos. Lawson has added to his 
efficie nt staff of clerks by engag­
ing an up to date drygoodsman 
in the person of Alex. Atchesotl, 
who came in on Wednesday 
from Vancouver.
Geo. Packham has bought forty 
acres of bench land, and Mr. 
Rutherford forty-four of? bottom 
land from the Kelowna Land and 
Orchard Co.
The Kelowna Orchestra will 
hold their usual monthly Promen­
ade Concert on Friday the 24th 
inst. From the success that has at 
tended those concerts in the past 
a large attendance is-expected.
Jonas Bushell, Organizer for 
the Royal Templars of Temper­
ance for this province, will ad­
dress a mass meeting in the 
Methodist Church on the evening 
of Fed. 13th. All are invited to 
attend.
John McLauchlan arrived from 
Woolesley N. W. T. last week to 
take the position of grocery man 
in Lequime & Co’s store: Mr& 
McLauchlan was engaged few 
years ago in Shatford’s store in 
Vernon, and is well known 
throughout this district as a 
lacrosse player.
The Bachelors of Kelowna 
Gertainly Vindicated their honor 
'by the splendid ball given by them 
on Friday night; The attendance 
was large, there being over one 
hundred and thirty present, 
while the unusually attractivetdis- 
play of pretty gowns, andThe hall 
beautifully decorated with; bunt­
ing, evergreens and Chinese 
lanterns added to the attractive- 
n<ess;of the occasion. A splendid 
Supper was served and the guests 
jdid hot depart until four next 
morning. Severalprominent resid­
ents of Vernon were among those 
who honored the incident by 
their presence. The Music was 
provided by the Kelowna Orches­
tra. Bachelors are all right. .
1 . C . COOPER
Manufacturer of and 







T h e  B e st and C h e ape st S a d dle ry 
(louse in T h e  Okan ag an.
K Kelowna Saw-Mill Coy.
Manufacturers and Dealers in Lumber,
Lath, Shingles, Sash and Doors. No more 
Dry Slabs for Sale.
D .  L l o y d - J o n e s o
Kelowna Shaving 
Parlors
Facial Massage, Hair 
Cutting, Shaving, Shamr . 
pooing, Hair Singing, 
Razors Honed, etc., etc.
J .B O V C H  / t a e l * :
S. T. ELIOTT








Call and Inspect our stock j K e lo W lia  R e s t a u r a n t
First Class Meals by the 
', ;da,y, week, pr month at 
* reasonable rates. ,
G i Blackwood, Prop,




iPlans arid Specifications 
Prepared and estimates ^ 
j ;. given for Public Buildr 
; ings, Town and Coun- ; • 
try Residences. :
JO H N  C U R T S  
H .  W . i l a y m e r
Building Contractor and 
dealer in Doors, Sash. 
Mouldings, etc. Plans:, 
Specification and Estim­
ates prepared for alt 
classes of work.
K e l o w n a ,
ij*K'>w>[>i«nr>iriO i<nnf
N OTICE
NOTICE is hereby given that sixty- days after 
of is date I intend Aarapply to the Hon...Chief Con? 
thssioner of Lands anô Workŝ  ̂for permission .̂to 
purchase 640 acres of land in the Osoyoos District 
and more particularly Described as feUows. imiti- 
mencing.at a point on^ne east^hore ̂  pkanag^n
nv,
J i
L i k e S ^ in g T b ^  East 50 chains m o re o r  less
to th e  middle of the  northern boundry/of Sertion_4
Tp. 20; thence Sonth 80 chains; thence West 120 
chains more or less to the lake shore; fheace fol­
lowing the meandor of the snore-line to the point.
of commencement. JAMES HARVEY
Vernon, B. C. Jan. 23rd. 1905, ; ; ;
N O TICE
TAKE NOTICE that thirty days after date 
application will be made to the Chief CoitfMission- 
erof Lands and Works, in accordant* with.,Sec. 80 
chajrter 113, 61. Viet of the Land Act; to estab­
lish a public highway from the bridge /ove£ ̂ Mis­
sion creek n ea r the S. W. corner of Sec. 16. Tp. 26, 
in the OBoyoos Division Of Yale I)isWet_thence 
following the gnlch in an Easterly direction to the 
S. Kconier oflot 26;Tas shown on registered map 
No. 187, thence due north along the East 'ine of 
said lot, the North East corner of said lot 26rthen<* 
due East to the bank Of Mis«9»'Cfee, at the North 
East corner oflot 15 as shown bn said Map No 187 
and extending 20 feet on cnee side of said line.
' Kelowna Land & Orchard co. Ltd.
.Edward M. Carruthers, Mgr. ,
. Kelowna, Jan. 11th, 1905.
W m mH i
ISIftt;
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O ur N ew  Survey
14 ,
la now finished and we have the choicest Acre Lots and 
Building Lots for sale on easy terms. A year ago some 
people laughed a t $200.00 per acre and said Wait a year 
and we will buy for half tha t price. Their year is now up 
and Land is up to $500.00 per acre and selling readily a t
this figure. __ j-
Okanagan Fruit and Land Company, l ’*’
F . R. E . D’Ha.rt, M anager.
E6e Bid Stor©
I  V *  ■*- i't
W e have just received our first shipment of
SPRING CLOTHING
S H IR T S  a n d  C O LLA R S.
'Mothing we have the very latest patterns known to the 















Hence, h< . 
the chips 
Brother 
some of the 
available for • 
profound dist 
tocracy. He V  
tion rather tha\ 
all forms of pow 
eye on corporate 
terests,” and flies' 
whenever they attein 
of - popular rights. L 
plon of the many aga  ̂
the ' classes against 
short he is a democrai
pee in buying our clothing. We guaran- 





to wear an up-to-date 
Drop in and
> give you 
member,
Still we v 
T runks a 
cases, Ola
^as-time it is 
..cs in trunks, suit 
club bags.
c l i m e  B r o s .  & C owith his sympathies irrev>  ̂ed with those of the. commi In his long years of public s£ may for a season have ' gc 
strange gods—have called tl 
led t<> follow # the unrealizabl
visionary, and’ the Utopian, . .
can accuse him of lack of aL , A  : dT*-
to  the general good, nor of couiv W  JU ro /NsC
in advocating the views he held.
' Prior to his entering newspaper 
work, Mr. Bailey had 1 an interesting 
career. He is of Lancashire birth, 
having been born at Preston in De­
cember 1838. He came to Canada at 
the age of .sixteen, in 1854. He 
started in to learn the printing busl-
I
14 VH i ■Hij
S u m m crla n d  N o te s . P e n tic to n .
(From O ur CorrapM uIcnt.) I From Our Currm pm deut.
The Statutory meeting of the The cold weather of the last 
Summerland Fruit Coy. Ltd. few days, although if forced the
was called for Monday Feb. 6tb. 
The meeting was adjourned sine 
die.
The annual meeting of the 
Liberal Association of Sqmmer- 
land was held Wednesday even­
ing 13th inst. in Empire Hall.
thermometer dangerously close 
| to the zero mark, brought joy to 
I the heart of the icc. man. Load 
after load of solid chunks of blue- 
green coolness were stored away 
for the “good old summer time” 
when something will be needed to
Reports were presented, received counteract the rays of Old Sol, 
and adopted. Officers for the and the hot air reported to be 
year and an executive committee generating in the fertile imagina- 
were appointed: with one or two tions of the much abused land 
exceptions the names were same boomers.
as previous year. Meeting ad- The Penticton hockey ; cliub 
journed after the transaction of held its first practise on Suitifa  ̂
further routine business. last. This new organization ih-
The residents of the southern ably captained by Hart Munro, 
portion of townsite are busy lay- late of Whycogomah, cape Breton,
ing a two-foot sidewalk on Shaugh- He states for publication that no
nessy Ave., south of Hotel Sum-1 attempt
merland. There has been a press- 
| ing necessity for this, especially 
during high water and the wet
season.\
Arthur Anderson came up from 
Penticton Saturday, evening and
will be made to wrest 
the championship from Rossland 
this season on account of some of 
his star players being as yet 
rather shaky on their pins.
D. McIntosh, a retired gentle­
man of the road, has been busy
spent Sunday at his home here, for some days clearing lots om 
Mr. F. Abbott, who was acci- Van Horne street were he pro- 
dentally shot in the leg a few poses to build his summer resi-
months ago, left on Saturday’s 
boat for the hospital at Vancou­
ver for special treatment.
A. McLennan, the fruit grower 
opposite Kelowna, spent several
dence when the charms of climate 
and scenery make Penticton a 
worldfamed summer resort.
Jonas Bushell, Deputy Right 
dkys in our settlement with a pe-1 Worthy Grand Templar, of Seat- 
tition for signers praying the ^e> Wash. U. S. A. held three 
Provincial Government to.estab- successful meetings in the Meth- 
lish a Ferry between K e l o w n a  odist chureh on Monday, Tues- 
and McLennan’s Landing o n  op- day and Wednesday evenings. 
posite1 shofe of Okanagan Lake. IA good attendance greeted the 
He left with a full. list.,of names speaker on each occasion, Mr, 
on the petition.. Mr. McLahnan Bushell is an interresting and in-
was one of the pioneers here back I structive lecturer and his add­
in the early 80’s, and was pleased 
to see the progress being made 
in converting his' old stamping i 
ground into friuit orchards...
resses have been much appre­
ciated by his hearers. A locol 
branch, of the Good Templars 
has been organized with twenty; 
{seven mem tiers an d promises, 
to be a success in every respect, 
_  t .The officers elected are asfollows:(F ro m O u r C orrespondent! : I ■
Wm. Garvie, Organizer for the Deputy, D M. Erskine;
Forresters, is in town. He haslCh,ef Templar. C. G. Clement;
P ea ch la n d  I t e m s .
secured ever twenty names of Vice T®” P>a,> M>ff ^
ing.
The boiler for the new saw 
mill has been ? hauled to its site, 
and sawing will begin this week.
Mr. and Mrs. N. S. Davidson 
of Winnipeg, Man. arrived last!
Wednesday, to visit old friends, | p '  aMcMuliim 
Mr. and Mrs. D, D. Lapsley; they
urer„ A. H. Raymer; Marshall, 
E. H. Robinson; Deputy Marsh­
all, Edith Dixon; Grand Marshall, 
Mrs, Thos. N. Allan; Sentinel, 
John Hunford; Supt. of Juvenile 
Temple, Miss Mary Simmil; 
Trustees, S. P. H. Brown, $ . L.
came just for a day or two, but 
i after inspecting the property of 
The Peachland Realestate and 
Land Co. Mr, Davidsdn purchas­
ed a lot and will begin clearing at 
once. He intends to plant out 
the whole lot in trees this spring.
The programme of the Liter- j 
I ary Society last week was in the 
hands of Mrs. J. A. Miller and a
! Mr. Doyle has moved into the 
house on the property he recent­
ly bought from H. W. Raymer.
. S. T. Elliott has added much 
to the appearance of his black­
smith shop by giving it a coat of 
paint.
O. W. M. Hughes is out again 
after being confined to his home
fine programmeof songs, tableaus SIC ness or a c°uple of
and recitations was given, follow­
ed bv a dialogue which disclosed The Kelowna Furniture Com- 
a very considerable amount of pany are about to erect an^kddit- 
dramatic ability on the {part of I i°n to their premises, the increase 
those taking part in it. The their volume of business ren- 
dramatist personages were Mes- deripg this necessary. > 
rs. Affleck and Vicory, Misses The S. S. Aberdeen came in 
Ching, and Mrs. Pollard. Alto- late on Wednesday the coal sup- 
getber Mrs. Muller is to be con- ply having failed. On their return 
gratulated no the success of the trip this morning a load of slabs 
evening’s entertainment. was taken on. If those should
give out, we suggest that, the
T h e r e  w i l l  b e  a n  I n i t i a t i o n  o f  M a t e  g e t  o u t  a n d  p u s h .
m e m b e r s  i n t o  t h e  C. O. F. a t  t h e  ------------------------------------------- ----------------
meeting on Monday, the 20th Plymouth Rocks.
i n s t *  T h e  S o c i e t y  m e e t s  a t  , 8 . 3 0  J S everal p u re  bred  P ly m o u th  Roek Cocknstelor
p. m. A
quested.
full attendance is re* sale. A pply to
Whitehead, I a j b d  and Hardman, '
■ Kelowna.;29-3
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;: T he Disturbing 
:: E lem ent
«*
t*
By John Barton Oxford
«.
♦
C o p yriu h t, m l '  b y  K .  U .  W h iteh ead
mHHHHH****'*
Tii© naturalist wan vaguely disturbed. 
Ho paddled back to camp slowly wltb 
a listless stroke, as If bo were prone to 
turn back. Now and then bo ceased 
paddling and gussed thoughtfully 
through the darkening underbrush of 
the woods. "
Bed twilight was falling, and against 
the flaming western sky the tree tops 
made sharp, black silhouettes. Beneath 
the pines tho blue-black shadows were 
deepening. Countless voices drifted 
out to him drowsily on tho still air, but 
tho naturalist gave no heed to tho sub­
limity of tho approaching forest night 
nor did he hear tho gentlo drone into 
which tho myriad voices blended them­
selves.
The only vision his eyes beheld was 
that of a smiling, graceful girl waving 
a white hand to him from the sloping 
bank by the camp, and the only Bound 
in his ears was her merry laughter ns 
oho stood by her father’s sldo and 
shouted a goodby.
It was because of this that the natu­
ralist was vaguely disturbed. Hereto­
fore the woods and their occiipnnts had 
chained his every thought. Now he 
was aware that every primary thought 
centered about tho girl and that every­
thing else was but a sorry second to 
her.
j The naturalist bad been in the woods 
All winter. It was his Intention to cor-, 
rect several fallacies—absurd, but none 
the less popular—concerning the bea­
ver, With this Idea in mind he had 
built a camp on the upper waters of 
the Little Otter,' within easy reach of 
several promising beaver dams, and 
here he and his two guides had passed 
the winter. A very profitable winter 
the naturalist had considered it, for by 
close observation he had proved be­
yond the shadow of a doubt that the 
beaver was much maligned in the pop­
ular science of the day. He was busily 
preparing a book to be brought out In 
the early summer giving the beaver 
his due and, undeceiving that portion 
of the reading public which thirsts for 
natural history in a popular vein.
In the late spring, when the natural­
ist was writing the last few chapters 
of his book, Colonel Strong had come 
up to the Little Otter for trout and 
salmon. The. colonel’s camp was a 
mile below the naturalist’s—a distance 
Inconsequential to so strong a paddler 
a s the latter. The colonel had brought 
with him his daughter, a tactful,
THE GIBIi GAVB HIM ▲ GAY WELCOME.
charming girl, with a frank enthusiasm 
for the wilderness in general and the 
Little Otter in particular.
Since Miss Strong’s advent into the 
wilderness the beavers had suffered 
gross neglect. Those last few chap­
ters of ‘‘The Beaver as He Really Is” 
progressed but slowly. The naturalist 
sought his desk only late at night or 
at odd hours in the early morning. The 
rest of the time he was at the colonel’s  
camp. ..
He took Miss Strong to the beaver 
dams to^iexplain to her the intricacies 
of their construction; he taught her 
the best casts for trout and salmon;, 
he paddled her to the salmon holes up 
and down the stream. And all this 
time a realizationsgrew upon the nat­
uralist that the woods and their occu­
pants were not sufficient to his hap- 
’ piness.
Three weeks’went by all too quickly. 
The colonel had announced his inten­
tion to. start for home two days later. 
A s the naturalist paddled homeward in 
the red twilight he became suddenly 
aware that two days later the woods 
would be quite different This great 
c a lm ,  comforting forest would become 
a hateful, sterile desert without Miss 
Btrong. The naturalist dug his paddle 
Viciously into the wat©*
Beetil This imbed)® mooning so«»t be 
stopped her© and now!”
He hurried the remaining distance 
back to camp and endeavored to con­
centrate his mind on the. long neglect­
ed conclusion of hla book. Hut con­
centration is difficult when tho forest 
is enshrouded in a soft spring night.
After an hour’s fruitless labor the 
naturalist stalked down to t!?e bank 
of the stream and lighted his pipe. l ie  
said many things about beavers that 
vou will search for vainly in hla pub­
lished work. He sat on the bank until 
the round moon, nearing the full, came 
crooning above the tree tops. Then
he suddenly arose with the air of a 
man considerably startled.
"Good heavens," he said, with odd 
anxiety in his voice, "I'm in love with 
the girl!"
Two minutes later' the canoe slid 
noiselessly Into tho water, and the 
naturafist paddled down stream with 
unseemly haste.
As he came around tho bend abovo 
the colonel’s camp ho saw tho girl Bit­
ting quit© alono before a smoldering 
fire near the bank. He paddled to the 
bank and pulled up his canoe.
The rirl cave him a cay welcome.
"But you said when you left at sun­
set that you’d been neglecting your 
beavers," she reminded him. "Aren’t 
you neglecting them now.?’’
"Yes, I am," said he. "I’m com­
pletely out of harmony with every­
thing here. A disturbing element has 
crept .into the wilderness."
The girl raised her brows.
"It’s you,” said tho naturalist short­
ly.
"I?" she questioned.
"Yes, you," said he. "The forest 
used to be sufficient to me. Now it 
isn’t.”
"I’m sorry," she said quietly.
"And I’m not," said he, with vehe­
mence. .
She turned and regarded him archly.
"Remember,” she said, quoting a for­
mer remark of his, " ‘the heaver has 
been grossly misrepresented.’ "
"Let him continue to be,” said the 
naturalist.
There was silence for a moment. 
Then the naturalist came nearer the 
fire and stood looking down at the 
girl.
"I wish I were a poet Instead of a 
scientist,” said. he. •
"Why?” she asked.
“I want to tell yob I love yon, and 
scientific research doesn’t seem to 
qualify one for such an undertaking,” 
he said.
The *girl laughed nervously. She 
studied the toe of her shoe for a pe­
riod. ■ ■
"It might not be so flowery as poetry, 
but if—if it were scientific it would be 
exact, wouldn’t it?”
' « ■ ■ ■ . •
The naturalist had one regret. As 
he paddled up stream he wanted to 
chant a "To Deum,” but he didn’t  
know how.
His econom y-
Senator Jim Fair had two marked 
characteristics—economy and love of 
joking. He never forgot frugality in 
his extensive business, and he even 
made his own economy a ; subject for 
humor.
Once while puttering around over the 
Comstock he slipped and started feet 
.first down a deep, narrow Bh'aft. There 
was a long, continuous wooden ladder 
reaching to the bottom, with its every 
twelfth rung of iron to strengthen tho 
structure. Down this he sped.
"When I found • myself slidin* down 
toward the center of the earth,” said 
the senator, who used to enjoy telling 
the story, "I thought it was time to 
begin doin’ somethin’, so I commenc­
ed to grab at the ladder rungs. As I 
went down I broke every single one of 
them wooden sticks. This checked the 
.speed of my fall, and I landed ’bout a 
thousand feet below, badly, shook up, 
but not hurt.”
“But what did you do when you 
came to the iron rungs?” he was asked.
"Oh, I  just skipped ’em. Couldn’t 
afford to break ’em. Wood was cheap, 
but Iron, was then durned dear on the 
Comstock.”—San Francisco Call.
A  J o c u la r  C lerg y m a n .
The Rev. Mather Byles of Boston, 
who preached there in 1776, one fast 
day effected an exchange with a coun­
try clergyman and each went on 
horseback to the appointed place. 
They met by the way, and Dr. Byles 
no sooner saw his friend approaching 
than he, put spurs to his horse and 
passed him at full gallop. "What is 
the matter ?” cried the other in aston­
ishment. • ‘‘Why so fast, Brother 
Byles?” Brother Byles shouted over 
his shoulder, without slackening 
speed, "It is fast dayy* One day 
when he wash busy in nailing some list 
upon his doors to exclude the cold a 
parishioner called to him, "The wind 
bloweth where It listeth, Dr. Byles!” 
"Yes, sir," replied the doctor, "and 
man listeth where the wind bloweth.” 
He was once arrested as a Tory, con­
victed and sentenced to confinement 
on board a guardship to be sent to 
England with his family in forty days. 
A sentinel was placed over him. He 
was removed, replaced and again re­
moved. “I have been guarded, re­
garded and disregarded,” said the doc­
tor. He spoke humorously of his sen­
tinel as his “observe-a-Tory.”
w o m a n s !
w o r l b J
REV. ANNA SHAW.
P r c i M e n t  o f  «l*e N a t i o n a l  W o m b  
S u ffrage A »*oela tion .
Rev. Anna Howard Shaw of Phila­
delphia, president of the National 
Woman Suffrage association, is one 
of tho bright and brainy women la 
tho reform movement.
To bocomo a woman suffragist leader 
Is to bo drafted into a cause of prop­
aganda of persistent public agitation. 
Tho advocates of tbo ballot for tho 
sox expect something more from their 
leaders than tho capacity to "stand 
pat." They must bo ablo to givo a 
reason, convincing, appealing, persua­
sive, for tho faith that Is In them. That
V* -•
BBV. ANNA HOWARD SHAW© 
the Rev. Anna Howard Shaw Is well 
equipped to do, as she is a particularly 
brilliant public speaker. Perhaps there 
is no American'woman living who is 
more effective on the platform. She 
has unusual natural gifts—a distin­
guished presence, a face full of char­
acter and noticeably strong, and a 
deep, melodious, far reaching voice 
that has proved its quality in protract­
ed outdoor speaking. Miss Shaw came 
to the front among the woman suffra­
gists after experiences that tested her 
mettle as that of few men has been 
tested. She was born in England and 
in her childhood led the life of a pio­
neer in lower Michigan. Her educa­
tion was completed in the east, where 
she became a minister of the Metho­
dist Protestant church at .Cape Cod. 
In 1886 she entered the lecture field, 
and her work there was a preparation 
for her arduous labors in the equal 
suffrage movement.
v An A ttribute o f Tonth,
Do you remember that time of your 
life—so very,, very long ago, it seems 
—when an introduction to a stranger 
was the most painful of ordeals?
Some one would say, “My dear 
Madeline, let me make yon acquainted 
with my friend Miss or Mr. So-and-so,” 
it really didn’t make any difference  ̂
which. Standing with hanging bead, 
you h6ard these words pronounced, 
and straightway the blood rushed to 
your head in suffocating volume. You 
couldn’t see a thing. You heard your­
self murmur, “Pleased to meet you," 
or words to that effect, with an in­
ward shudder at the untruth, and you 
remained standing, twisting your hand­
kerchief, a picture of misery, knowing 
full, well that everybody , was looking 
at yon. How thankful you were to  
sink : into a chair and later, to slink 
away from the company, raging in 
solitude, as you pictured yourself as 
you must have looked—awkward 
("gawky,” you called it), blushing, con- 
fused!
How quickly that time of life rolled 
by I4'H ow  soon you could hold up your 
head with the haughtiest, to return a 
proud glance with an equally disdain­
ful one, to manage your fan and sweep­
ing draperies as though such coquetry 
were natural instead of acquired, to 
meet a dozen strangers in an hour 
with no other sensation than ennui!
To the good man or woman there is  
nothing more touching, nothing to be 
more highly prized, than the shyness 
and Ingenuousness of youth. Cherish 
it in the children and never make it 
the subject for rebuke or scoff, for that 
results In a consciousness far more dis­
tressing, because strained and unnat­
ural.—Philadelphia Ledger.
M a sia ffln g  H id d en  b y  D a in ty  P o se .
Even an apparently languorous pose 
may conceal a deeply studied plan to. 
remedy. a defect in a woman’s face. 
Many a man has been enraptured at 
sight of a beautiful head resting, cheek 
downward, on the fingers, yet all the 
time perhaps those, seemingly still dig­
its are being used with a dexterity ac­
quired through'many hours of practice 
before a mirror. She can move one or 
more of her fingers gently, massaging 
a part of her cheek that Is not as plump 
as it should be while she appears to 
be resting/ Many a crowsfoot is kept 
from fair faces by that secret massage 
that only the Initiated recognize. Dain­
ty handkerchiefs afe; brought into use 
in filling out = hollows 'and nreventino
tinea. The fine piece of linen slowly 
drawn across the face In the most in­
nocent way possible may conceal a 
stroking of the flesh. Many men have 
known that behind such handkerchiefs 
were cosmetics that brightened the 
faces of the fair, but few were aware 
of the massaging carried oh behind the 
bits of linen. ________
T h e  I lM td k ercb le f .
Nothing betrays the social standing 
• f  a woman more quickly than her 
handkerchief. I
| Lace handkerchiefs, Ilk© Jewels, are 
oat of place except with an evening 
toilet, and no woman who desires to he 
considered well bred thinks of using 
lace at any other time of day. |
Cheap lace is an abomination to sen­
sitive people and is easily detected by 
oven unaccustomed eyes. Carry the 
plainest kind of a hemstitched hand­
kerchief rather than cheap lace, taking 
care only of two things—cleanliness 
and quality of linen. |
A hemstitched handkerchief with 
tbo owner’s Initials or name embrold-1 
ered in tho corner is the only correct 
stylo for morning nse. A fine embroid­
ered handkerchief Is the thing for aft­
ernoon or even evening wear, ana many
delicate and exquisite designs are pro­
curable, but the laco handkerchief 
should be reserved for state occasions, 
to be carried with tho most elaborate 
frocks and accessories to correspond.
A n E n e m y  t o  B ea u ty .
There never yet was a beautiful wo­
man who was . not upright in figure. 
That Is one of beauty’s sternest rules— 
a graceful, upright carriage. Again, It 
is the secret of the mysterious charm 
we so often find about a plain featured 
woman. Round shoulders are so ugly 
as to make one look almost deformed. 
A pretty face will not compensate for 
round shoulders, nor, indeed, will beau­
tiful hair, eyes or complexion. In these 
athletic days the plain girl becomes a 
dangerous rival of the pretty one by 
making herself graceful through the 
simple means of gymnasium practice 
•r the popular exerciser.
Tit© N eck  H air.
The scolding locks at the back of 
tho neck are beauty’s greatest orna­
ment If the pretty woman only under­
stands how to utilize them. If the hair 
does not grow prettily at the back of 
the neck, try to train the locks down 
so that they will curl. If this cannot 
be done, then use a 1 few  artificial curls. 
Maybe the hair grows so wickedly at 
the back of the.neck that the artificial 
curls cannot be used with ’ good re­
sults, and in this case.there is nothing 
to do but to dress the hair low. The 
woman who wants to please will sure­
ly not neglect to make a study of her 
hairdressing. , .
H o u se h o ld  P e n c ils .
A well equipped household flhould 
not be without a proper supply of pen­
cils. To hurry around after a pencil 
when you have only a moment to 
spare Is, to say the least, vexatious. 
The careful housewife sees that small 
pencils, are left in places where v they 
will be of the most use. Keep one in 
the kitchen drawer, one in the drawer 
with cards and other games and a tiny 
one in the card receiver, s6  that a 
caller may, if she wishes, write a mes­
sage on her card should the hostess be 
away. Of course the wise woman al­
ways carries a pencil In her purse or 
handbag.
When tablecloths are beginning to 
wear Out in the folds cut two or three 
inches off one end and one side and 
rehem them. This process will change 
the places of the folds and will add 
new life to the cloth. Serviettes and 
towels should be treated in the same 
way. ■
SHIRT
Made big enough for a big 
man to work in with comfort. / 
Has more material in it than 
any other brand of shirt In 
Canada. Made on the 
H.B.K. scale it requires 39# 
to 42 yards per dozen, whereas 
common shirts have only 32 
to 33 yards.
That's the reason why the, 
H.B.K. “Big” Shirt never 
chafes the armpits, is never, 
tight at the neck or wrist­
bands,! is always loose, full 
and comfortable arid wears,
Each shirt bears a tiny book 
that tells the whole histoiy 
of the “Big” Shirt, and 
also contains a notarial
t
declaration that the H.B.K. 
“Big” Shirt contains 39# 
to 42 yards of material per 
dozen*,
S,old at all dealers but only 
with this brand:-
B o th e r s 'H im  Too'.
“It Is strange,” said the minor poet* 
with an important air, "but there are*, 
days that L cannot write at all.”
"Me, too/* replied the plain person,, 
"and Wednesday’s the worst of all. !■' 
’most generally write the *n’ before* 
the U ’ ”
' ‘ \  v  J  ■ ■ , ,
A cco m m o d a tin g . y
Housekeeper—And are you '" good- 
about roast meats? New Girl—Faith, 
Oi am so, ma’am. Oi’ll ate any kind* 
o’ thim widout coraplainin.
The granite hills are not so change­
less and abiding as the restless sea.'
P u b lic  N o tic e !
Attention is called to the fact that the
Ogilvie Flour Mills Company, Limited, ,
makers of Royal Household Flour, have for some /  
time past been producing flour in a vastly 
improved and purified form by the ^aid 
electricity, and having secured control ^Writ©
-  , ■ . ■ • ■ ;  ■: ; tfOHEM.
the basic patents relating thereto, take thi&iw Was?,
tunity of advising the public that any jioompanv
ized users of the electrical flours
processes will be prosecuted.
The Ogilvie Flour Mills Comp, man, "that you 
.......“ .... . •, >ner-in-law joke an y(
are the only millers in Canada 
■ ....... . ' ■ ■. .....- "l i fted the humorist. "When
purified by tbe electric ?û nesf 1 was told tha* sh«F  J  - f t'r,a of the dozen or so original






v» c? '.W W *
A Milan (Italy) despatch aays Unit |ness, learning: the case, and setting titfss and managed th<> prhthainn A__ i mjm, _ _ _ „ .  .  _ _ " _
*l£lng Edward has just presented the I type at Slmcoe and Guelph. After travelling through the whole of that ! ®* i" 0  o c d d o d  * tlO  t h ©  UFdkSBk O ^F
monks of tho Great at. Bernard Mon 
-astery with a magnificent piano, tp 
Replace one given them by Queen 
Victoria half a century ago.
r .WESTERN CANADIAN EDITORS
A scries of articles describing 




five years be joined the 100th (Prince 
of Wales) Royal Canadian Regiment, 
raised for tho suppression of tho In­
dian mutiny, hut the mutiny being 
quelled before the regiment’s ar­
rival at India, did service in London, 
Gibraltar and Malta. Mr. Dailey 
served In all these places, and was 
promoted to tho rank of sergeant, for 
three years holding positions on the 
garrison and regimental staffs. He 
bought his discharge while the regi­
ment was at Malta, married (in ’(54) 
and apent three years in England. He 
joined and was on tho staff of the 
1st Manchester Royal Volunteers, and 
was drillinaster or the Industrial 
School at Swlnton 
During his military career Mr. 
Bailey had by no means forgotten his 
craft. While in Gibraltar he was me­
chanical superintendent of the Glb-
Tho border you cough, tho worse 
tho cough goto.,
travelling through the whole of that 
province on the most successful tour 
It ever made.
As may be judged by tho foregoing 
Mr. Bailey is a pronounced optimist. 
Ho has a boundless belief In both the 
present and the future of the Cana­
dian Northwest, and has ceitulnly sac­
rificed much In contributing to its de­
velopment—developments which he 
has done much to promote by his pen 
and on tho platform. Ho Is one of the 
most familiar figures at press conven 
tlons. His pugnacity and pertinacity 




C o n su m p tio n
Tho Lung 
Tonic
b  g u a ra n te ed  to cure. If It 
doesn t benefit you, tho druggist 
will givo you your money back.
Prices: S. C. Wellb & Co. jjo2
25c. 50c. SI LeRoy, N. Y., Toronto, Can.
SIGNALS OP DANGER—Have you 
lost your appollte? Have you . 
coated tongue? Have you an unplras 
ant taste In your mouth? Does your 
headache, and have you d’z2 'nesi? If 
so, your stomach is out of or ier ant 
you need medicine. But you do nnt 
like medicine. He that prefers sick­
ness to medicine must suffer, but un­
der the circumstances the wise man 
would procuro a box of Parmeloo’s 
Vegetable Pills and spoed ly got him 
self In health, and strive to keep so.
, What It Included.
Short—I spent over $103 at the St. 
Louis exposition.
Long— U m -does that include the 
?10 you owe me?
Short—Yes; and it also includes $5 
more t.v.ut I was going to askyoul’or.
MNARD’S' LINIMENT Cares Dandruff
E. BAILEY,
■Editor and Proprietor of the Estevan 
Mercury.
raltar Chronicle, a small daily pub­
lished by the officers of the garrison.
In the fall of 1869 Mr. Bailey re­
turned to Canada, and at once se­
cured a position as foreman of the 
St. Mary’s Argus and Kincardine Re­
view. A little later he was proof­
reader for the Job department of the
^ Of all the newspaper men of the Toronto Globe, and for nearly four 
Canadian West, few are more widely years contributed articles to several 
known than E. A. Bailey, of the I Toronto papers. After leaving the 
SEstevan Mercury. To begin with, he Globe he acquired the Oakville Ex- 
is  an oldtimer. Since he came to press, which he published for seven 
Canada in 1869 he has been almost years, selling out that paper to take 
continuously engaged .in journalism, the general management of theWood- 
if  not Always with success, at all stock Times. Next we find Mr. Bailey 
times with vigor. Among the frater-l mechanicar manager of the Sarnia 
pity Mr. Bailey will always be known Observer. From thence he went 
p s , having started more papers per- across to Kalamazoo, Mich., and over 
haps than any man in the Canadian twenty years ago came to the Cana- 
West, and this distinction alone will dian West. He became the editor and 
entitle him to a place in this series of manager of The Mountaneer a long 
ilife sketches. But, apart from, this forgotten paper published at the long 
fact, Mr. Bailey has other and strong- deceased town of Nelson Man In 
er reasons for professional notice. He those days the * Mountaineer was a 
is a man of advanced views, and is I power in the land, its editor, Mr Gal
Good Work of a Y. M. C. A.
Since the emigration advire de­
partment of the Lancashire Y. M. C. 
A. was formed "2,000 letters of intro­
duction have hoem given to vouhg 
men going to Canada, and a large 
number of unsuitable men have been 
undertaking work they were -totally 
unfit for.
SALAJA
CEYLON TEA—Bo Satisfied—'You have tho Boat. But If “Fancy Free” and 
anxious for tho purest tea grown try “8ALADA” at onco. 8old only In 
Sealed Load Packets. By all grocers. Nover 8o<d In Bulk.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARD AND GOLD MEDAL AT 8T. LOUIS.
I a m  t h e  O ld e s t ESTABLISHED GRAIN COMMISSION MERCHANT IN WINNIPEG.
_ ... (?on8,£n Your grain to me and get prompt service, careful attention, 
and highest market prices.
Roferonco: UNlbN BANK OF CANADA, b .  S H I  l N K , DR^ (̂ R
S H B YourGrnlnto uato bo Bold on arrival or afterwards, as vou mo wish. Wo do a btrict y l ommhslon LusitieĤ . in which we huvo bw 
26 year a experience. Prompt and rolinbio workjjuumntocd. Liberal .tdvnncoa. Oorro-Bpondonco bolicitcd. Licensed and Bonded. Roierouco-Bunk of Handltom Exchunmi Branch.
DONALD MORRISON & CO. GrainCommission. 416 Grain Exchange,WINNIPEG, MAN.
Thomas Law. 8HIP YOUR GRAIN TO William Law*
L A W
Wo handle grain strictly on commission. Highest prices obtain­
able. Liberal advances. Trades carried on margins in Winnipeg futures. 
Correspondence solicited. GRAIN EXCHANGE, Winnipeg.
A BENEFACTION TO ALL.—The 
soldier, the sailor, the fisherman, the 
miner, the farmer, the mechanic, and 
all who live lives of toil and spend 
their existence in the dull routine of 
tedious tasks, and who are exposed to 
injuries and ailments that those who 
toil do not know, will find in Dr 
Thomas’ Eclertric Oil an excellent' 
friend' and benefactor in every time 
of need. . .
“ GRAIN” JAS. RICHARDSON & SONS. “ GRAIN”
(Until recently represented by the late E. O'Reilly, Esq.)
All kinds of grain purchased in Car Load Lots. Write us for top prices 
and shipping instructions. Any grade of wheat, oats, barley or flax.
P. O. Box 629, WINNIPEG, MAN. v
Excessive Wisdom.
Merchant—Do you think you know 
enough to assist me in the office? 
Smart- Boy—Know enough! Why,
to ui u tiuuBu s a uu jsip o w e il  - la s t 'boss I had was compelled to
fearless and forcible in their expres- brith, being one of the most able ' let me so  because I knew more than
«ion. While l; j  has given a general newspaper men of the pioneer west It he did-”ssupport to Liberalism in his numer- was owing to Mr. Galbraith’s ill- 
ous journalistic ventures, Mr. Bailey health and his being ordered to Bri­
ls regarded with, something akin to tish Columbia, that Mr. Bailey be- 
suspicion by many of the staid rank I came his locum tenons. On. Mr Gal- 
and file of that party, and to many braith’s return Mr. Bailey came to 
•Conservatives he and his political Winnipeg, and took over the publica-'
/creeds are anathema- maranatha. He tion of. the C. P. R. Register A little 
(believes in government of, by, and for later he removed to Brandon and 
the people, and' not in the perfunctory continued the publication of the Re­
manner in which that famous politi- gister, changing its name to the
Northwest Vindicator.
THE ANDREWS-GAGE GRAIN GO., LTD.
UNARD'S LINIMENT for. Sale Eveiywliere.
ca l dogma is usually held, but in al_ 
its  implications, corollaries and con­
sequences. No bugaboos dfin scare 
Brother Bailey. To say that a thing 
is  visionary or impractical is no ar­
gument with him. He has read much 
and thought much on questions of 
public government, and has reached 
conclusions there anent, and from 
week to week he goes ahead, pro­
claiming with no uncertain sound 
those conclusions, and showing the 
flaws and imperfections of existing 
conditions, and the coincidence of his 
Views-with those of any political par- 
ty? ;being apparently a matter of su­
preme indifference, to him. • His is a
voice crying in the journalistic wik 
derriess. His is t’-ie temperaD'.ent
that delights in leading a forlorn hope 
in . the realm of thought. He is the 
-= editorial knight errant of the Cana­
dian West.
A dread of that inconsistency 
which is the bete noir of the average 
public man has no part or lot in the 
makeup of Brother Bailey. In his time 
he has strongly advocated things he 
formerly strerihously opposed, and 
. vice versa. He believes to the full in 
the old Arab proverb, that only the 
foolish and the dead never change 
their opinions. He does not believe 
that conversion is a monopoly of the 
realm of morals, but that it should 
extend to all matters in which experi­
ence is throwing new light and time 
affords more information. One thing 
he believes thoroughly—that after 
opinions are honestly formed they 
should be fearlessly advocated. 
Hence, he hews to the line, and lets 
the chips fall where they may.
Brother .Bailey'has prejudices, and
■ some of them he keeps welt oiled and 
available for instant use. He has a 
profound distrust of any form of au­
tocracy. He believes in the distribu­
tion rather than the centralization of 
all forms of power. He keeps- a wary 
eye on corporations and “vested in­
terests,” and flies to arms . instantly 
whenever they attempt any invasion 
o f popular rights; He is t!ce cham­
pion of the many against the few, of 
the classes against the masses. In 
short he is a democrat to the hilt, 
with his sympathies irrevocably link­
ed-with' those of the, common people. 
In his long years of public service he 
may for a season have ’ gone after 
strange gods—have called those he 
led t<* follow  ̂the unrealizable, , the 
visionary, and* the Utopian, but none 
can accuse him of lack of devotion 
to  the general good, nor of courage 
in advocating the views he held.
■ ' Prior to his entering newspaper 
work, Mr. Bailey had an interesting 
career. He is of Lancashire birth, 
having been bora at Preston in De­
cember 1838. He came to Canada at 
the age of sixteen, in 1854. He 
started in to learn the printing busi-
............ ...... After a few
months the Vindicator agaih pitched 
its moving tent, locating .finally at 
Rapid City. Being appointed county 
clerk, Mr. Bailey sold the paper to H. 
C. Clay, its name being again changed 
to the Rapid City Reporter, ©f which 
Mr. Clay is still the proprietor.
In 1893. Mr. Baliey resigned his 
county court clerkship, went to Mor- 
den and there started the Herald; 
which he subsequently sold to Messrs. 
Borthwick and Fox. His next journal­
istic venture was the Wawanesa En­
terprise, which was a failure from 
lack of support. He moved the plant 
to Emerson, where he started the 
Journal. This, too, he sold to Messrs. 
Ballantyne and Hartley. MacGregor 
was the scene of Mr. Bailey’s next en­
terprise. At this point he started the 
MacGregor Herald, which, after seven 
years’ successful operation, he sold 
to the Rev. A. Chisholm. His final 
migration was to Estevan, where he 
started the Mercury, which he is now 
publishing, in partnership with his 
sons.
In the pioneer days of the pro­
vince Mr. Bailey took an active part 
n the organization of the Farmers' 
Union movement, and did much to 
promote its success, until it was 
wrecked'by the attempt to run poli­
tics and the wheat, trade in the same 
groove. Mr. Bailey was C. P. R. emi­
gration commissioner in Ontario in
A two-cent letter rats has been es­
tablished between Mexico , and Can 
ada. .
~ RHEUMATISM CUBED.
Jas. McKee, Linwood, Out.
Lachhn McNeil, Mabou, C. B.
John A. McDonald, Arnprior, Ont. 
C. B. Billing, Markham, Ont.
John Mader, Mahone Bay, N. S. 
Lewis S. Butler, Burin, Nfld.
These well known gentlemen all 
assert that they were cured by 
MINARDS LINIMENT.
GRAIN COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
We make a specialty of low grade wheat. Write us before shipping. W®
will show how we can serve you. '
References:-;—Any Bank or Commercial Agency.
GRAIN EXCHANGE, WINNIPEG, MAN.
MARCH-WELLS CRAIN CO.
Grain in car lots bought on track or sold, on commission, 
advance made. Prompt Returns. Correspondence solicited.
Any Bank in Winnipeg.




Makes the hair grow long and heavy, and keeps it soft and glossy. 
Stops falling hair and cures dandruff. And it always restores I 
color to gray hair. Sold for fifty years.
Sasoneff Gets' Life Sentence.
The trial of Sasoneff, who assassi­
nated Interior Minster von Pleve in 
July last, , and of Sikorifsky, his ac 
complice, took place on Tuesday a 
St. Petersburg, behind closed doors/ 
befpre the court of appeals, and re­
sulted in the sentencing of Sasoneff 
to penal servitude for life and Sikor­
ifsky to twenty years.
\  No one need fear cholera or any 
summer complaint if they have a bot­
tle of Dr. J. D. Kellogg’s Dysentery 
Cordial ready for use. It corrects all 
looseness of the bowels promptly and 
causes a healthy and natural action. 
This is a medicine adapted for the 
young and old, rich and poor, and is 
rapidly becoming the most popular 
medicine for cholera, dysentery, etc., 
in the market.
e r s
Losing your hair? Coming 
out by the combful ? And 
doing nothing?r No sense in 
that! Why efenk you- use 
Ayer’s Hair Vigor and
‘ Mote Coming in ,
Mary Ann--I thought ye wor wurk- 
In’ fur Mrs. McBluff at $5 the week. 
Bridget—No. Sure, I hov a nice job 
now wid Mrs. Jenkins at $4 the week. 
Mary Ann—But a four dollar job ain’t 
as good as a five dollar warn Bridget-r- 
Faith, ’tis better if ye get the $4.
promptly stop the falling? 
Your hair will begin to grow, 
too, and all dandruff will dis­
appear. Could you reason­
ably expect anything better?
“ Ayer's Hair Vigor Is a great success 'with 
oie. Sly hair was falling, out very badly, but 
the Hair Vigor' stopped It and now my hair is 
-All right."—W. O. XOOSDOH, Lindsay, Col.
I f  i t  I s a  Q u e s t i o n  o f W a r m t h  u se
E. B. EDDY’S  
BUILDING PAPER
It Retains Heat and Keeps out Cold.
Writ© for Sample^and Prices.
TEES & PERSSE, Limited., Agents, Winnipeg.
A  .
B r o o c h
IH £  OKUAI KNUL19U lOSMKJtY. 
TESTIMONIAL from the late SIR SAM-A A IL Ulfl ■ il® ICibV OlJCl D JM
UEL BAKER, the famous Wile Explorer, r 
“Newton Abbot, Devon. Dear S4re—f
have delayed my thanks as I wished to 
test the effect of Blair’s Pills by n -sulH> 
cient interval of time.'
For ten yearns I  had; suffered aoutsl
for
J. O. ATBlt CO., 
Lowell. - Mass.
in Hair
from Qodt and life bad lost its attraff
ithj tion o.winfr to the uncertainty of ' healt_ 
j and sudden visitations of the w e a r  
which prostrated me for months, or weeks 
according to the viiulence of the attacks 
“Blair’s Pills have rendered me immense 
service, as.. I  no longer fear an' attack 
of Gout.
'For the "lhst twenty months I  have
been comparatively free, as one o"r "twe 
attempted ) visitations have been lmmed>
lately stamped out by the assistance 
Blair's Pills '
•I
i n *  BOM J jru g  u o . ,  W innipeg; 
Martin. Bole^A W^uoe Co!, Winnipeg,
■
Always useful and •$*; 
certainly beautiful, a 
brooch is never amiss 
as a gift.
No.: 1368s !•. a fine Gold 
Brooch with Diamond centre. 
The price is remarkable at 
(is.oo.
Distance is no ob­
stacle to satisfactory 
d ea lin g s  w ith our 







BtmoTsd by the Now Principle
Da9Riracfo
Blectrolyala, X-ray or depiletoriSc Are 
offsrad you on tho bare word of tho 
opera-tore e n d  manafaoturere. D E  
MIRACLE is not. It is the onlymethod 
which Is indorsed by physicians, sur­
geons, dermatologists, modiool journals 
and prominent magasinee. Booklet will 
will bo eent fraa, la plain, sealed 
envelope.  ̂ *
Tour money back without question if 
it  failo to do all that is claimed for it. 
DB MIRACLE mailed, > sealed ; In 
•lain wrapper, on receipt of $1. Writs 
for it to-day to DB MIRAOLE OHEM.





CO M PA N Y
JUMITBO
N ot H u m orou s.
**I see,” said the man, “that you 
don’t use the mother-in-law joke any t 
more.”
“No,” admitted the humorist. “When 
1 set up in business I was told that she 
was one of the dozen or so original 
jokes, but since my marriage I find 






And O kanagan A d vocate .
$2.00 per an n u m . $1.00 f°r ’*** 
* m onths.
A d v ertis in g  r a tc * on a l>pfic ;lt,o n '
Job Work a Specialty.
R. H. SPEDDING, Proprietor
!i
W. J. CtWKNT. 
fdt*r.
it. m . « r to o iit o . 
M m « c r .
THURSDAY. FEB. 16th, 1005.
Dominion Government to extend 
the Vernon Kelowna telephone 
line across* the lake to Peach land, 
&timmerJUmd and Penticton, thus 
connecting with the line that is 
being constructed from Nicola to 
Penticton. If this scheme is 
carried out, it will be a valuable 
acquisition to the whole Okanagan 
district, bringing every par  ̂of it 
into communication with both 
northern and southern outlets.
The R.©q resent at lv© Cano.dlo.ri.
What and who is he? The 
product of unpromising conch- 
| tion«, through a proces of slow
LAND EOR SALE!
Provincial Legislature. I en^ Born on one of the
The remarks of the L,cuten"| s]ot)e8 the of Laurentian hills, in 
ant Governor in the Speech from 
the Throne at the opening of the 
provincial Parliament on the 9th 
inst. were altogether compliment­
ary to the Government. The 
finances -of the -province have 
been placed on a sound footing, 
and for the first time in many 
years, the Public accounts show 
a balance of revenue over ex­
l p s
an austere climate where subsist-] 
ence costs continuous care and 
toil, or among the brainy sons of 
the eastern sea shore, or out on 
wide expanse en-
Several Choice B arms near 
Kelowna. Large quantity of 
splendid hay land. I1 irst 
Class Irrigation. Also a 
number of farms and ranches 
in the vicinity. Apply to
T. M cK inley,
K elo w n a , B. C .
Mission V alley
L iv ery , F e e d  an d  
S a le  S ta b le  . . . .
Good Horses and Rigs always 
ready for the roads. Com­
mercial men accommodated 
on short notice. Freighting 
and Praying a specialty.
the rich and i  
closed by the Great Lakes where B lackW O O C l, V I*Op.
once stood the great “Queens! -------------- ^ ---------------
bush*” now the site of half a| 
hundred towns. But wherever 
he first saw the light he comes of
K E L O W N A
i - I  fi t  t  li t   f I
penditure. This is certainly a . ' d stock> At two years old he p  a -t M A R K E T  
hopeful sign after the desperate * h-s mother’s apron strings i V A 1 
condition in which the P™vl^ e and trotted or tumbled or rolled 
found itself a year or so ago. We I ^  &ragS patch or the chip]
*re much pleased to note that ard, taking his own part against
attention has been called to * ke everything from an insect to an 
of settlers that is I *'*'"'*■ 1-:“ -large influx 
being directed toward the fruit 
growing district, and that the 
question of transportation is to 
be dealt with. We can take it 
f o r  granted that the Okanagan 
and Similkameen are districts 
that will receive attention, during 
the present session. The con­
struction of the Coast Kootenay 
Road, touching a t  Penticton, 
would be a boon to this part of 
the province, sp we will watch 
with intense interest the pro­
cedure during the coming
wt eks of parliament.
S h o u l d  b e  P r o s e c u t e d
The conduct of some people in 
this district in regard to dumb 
animals cannot be too severely 
condemed. Frequently during 
the coldest weather this winter, 
horses might be seen standing 
on the streets for hours at a time, 
sometimes extending beyond mid­
night, without the slightest pro­
tection from the strong cold 
winds at the time. It is a com­
mon occurrence to see horses 
ridden, or driven, until in a foam 
of sweat, and then left, tied to a 
post for a half a day. Such 
practises if found amongst semi­
barbarians could not betoosevere- 
iy condemned, let alone among 
those who pretend to be civilized. 
If a few of those who are so devoid 
of common humanity were made 
to appear before the courts, on 
a charge of cruelty to animals, it 
would doubtless prove a valuable 
educator. Such treatment of 
dumb animals: in a town where 
ample stable protection is provi­
ded, should not be tolerated. s
ox. Later. he barked his shins 
and stubbed his toes chasing the 
cattle. He waded trout streaihs 
and climbed trees, inhaling free 
air while gathering strength and 
skill to use axe and hoe and plow, 
and to fill a place in the crude 
and restricted sphere, of dairying 
and stock raising, when those 
«reat industries were also youth­
ful.
Wherever his mature life was 
spent and his energies exerted, 
he was born on a farm* On a 
farm, activity of body, steadiness 
of mind, resourceful self reli­
ance, are native and to the 
manner born. One Scripture 
precept he observes. He calls 
no man lord. Obedience to lawful 
authority he loyalty renders the 
instant he knows that* the author­
ity claimed is lawful, but not till 
them. Freedom has grown with 
his growth to be held and cherish­
ed while fife lasts. , /
Though law-abid ingand regard­
ful of other men’s rights the 
represetative. Canadian generally 
does what he likes, for he usually 
likes todo right. - Whether “Sail­
ing the wide sea rim,” guiding a 
gang plow in its “headlong fur-
Fresh Meats, Cured 
Meats, Fish and 
Game in season.
Orders delivered to 
any part of the 
Valley.
S.L C. E ,9 P . I-  S .
v  A g e n t F o r  v *
Pacific Coast Pipe Compan­
ies Wooden Stave Pipe
Prices? and Information as 
to instalation supplied on
application. This pipe is 
eminently stiited for irri­
gation and all other pur­
poses.
C h e a p  a n d  D u r a b le
KELOWNA, B. C .
Y ou W ork
Year after year for a mod­
erate income without gett­
ing ahead or making pro­
vision for your old age. 
You can
The Telegraph.
The Dominion Government is 
:o be complimented on the ready 
-esponse it has made to the. peti­
tion of our citizens to ̂ establish a 
telegraph as well as a telephone 
by the wire between. here and 
Vernon. We understand that 
the instruments are here and that 
H. Millie is to be engaged as 
operator at this end of the line. 
We are gradually acquiring all 
the accompaniments, of civiliza­
tion. All we need now is. better 
transportation facilities for our 
produce, to place us on equal foot­
ing with a n y  other place in the 
province. ,
Telephone E x te n s io n .
The residents of Kelowna and 
he Mission Valley have joined 
villi these of Vernon and the up- 
:cr Okanagan in' petitioning the ]
row,” or bossing, a big industry, 
or lecturing a college class, or 
.prospecting for precious metals 
or precious souls west, of the 
Great Divide, he is fairly straigh 
and acts on the square.  ̂ IHS: 
country has been belittled 
through ignorance or stupidity, 
but it has recently been re-dis­
covered. The land and its peô  
pie as#* rising in the world’s re­
gard and the name Canada is be­
coming,. a title of honor.' How 
nail we persuade young Can­
adians to regard their country 
and its people with honest pride: 
to hug themselves' a little that 
they are - so • high born, so well 
bred, and that they inherit so 
much wealth and hopor? Surely 
there is something here worth 
the attention of Parliament, press 
and pulpit to infuse into such a 
people in such a country the 
highest ideals of national pro­
gress and permanence of expan­
sion and stability, and to impress 
upon every Canadian his personal 
responsibility for the future wel­
fare of the great country, of his 
birth. “These are the walls of 
Sparta” said a Greek “ and every 
man is a brick” Whether our 
statesmen be thus, able to point 
with exultant pride to the^ndivid- 
ual Canadian will depend oh 
what the individual Canadian 
chooses to make of himself.
Jas. L ang .
Doable Your Salary
Now with an investment bf
onljr five dollars a month. 
Do not allow other matters 
of less importance to press 
upon your time. Begin 
now. Write for informat- 
■ ion of our courses of study 
by mail.
The. Kamloops General Agency 
K A M LO O P S , B , C .
... Or to
T h e  Canadian Correspondence College 
T O R O N T O , O N T A R I O
D. W. Crowley & Co.
^  B U T C H E R S
Fresh and Salt Meats, 
Hams and Bacon. Fish 
and Game in season- All 
orders carefully attend­
ed to. Free Delivery.
Livery & Feed Stable
First Class Horses, Com­
fortable Rigs and Care- 
full drivers. We give 
particular_ attention- to 
. the orders of Commer- 
cial men;
Stables near Lake View House.
D. Wl Crowley & Co.
KELOW NA, B .'C .
Order Now
Your Spraying apparatus, Prun­
ing shears or saws, Incubators, 
Brooders, Cream Separators, 
or—or— o r—
Anything else you may require 
in the Hardware line.
D. L E C K I E
f
K elo w n a  H a rd w a re  Store,
T5f>e B an k  of M ontreal
Capital, all paid up. $ 14,009,000. R-est, $Io.ooo.ooo. 
Balance Profit a n d  Loss account $373,988  
Mead Office, Montreal.
PR E SID E N T . R-Wh. H on . Lord S tr o .h c o n . . » d  M o o n . R « r .l  C . C. M. O. 
V IC E -PR E SID E N T , S ir Geo. A . D ru m m o n d , L. C. M. a .
Branches in a ll the principal cities and t o w n * C ;
T J W S  W a B ^ f e h i c a g o f  188 L a Salle Street, Spokan, 
Rew - rK’ Wash; St. John’s Newfoundland,
■R-inkers and Correspondence: Liverpool, Bank of Liverpool. Scot- 
Bankers Lincn Co’s. Bank and Branches.
S a v in g s  B a n k  D e p a r tm e n t
Deposits received from S51.00 upwards and interest allowed at
current rates.
W lthdraw ls on  D e m a n d  W Ithov* '
Ranchers and Country Business given special attention.
. * - 1  Cahnni TUctrirt accounts received on favorable, terms.
. ^pMiarattenBonCghten’tc>Stthe*^MdBng of Municipal and other
B a n k in g  b y  M a il .
Denosits may oe made and withdrawn by mail. Out-of-town ac- 
' Deposits may CQunts receiVe every attention.
O k a n a g a n  D is tr ic t .
C A . HENDERSON, Manager, Vernon 
' A R M ST R O N G  KELOW NA
B . S . V . McCHntook, Sub-A flent H. G. F ish e r , Sub-A gent.
W m .  H a u g
Contracts^ taken for all 
kinds of Stone Work, 
Brick Work and P laste i||gg  
ing. Just arrived a 
of Coast Lime
KELOV^NA,
il  ca rload  of feed w heat, b y  J a s .  Joneqj a n d  
Ef.enry B u rtch . *
F. B U R N E
Solicitor,
Notary Public, ; 
Conveyancer, etc.
KELOW NA,. - - - B. C.-







Real E s ta te  A gents, N o ta rie s  
Public, K e lo w n a , B. C.
Witch Hazel Toilet Cream
A g en ts  fo r
Mutual Life Assurance Co’yof 
Canada. Ocean Accidental 
Guarantee Corporation, Ltd. 
(^ueen Fire Insurance Comp­
any of America. Guardian As­
surance Co., of London and 
Lancashire. Kelowna Land 
and Orchard Co’y, Ltd. Kel­
owna Town site Property, also 
numerous Improved and Unim­
proved Private Properties. 
Canadian Casualty & Ins. Co.
Messrs. Carruthers & Pooley 
have great facilities for handl­
ing Private Improved Proper­
ties owing to their large circle 
of Agents in the east and at 
the coast. Fine Lake Shore 
residential lots within a few 
minutes walk of Kelowna. Un­
surpassed Fruit Land close to 
town from $100.00 to $200.00 an 
acre. Excellent Irrigated 
Bench Land, A 1 roads, all 
cleared at $75.00 an acre. 
Pipe system for household use
'Inhere is nothing new about this, it is the 
old and reliable preparation that we have 
sold for several years and which has always 
given entire satisfaction. I t  cures chapped 
hands, face and lips. I t is just the right 
thing to use after shaving.
P r i c e  2 5 c .
H . E. W allis , D isp e n s in g  
C h e m is t : :
Prices Cut in Two
We have, left, a few very 
nice burnt leather souven­
irs of Kelowna which we 
wish to clear out so have 
cut the regular prices in 
two, but for cash only.
Call and see them.
. P. C lem en t
B o o k se lle r  and  
S ta t io n e r  
K elow n a ,
IT E M S O F IN T E R E ST .
T.G.  Speer left fora few day’s 
absence at Vernon on Saturday.
An edger arrived for Craw­
ford’s sawmill on Wednesday.
Mr. Glenn is having a good sized 
house built on his ten acre 
block in town.
Rev. A. Henderson has been 
spending several days, 
Monday, in Summerland.
Geo. Lang, who has purchased 
property here, returned to his 
home in Indian Head on Friday.
H. H. Millie has set up the 
telegraph instruments in his off­
ice and has instructions to make 
connections.
since
A G E N T S  F O R  T H E
ISAND C ITY PA IN T CO.
We are prepared to supply 
you with ready-mixed paint 
in all shades and colors for in­
side . and outside painting. 
Stains and Enamels, carriage 
and waggon paint ready for. 
u se., Decorators “pure white 
lead, -linseed oils, - turpentine, 
Japan varnishes,schallac, and 
No. 1 wood filler. We sell at 
living prices.: Estimates fur­
nished on all kinds of paint­
ing. Give us a call.
ftobinson & Wendel
C o rn e r o f  R e s ta u ra n t, K e lo w n a .
Wm. Haug received a consign­
ment of lath by boat on Wednes­
day* Mr. Haug has been -kept 
busy plastering all winter.
The new club building is near­
ing completion, the carpenter 
work and plastering being about 
finished. Ît will be opened in 
few weeks.
a
The meeting of the W. A. will be 
held at the home of Mrs. Lloyd-] 
Jones Friday, Feb. 24th.
Mass will be held in the Rom-1 
an Catholic church at Okanagan 
Mission next Sunday at LU.30 a. 
m.
It is stated that orders have! 
been taken -for. a carload of gaso-1 
line launches to be delivered at 
points along Okanagan Lake in 
the spring, and that six of them 
are coming to Kelowna.
Miss Winfred Clark, who has I 
been visiting friends in Vernon 
for a couple of weeks, returned 
to her home at Green Mountain 
on Monday.
Wm. Murray is erecting a| 
house near his present tempor-j 
ary residence. This portion of! 
the town is making very rapid 
progress, new buildings going up | 
about every week. . ,
The first zero temperature 
this winter was experienced on i 
Friday night when the, thermom-l 
eter registered five below. How- [
W E  H A V E
JUST RECEIVED
A large consignment of Blank­
ets, Men’s Underwear,. Grocer­
ies, and Crockery, which we will 
sell at moderate prices as] usual 
Give us a Call.
O. W. M. Hughes
£  Iron Beds Iron Beds Iron Beds Iron Beds Iron Beds Iron Beds Iron Beds Iron B ed sn
W ’ " - B -
too
ever there is no snow, and the 
The carpenters are making Weather has so’ moderated since 
good headway on the Methodist that it bears the appearance of 
Pars.onage. The woodwork has Spring-, 
been about completed.
The scarcity of lumber, owing] 
to the insufficiency of snow to 
enable the local mills to get out
OPENED
The Kelowna Furniture Co’s r
Another carload of wagons and 
machinery arrived for Elliott 
land Morrison on Friday. The 
carpenters are rushing the. work 
ion the large warehouse they 
|>.are having built on Barnard Ave. 
Mrs. W. C. Curtis left for: her
$
logs, has compelled the bringing 
in of a considerable amount of 
lumber from the coast to meet 
the continuous demand of build-1 
ers. The Kelowna Sawmill Co.
Several New Lines of Iron Beds, Mattresses,"Dressers 
and Stands, Wardrobes, Extension Tables, Side­
boards, Morris Chairs, Dressers, Couches, Fancy 
Rockers, and Easy Chairs. i
oT
new home in Vancouver last received a carload of shiplap arid
I V /T ic c  F t n '  Q  P  | Saturday accompanied by her I shingles on Wednesday.
l Y X l o ^  J —# V <* K-^*, X V  v C I V l C  J H a iin rlltA i^ C  A/Tioca C* ' i n / l . l
Teacher of Pianoforte, 
Theory and Vocal. Pupil 
of Moulton College and 
Toronto Conservatory of 
Music. Arrangements 
hstving been made with 
the Toronto Conservat­
ory of Music to hold an­
nual 1 Local Centre Ex­
aminations at Kelowna, 
pupils can be advanced 
to the final year in Con­
servatory work, and 
thereby save the expense 
of going from home to ob­
tain Diplomas in Primary 
Junior and Intermediate 
grades. Voice culture a 
specialty. Studio two 
doors south of Lawson, 
Rowcliffe & Co.
Kelowna.
daughters Miss May Curtis and 
Mrs. Jos. Dilworth, Mr. Curtis 
i having preceded them some weeks 
| ago. Mrs. Dilworth will spend a 
few weeks at*the coast before re-1 
turning to Kelowna.
The secretary and committee 
of the Bachelors ’ Ball have decid-i 
ed to hold an impromptu Cinder-, 
ella dance on the 27th inst. in 
Raymer’s Hall, and those who 
received irvitations previously to 
The Kelowna Land and Orch-I the Bachelors’ Ball are requested 
ard Co. have received word that to accept this intimation as irivi- 
the Government will spend one tation to attend. Dancing from 
thousand dollars in gravelliug 8 to 12. 
the new road the company have I
A visit to our Show Rooms will convince you that our stock 
is|the BEST, and our PRICES REASONABLE. We have 
Morris chairs in Golden Oak with reversable \  clour cut I-  
ions at $8.55, Extension Tables in Golden Oak at ( $10.00 
v Chairs at 65c. .
w
w
Kelowna. F u rn itu re Coy.
. . . . . . . . . . .  ..
P  C hairs, chairs, chairs, chairs, chairs, chairs, chairs, chairs, chairs, chairs, chairs, chairs.
built through their property 
This should place the road in 
first class condition, and will be 
of immense benefit to all the 
southern portion of the valley.
Herman
r ' \  ’• t-' ’«• - ,
Brown....
Shoemaker
Shoe repairing promptly 
and neatly done. Shop 
in Verey’s old stand.
Kelowna
Jas. Reekie spent a ’few days 
in Enderby last week. He re­
ports twenty-two degrees below 
zero at that place on Friday 
night and sixteen at Vernon 
compared with five at Kelowna. 
It is also reported on good au-| 
of the I thority that Trout Creek exper- j 
StockJ ienced at the same time eight 
below the zero point.
well for Kelowna
TH E LAKEVIEW HOTEL
This
from
T h e  D a irym e n 's &  L iv e  S to c k  Association .
The annual meeting 
Drirymen’s ana Live 
Association of British Columbia 
will be held in the Agricultural! speaks 
Department of the- Parliament} the standpoint of climite. 
Bnildiugs at Victoria, \B. C. on
Tuesday March 2nd, at 10 a. m.| Turn to ^ th e  L e f t ,
for general business, and election For the information of those 
of officers for the present year. Mutely arrived from the east, and 
It is expected that P r o f e s s o r  to avoid accident, we are request- 
Ruddick, Chief Commissioner,. to state that teams, in passing 
Ottawa, and T. A. F. Wiancko, a I on the road, .should turn out to
Has been thoroughly renovated 
throughout. First Class Aceom- 
mpdation for the travelling public 
High classed liquors and cigars. 
A home for all Commercial men.
graduate of Ontario Horticultural the left, not to the right as in the 
College, and Chief Inspector of eastern provinces. We are in—| 
^Dairying, Guelph, will give papers formed that this is in accordance 
on different subjects. I with British Columbia law*
James Bowes, Prop
m 1
>1 f  3 I mm
t
THRESHING IN THE WEST
SHORN OF THE SOCIAL FEATURES OF 
THE OPERATION IN ONTARIO-
A Wbollr Bcrloui Work Don*
tm  * Mammoth Scal*~8 t*ckln* » Pretty 
|f |b t  and tha Operation Improve* tha 
Q u il t /  of tha tirata a* Wall—Machine 
Cat* lt« Otra Banda and Haa Aa Auto­
matic Xluahel Counting Dial.
J . F. McConnell, writing from 
Moosomin, N.W.T., on Nov. 1, to  
(The Toronto ^tar, says: For six
,weeks tho threaherman has been king 
In Manitoba and the Territories, but 
Ibis reign is on tho wane. In another 
week or ten days tho places which 
know his noisy rattlo and dust will 
knQY? him no more, till next fall.
. Lfko  ovorything olso agricultural, 
throshing'is dono on a big scalo in 
tho West. Tho engines are monsters, 
and tho separators are giants com­
pared with thoso of tho writer’s 
Eastern boyhood days, when it was 
a privilege to bo given a rako under 
the straw carriers whoro tho chaff 
dropped.
Your up-to-date thresher, of course, 
oses nothing but traction engines, 
and tho celerity with which ono will 
make a wagon load of straw bring 
the tender, and a big separator, ov­
er a prairie field, is a marvel to gaze 
upon.
Technically, threshing Is divided ln- 
Ho two classes, “ stook" and '.’stack." 
In tho former the grain is hauled 
from the "stooks," or “ shocks" as 
we call them in the benighted East, 
direct to the machine. This sort of 
threshing is in vogue mostly at tho 
beginning of tho season, especially if 
tho weather be fine. If tho machine 
cannot bo obtained till later in tho 
season, the grain is stacked. Stack­
ing has a decidedly beneficial effect 
upon wheat, as it improves tho col* 
©r, and is also a first-rate precaution 
against damage by post-cutting rains 
and snows. \
A  P r e t t y  B igh t.
It  is a pretty sight to drive over 
tho prairie after an active stacking 
campaign has been in progress. For 
miles, as far as the eye can see, will 
fee pairs of round, conical stacks, 
hundreds of them. Stacked in this 
manner tho grain will improve till 
snow flies. The difference between tho 
cost of stook and stack threshing, 
added to the improvement in tho 
grain effected by stacking, is more 
than sufficient to  pay for the cost 
©f stacking.
I t  is at the machine the farmer 
gets definite and absolute knowledge 
of his yield. An hour’s run will de- 
snqnstrate the yield per acre. And 
th a t’reminds me that later estimates 
now\place the yield of Manitoba and 
the Territories at 65,000,000 bush­
els, instead of that figure for Mani­
toba' alone. Making allowance for the 
'fneyitafola exaggeration, this will 
©ring the Manitoba yield , close i to  
that given in these letters six. weeks 
Ago, viz.: 35.000,000 bushels.
- Cuts Its Own Bands.
1 A threshing scene is intensely inter­
esting. For stack threshing the ma­
chine is placed between the two 
stacks. Two men on each stack to do 
the feeding, one to fork and the oth­
er to pass. Feeding these huge ma­
chines differs widely from that in 
vogue in most Ontario barns. Tho 
feeder is supplied with a carrier, up­
on i which the sheaves are forked 
from the stack, and then conveyed 
to  the cylinder. A dividing board 
runs down the centre, so that feed­
ing is done froiSi both sides simul­
taneously, without tangling the 
straw. 4n the old days a man 
stood before the cylinder and cut 
bands, feeding by hand the sheaves 
thrown down upon the table by the 
forkers. The modern machine cuts its 
own bands.
Midway of the separator is a pipe 
, contrivance, up which the grain is 
conveyed to a hopper. Every twelve 
seconds the hopper automatically 
dumps half a  bushel of grain, which 
rattles musically down the discharge 
pipe into the waiting wagon box, 
which carries about 100 bushels. 
Usually the grain is hauled direct to  
the elevator., but if the distance be 
great, it may be deposited in the 
granary on the farm. ^
How different from the- old me­
thod of carrying away by main 
strength the bushel boxes of grain 
slowly filled by the ’ separators of tho 
©Id days. Why, i t . used to take a 
a la n to  do that alone. And, you old- 
time threshermen, do you remember 
the old tally  board, with the holes 
and wooden pegs? These modern ma­
chines have self-registering dials for 
counting the bushels.,
A  M e a n  J o b  A v o id e d .
m*:u or % no roaring, clattering mon­
ster. At the mouth of the iron pipe 
is a hood which is cunningly regulat­
ed to semi the straw in a horizontal 
line twenty or thirty feet ahead or 
in a circling radius to each pide. Ev­
er and anon the engine tender lmck« 
under the "wind stacker." and lt» 
iron hood will be bent down to throw 
an avalanche of straw into tho big 
squaro ruck.
Straw tho FnH.
The englnen aro all fed with strnw 
ihe fiiernan using an iron-handled 
fork which ho wields incessantly. Th. 
**oor of tha furnace It gobbles nr
tho forkfuls of straw Is a sound to
remember.
Aa I stood and watched a thresh­
ing outfit on a recent evening my 
memory wandered back to tho 
"thrashlns' ” of my native country. 
Under tho orchard trees, in tho gold­
en August sunlight, I saw tho flash 
of white aprons, and tho busy com­
ing and going of tho women loading 
the tables with ovory known rustic 
indigestible. And I heard tho rough 
Jokes of tho neighbor lads, grimy 
with dust and sweat. Then down tho 
orchard path coni^ a cotiplo of lock- 
cd-arm, giggling girls, and tho un­
derstanding supper signal is passed,
a ilA D ia tl  I m m n d l n b l v  b  V 2. ah  Oil I
f r o m  h u s K y  l u n g s  m a t  b r i n g s
sweating horses on tho old horse­
power to a stand. Then a rush for 
the pump, and,another to the tables. 
More Jokes, more sly pinches, winks, 
and broad allusions to Jim ’s prefer­
ence for Jinnoy, or Mary Ann's ex­
tra spoonful of sugar in, Tom’s teu. 
After a meal Buch as only a thresh- 
erman knows how to put away, moro 
“thrashin' " till dark. After that, 
the neighbor boys shyly see their'
“ girls" home.
No Social Features Now.
“Thrashin’ ” at home was a social 
event. Threshing out here to-day is 
a serious business. There is much of 
it to do. I t  must be done quickly, be­
cause late September and October 
' weather is uncertain. Tho thresher 
boys are paid mercenaries at two 
dollars a day or more, and found. 
They sleep in a car ’that travels with 
the machine. Sometimes they have 
their own cook and eat at the ma­
chine. There is no romance, no orch­
ard-set tables, no sparking or sky­
larking about Western threshing. It s 
a case of so many bushels per day. 
I t ’s hard labor, and no shinanniging 
while you work.
And, while I ruminated and com­
pared, the sun’s level sotting ray s l i t  
up the busy, dusty scene in as rich a 
color scheme as ever artist could de­
sire. The engine belched tiny shoot­
ing sparks through smoke tinged to 
purple by the red brown rays of tho 
setting sun.
As I left the scene, I  turned and 
saw the huge machine, the engine, 
tho rapidly moving figures of men, 
the diminishing, stacks, and horses 
silhouetted in solid purple, moving 
in a red purple haze, and' I wondered 
if any of those Eastern boys cared 
or sighed for the threshing bees back 
on the old Ontario farms.
IE CAN ATTEND 
TO BIS WORK NOW
MANITOBA MAN CURED 
DODD’S KIDNEY PILLS.
BY
Ho Echoes a Statement Mad© by
Thousands of the People of the
Prairies.
Giroux, Man., Doc. 26.—(Special.)— 
Mr. Philias Normandeiu, a well 
known resident of this place, is one 
of thousands of Manitobanb who have 
found relief from tho pains and aches 
of Kidney JBlseaso in Dodd’s Kidney 
Pills. Mr. Normandeau It always 
ready to say a gcod word for tho re­
medy that brought back his health.
"Yes, I can tell you Dodd's Kidney 
Pills mado a euro of me," he says, "I 
bad Kidney Disease for threo years. 
At times 1 got so bad I could hardly 
attend to my work. I took Just fivo 
boxes of Dodd’s Kidney Pills and m y , 
pains and aches aro all gone, and I 
can work as well as anybody. To any­
body who has trouble with ttrir Kid­
neys all I can say is "use Dodd s Kid­
ney Pills.”
Dodd’s Kidney Pills always cure 
sick Kidneys. With well • Kidneys 
you can't have B ight’s D soase, Dia­
betes, Rheumatism, Dr psy or any 
of thoso other foarful and fatal di­
seases that spring from sick Kidneys.
U pton  Mast Give Place.
Sir Thomas Upton has unquestiona­
bly found an enormous advertisement 
in challenges for tho America’s cup and 
in his frequent statements that he 
means to try again. There are those, 
chiefly on the other side, who believe 
that there has been more of the ad­
vertiser than the sportsman In bis 
whole cup campaign, and of late there 
have been indications of a feeling 
among British Yachtsmen that it is 
time for him to stand aside and let oth­
ers try.- It Is also intimated that Sir 
Thomas will find It difficult to Induce 
a first rate designer to take up anoth­
er challenger for him. It is made tol­
erably plain that others who would 
like to challenge will do nothing while 
he is in the field, and it is possible that* 
he will have almost prohibitive diffi­
culty in obtaining a club through 
which to challenge if he persists In the 
face of the feeling which exists.—Hart­
ford Times.
LEGAL MARRIAGE TANGLE.
T ru u M o  I*  Q o*W « r ro v ln o *  Ltoou*o«
l«iu*d I* Onfcorto.
The necessity for an Imperial mar­
riage law has been illustrated by a 
case brought to tho attention of the 
Ontario Provincial Secretary’* De­
partment the other day.
A young couple procured a mar­
riage license in Ontario. Thi* gave 
them authority to contract the union 
to which they aspired. It also au­
thorized any properly constituted 
Dominion parson to celebrate it. 
Then they went to Montreal and had 
a clergyman there tio the knot.
It became necessary in n business 
matter to send a certificate of tho 
marriago to  England, and an at­
tempt was made to procure the do­
cument from tho Province of Quebeo 
authorities. Thoso officials flattly re­
fused to recognize the ceremony at 
all, doclinod to  register it, and dis­
puted tho possibility of a marriage 
having occurred on the saofled soil of 
Lower Canada under an Ontario 
warrant.
Tho young couple heard tho fact 
with consternation, and having stood 
aghast, and been torn by conflicting 
emotions, got busy in an effort to  
have tho ooremony put *>n a sound 
basis. They don't know whether 
, they aro married or not. They 
* can't prove they are married. It is 
ugainst common-sonse and absurd to  
suy they are not. But the province 
where thoy were mnrriod refuses to  
recognize tho act, and the provinco 
where they were not married has no 
jurisdiction, and if they go to an­
other province and get married 
again; they fear being arrested for 
bigamy or abduction or ultra vires, 
or sub rosa, or some other awful 
crime.
The only advice the Ontario offi­
cials could give them was to consult 
a Quebec lawyer; the remedy of a 
hair of the dog that bit them. 
Meanwhile imperial federation seems 
to bo not sufficiently far advanced 
to  federate the so n s , and daughters 
of the Empire into holy matrimony. 
It is thought that a great many 
more couples may be in a similar 
predicament. A new Issue of licen­
ses, which are in the hands of the 
Government printers, have, been stop­
ped, pending some unravelment of 
the problem.
'•............................' —  ..'.....1 ' <
D is t in g u is h e d  Y i i i t e r .
A distinguished medical man.and  
soldier in the person of Sir Felix 
Semon, London, England, Physician 
Extraordinary to His Majesty: King 
Edward since 1901, was a guest in 
Toronto the other day. Later he left 
for Guelph with his son, Mr. Person 
Semon; who will enter the Ontario
THE KIDNEYS 
are DELICATE
EASILY AFFECTED BY CHANGES 
OF TEMPERATURE.
k
The Desecration of M ilton’s Toish
The body ojf the grea t poet Mil tor. 
was once on view at a charge o f - three­
pence a head. It was in 1790, after s 
little carousal, that two overseers and 
a carpenter entered the Church o" St._ 
Giles, Cripplegate, where Milton lay 
buried, and, having discovered the 
leaden coffin which contained his body, 
cut open its top with a mallet and 
chisel “When tLey disturbed the 
shroud,” Nevp says, when telling the 
story of the ghoulish deed, “the ribs 
fell. Mr. Fountain confessed that be 
pulled hai’d at the teeth, which resist­
ed until some one hit them with a 
stone.” Fountain secured all the fine 
teeth in the upper jaw and generously 
gave one to one of his accomplices. Al­
together the scoundrels stole a rib 
bone, ten teeth and several handfuls of 
hair, and to crown the diabolical busi­
ness the female gravedigger after­
ward exhibited the body to any one 
willing to pay threepence for the spec­
tacle. .
M ajority Jury V erdicts.
Several states have laws permitting 
majority verdicts to be returned by 
juries in civil and criminal cases, the
concurrence of from two-thirds to five- _  ___
■ sixths of the jurors being necessary. Agricultural College, there to pursue 
The trouble with the present system Is tho reguiar course. Sir Felix is a 
that when jurors refuse to sacrifice specialist in diseases of the throat, 
their convictions there is a costly and having studied at Berlin, Vienna, 
unnecessary diagreement. The . cause Paris and London. He is now a pro­
of justice would be served by a two- lessor to the National Hospital for 
thirds vote in civil cases and a five- Epilepsy and Paralysis, London. He 
Sixths vote in criminal cases. Anoth- is a native of Dantzic, Prussia,, was
Dr. Chase’s 
Kidney-Liver Pills.
Not oven aro the lungs more bub- 
ceptiblo to tho effect of cold crafts, of 
overheating, of dampness or cold than 
the kidneys.
This accounts for workingmen bo 
frequently becoming victims of pain­
ful anq deadly kidney disease's.
Pains In the back are usually tho 
first noto of warning. Then there la 
frequent and painful or smarting uri­
nation, headache and derangements of 
the digestive system and bowels.
..IF  YOU WOULD PREVENT 
BRIGHT'S DISEASE AND OTHER 
DEADLY FORMS OF KIDNEY DIS- 
EASE YOU MUST ACT QUICKLY.
To be certain of Immediately ar­
resting disease and bringing about a  
thorough cure, you must use Dr. 
Chase’s Ktdney-Llver Pills, which 
have so many times provon their su­
periority as a treatment for the most 
serious diseases of the kidneys.
By acting on the liver and bowels, 
as well as on the kidneys, Dr. 
Chase’s Kidney-Liver P.lls effect a  
thorough cleansing of the whole fil­
tering and excretory systems and en­
tirely rid the body of all poisonous 
waste matter.
..MR. JAMES J. JENSON, Olds, 
Alta., N. W. T., writes:
”1 have been troubled considerably 
with lame back, which I suppose came 
from derangements of the kidneys, 
and 1 have never been able to find a 
treatment that was so prompt and ef­
fective in curing this ailment as Dr. 
Chase’s Kidney-Liver Pills. At two 
different times in my life this pre­
paration has entirely cured me of this 
trouble, and of late years I have found 
it unnecessary to use any medicine 
whatever. I feel It my duty to'add 
this statement to the many others 
which 1 see in recommendation of . 
this excellent medicine,” -
Dr. Chase’s Kidney Liver Pills- are 
so thorough and far-reaching in their 
Influence on the kidneys as to thor­
oughly eradicate the most serious di­
sease. One pill a dose, 25 cents a box 
at all dealers, or Edmanson, Bates & 
Co., Toronto. The portrait and sig­
nature of Dr. A. W. Chase, the fam­
ous receipt book author, are on ev­
ery box.
er advantage* to be gained by the 
change would be that the corruption 
of jurors then would be a more elab­
orate, costly and dangerous process.—* 
New York Presb.
Buffalo B ill's T itle.
Two Kansas papers, the Wichita Ea­
gle and. the Lawrence Gazette, are try- 
bag to establish for William Matthew­
son of Wichita the right to the title of 
“Buffalo Bill,” now worn so conspicu­
ously by Colonel Cody. “Matthewson 
was known as Buffalo Bill long before
a volunteer in the 2nd Uhlans, Prus­
sian Guards, during the Franco- 
Prussjan war, aUcl was present at 
the battles of Amiens, Bapaume and 
S t. Quenten, and at the sieges of 
Metz and Paris. He was awarded 
the Franco-Prussian war medal, and 
is a Knight of the Prussian Red 
Eagle, third-class.
“FIGHTING BOB” TO COMMAND.
A Washington (D. C.) despatch
says that Rear-Admiral Robley D. 
Evans, now president of the light­
house board, will be appointed to the 
supreme command of the Norm At­
lantic fleet when Rear-Admiral Bar­
ker retires next March. Rear-Admiral 
Davis w ill be second in command.
Thought They Were. Samples.
He was a typical backwoods farm­
er. His first visit to a city restaur­
ant, however, had taken away “none
_ of the appetite he had at home,
Cody was heard o fd e c la r e s  “the G a-! where everything was placed in large 
zette, “but Cody took the name an d ' dishes, which the farmer cleaned up
made money and fame out of it, while 
Matthewson sought neither. There is 
not an old settler on the border but 
knows that Bill Matthewson earned 
and for years carried the title that aft­
erward made Cody famous.”
The Missouri Im n D usty River.
. “The dust blows out of the Missouri 
river,” asserted Bob Burdette. “It is 
the only river in the world w h ere  the 
dust blows in one great column out of 
the river bed. The catfish come up to 
the surface to sneeze. The Missouri 
river is composed of six parts sand and 
mud and four parts water. The natu­
ral color of the water is seal brown, but 
when it rains for two or three days 
and the river gets pretty wet it changes 
to a dark iron gray. A long rain will 
make this river so thin that it can eas- c*r«B1
ily be poured from one vessel to anoth- Mrs. A.—What a very cultivated 
er like a cocktail.. When it is ordina- person that tall gentienmn is over 
rily dry, however, it has to be stirred
P l a n t  L i f e .
Plant life is much more tolerant than 
animal life Of extremes of tempera­
ture, growth having been observed in 
some instances as low as zero and in 
other instances as high as 72 degrees
C. It is perfectly true that a freezing 
process does not destroy life. A fish 
or a frog will be frozen solid and on 
rethawing become quite lively again. 
The seeds of plant? can actually un­
dergo for hours a temperature of liquid 
hydrogen, the coldest temperature 
known, and yet retain their germina 
tive power.
f / ' . ■ ■ , - -------- —
in turn. Settling back in his chair, 
he hailed the passing waiter.
“ Eley, there, young man! your 
samples are all right. Bring on. tha 
rest of tb» stuff.”—Judge.
r Man, th e  B m te.
Eunice—Actually, Uncle George, I 
haven’t anything fit to wear. Uncle 
George—Yes, I’ve noticed that all your 
gowns are in the height of fashion.
The average woman will give up 
everything for peace, which explains 
why the men usually have their way. 
—Atchison Globe.
DO NOT DELAY.-—When, through, 
debilitated digestive ergaus poison 
finds its way into the blood; the prime 
consideration is to get the pcisonout 
as rapidly and as thorough'y as pos­
sible. Delay may irean dieaster. Par- 
melee’s Vegetable Pill3 will be found 
a most valuable and effective medi­
cine to assail the intruder with. They 
never fail. They, go at once to the 
seat of the trouble and work a per­
manent cure.
Minarl’s Liniment Cares Bnrns, Etc.
At a cabinet meeting held in Ot­
tawa a few days ago the contract was 
awarded to John Mclnnes -for con­
structing an immigration building in 
Halifax. It will cost $75,000. It was 
also decided at the cabinet meeting 
not to send a Dominion exhibit to  
Portland, Ore. i
Lever’s Y-Z (Wise Head) Disinfectant 
vioap Powder dusted in the bath, softens 
the water and disinfects. 3$
But the meanest, dirtiest job of 
the whole dusty business of threshing 
in the old days was the chaff car­
riers. How many square’ yards of. 
"black-strap" was consumed in those 
times in a vain effort to moisten the 
mouth and. throat. Then there wore, 
and are yet, the forkers at the straw 
carr^&rs and the stackers. Many a 
braVto effort was put into the bund­
ling o! the straw stacks back in the 
late seventies and early eighties, 
when as a lad I tried to play - the 
\man in the busy, dusty, roaring busi­
ness of “thrashin’." V .
There a r en o  stackers or forkers a t
with a stick before you can pour it out 
of anything.”
e a 
ivrcthe‘ Straw" carriers in these modern 
Western days. These mogul machines 
do their own stacking. Out of .an 
| iron throat is vomited the * straw and 
chaff, driven by huge air fans, re­
volving at the'rate of 1,700 revolu- 
tiors a minute from -the - iron stain.
there! Mrs. B.—Yes; he look* as if 




John Muir; the naturalist, while In a 
forest of huge redwoods . in California, 
came across a man who was herding a 
band of horses. When Mr. Muir asked 
if  he might have some flour the man 
said: “Yes, of course; you may have 
anything I|ve got. Just take my track, 
and it will lead you to my camp in a 
big hollow log on the side of a meadow 
two or three miles from here. I’ll be 
back before night. In the meantime 
make yourself at home.” By the mid­
dle of the afternon Mr. Muir had dis­
covered “his noble, den in a fallen se­
quoia hollowed by fire, a spacious log 
house of one log, carbon lined, cen­
turies old, yet sweet and fresh, weath­
er proof, earthquake proof, likely to 
outlast the most durable stone castle.”
S u n ligh t Soap
r e d u c e s  w a s h  d a y  drudgery  a .n d  in.crea.ses 
y o u r  le isu r e  t im e . It is a .n  e a s y ,  q u ick -  
c le a n s in g  s o a p  t h a t  m a k e s  y o u r  c lo th es  p u re  
a n d  w h ite  w ith o u t  th e  le a s t  in fu r y . H ard  or 
soft w a te r  w ill  do a n d  y o u  d on ’t h a v e  to boil 
th e  c lo th es.
B u y  S u n lig h t .
V o u r  grocer is  in stru cted  to r e fu n d  y o u r  
m o n e y  if y o u  a r e  n ot satisfied . nos
L over B rothers L im ited  
Toronto
F r o m  O v e r  
T h e  S e a
By KATE H. CLEARY
| -ijtmvo  tfie'flowers on' the ball table, I. curling and basting, and they 
She may change her mind. And here's . versing about gas stoves. So
Copyright, 1M, by Kate M. C leary
p - 1"1-" irr'i'fisaasaa'aan.ig.T,1::.. i-,1 .asasasg)
A resplendent mid-March morning 
overhead a turquoise sky, across which 
shallops of pearl raced In radiant rl 
ralry. The trees that bordered the 
broad avenues of the residence district 
were murmurously Important, each 
having harbored secreta of the coming 
summer to conllde.
Bertram Hale approached a charm­
ing rcsldonco set back from tho street 
It was a now house, all gables and gar­
goyles and Jutting windows and varl- 
huod shingles. Tho windows glittered 
goldenly»ln tho morning sunshine.
“Mr. Haler*
A shadow crossed the broad, kindly 
face of tho Swedish maid who opened 
tho door to him.
“I-—I am sorry, but”—
She faltered. It was easy enough to 
utter the falsehood sanctioned by con­
vention to any other caller, but to him 
who had alwnys been so gay, so cour­
teous, so truly tho kind of lover that 
all tho world perforce must love, she 
found it impossible to speak the sen­
tence with which he was to be greeted.
“That’s all right, Lena,” he said 
quite as cordially as though she had 
held the door wide for him in the old 
fashion instead of standing stolidly on
something to buy a pair of gloves for i name your choice, either ohe.” 
your trouble.”
“Thank you, air. I bone pq, sir.
Young folks do make mistakes nome- 
tlmesl”
He wqlked down the pntb nod off up
are con- 
you Ju«t
idvantmc* of Deaf Blulo llmband.
At n social gathering so u k * Hum a g o  
a number of deaf mutes were present. 
t Refreshments were served during the
TALK OF THE WEST.
C*n*Vu» nwmtuy 400 Mil**
Till* Itracliew  Jwmkatoeu — I’rlu c*
A llKH-t Bnuivh Abuut Cvmpl«l*d.
F re s h  fro m  a  t o u r  of tho  C a n a d ia n  
N o r th e rn  lm es in  tho  w est,  Mr. Wil­
l ia m  M ackenzie recen tly  ta lk e d  in te r -
r-
»  1 f  .  W  *. I t*  V  •  •  i * l  * *  * « * ■ * *  I  V . V V . *1 V I J  V * *  *  « » \ * » *  A A t  b v *
0 avenue* T.II0 tnald went buck to, evening, and la handing a glass to 0110 ? c&tingly 0 / his ac<uujupli&huieiit& and 
her work. And Ituth, the package of the guests u deaf mute gentleman 
with ail her love letters and littla love happened to spill « few drops of tho 
tokens tied neatly up and ready to re­
turn, sat looking with a feeling of 
strange desolation at the frame which 
had held tho picture of Bertram Hale.
Bhe wondered as the glorious spring
*day wore away how It would seem to 
go on and on without him through al 
the days to come. She was right to 
break with him. He had been wrong 
to show Mabel Harvey so much atten­
tion, ever*. If she was his cousin and 
hero on ir visit. He hnd almost forgot­
ten one of the dances she hnd prom 
lscd him beenuso ho bad been showing 
Mabel the family portraits. But how 
strange It would seem not to look for 
ward to his approval whenever she 
donned a new dress or learned a new 
song or chanced on some beautiful
4rJism«rKf *w sfesvl
Yes, it would be nil very strange— 
and sad—but doubtless she would be­
come used to the separation. Only—
A quick shriek startled her. It came 
from below stairs. It was such a chok-
contenta on Ills wife’s skirt. The wlfo 
Is also a deaf mute, and it was evident 
that sho took tho mishap in a ruther 
Irritable way. Sho wrinkled up her 
forehead and at onco made a series of 
remarkably sw ift movements with her 
nimble fingers. The husband, looking 
exceedingly apologetic, made a ' few  
motions in return.
One of the guests, who had noticed 
this little byplay, slyly slipped out a 
bit of paper and, penciling something 
on It, handed It t<? a friend. This Is 
what tho latter read:
No matter how badly 'afflicted, woman can still scold.
Tho friend scribbled thieuln.return:
Yes, but in tho present caso tho hus­
band Is luckier than the averago. Hs 
doesn’t have to look.
—Philadelphia Lodger. <
A n  Im possib le Condition.
An artist, speaking of the blunders




She sprang up, ran to the door and 
down the stairs.
The front door stood ajar. Ruth 
could see the gray clad form of the 
postman crossing the street from their 
house. Lena, ghastly white, an open 
letter In her rough hand, was leaning 
against the banister. She had received 
some terrible shock.
“Lena,” cried the girl, “tell me what 
Is wrong!”
Mutely the peasant woman held out 
the letter.
“I cannot read It,” Ruth cried. “It 
Is In your , language. Tell me! You 
have had bad news?”
“De worst news—de worst!” she 
panted. Her stricken fdee was uplift­
ed. Its pathetic hopelessness, Its bit-
small publication a woman’s story 
about a brave and amorous Texan 
cowboy. He loved a fair maiden, 
whom one day he lifted up before him 
to the front of his saddle, and they 
kissed and rode away.
“Poor, unfortunate Iadylovel To 
readers who have seen a Texan sad­
dle no explanation is needed. It comes 
up In front to a pommel. As for sit­
ting on that peak, I would as soon sit 
on the point of a spear, especially If 
the horse were to gallop. I wouldn’t 
ask a puppy dog to sit on that saddle- 
horn, much less any girl who loved 
me.”—Pearson’s.
plana In railwuy-buiiding. It was 
evident thut the progress hie con­
struction gangs had made this year 
pleased him, for he was able to say 
that 305 miles of track Jiad already 
been laid this season, and to this 
they hoped to add another 100 miles 
before tho bad weather steps in. 
“ You know wo can lay steel after 
tho. frost comes, though we cannot 
do' any grading,'' he said. The Can­
adian Northern now had in operation 
and with track laid about 1,750  
miles of line west of Port Arthur.
“I was pretty • well over the west­
ern extensions,’’ said Mr. Mackenzie. 
“Our main line has just reached tho 
Saskatchewan near Saskatoon, by 
way of Grand View. Wo expect that 
in about three weeks wo will reach 
tho elbow of tho North Saskatchewan 
and before tho season closes wo hope 
to  lay the track 60 miles farther to  
Battleford. There may bo some de­
lay in completing tho four largo 
bridges on the main line. That at 
Saskatoon Is now ready to run over. 
The timber is pretty well all at the 
Battleforh bridge now, having boon 
floated down from Edmonton, and it 
will bo ready in tho spring. Wo will 
put in steel bridges at theso points, 
j but first of all vve have to put up 
I wooden structures to carry the steel. 
We hope to reach Edmonton by Oc­
tober next year. The line Is now 
graded to within one hundred miles 
of that place. After that wo expect 
to  go on beyopd Edmonton.’’
Mr. Mackenzie spoke with pleasure 
of the settlement along tho Canadian 
Northern. There is a very good set­
tlement. around Humboldt and in tho 
neighborhood of the Quill Lakes.
iT* i•/JLori
CROWHEART BUTTE.
W h en  H o a r  P u lle d  W ir es .
“The only time I was ever guilty of 
wire pulling,” said Senator Hoar once 
to a friend, “was when I so used myter abandonment, went straight to the ^
heart ot the girl beside her. j Th-icydides instead of
••It is my lover, Miss Ruth! He vas| honorable mention
to be my man, but I did get angry and! - / “ / “ / I f  o£ the ®“'>Ilc Uhrary in 
sail avtty with mine own people, and1 Worcester, Mass., as the represents-
4?
‘iiENA,” , CRIED THE GIRIi, “TEMi MB 
| WHAT IS WRONG I”
| the threshold. “I know Miss Ruth 
j wished, you to saysh e  was not at home 
j to me, but—she is at home—if not to 
i me, I want you. to take her this box, 
f Lena.? He extended a square parcel 
i as he spoke: “There are pansies in it.
I Pansies, you knotf, stand for kind 
thoughts.’'” :
i “I will try,” Lena assured him, with 
friendly willingness. “Come Into the 
.hall—the parlor.”
“No; I’ll wait here,” young Hale de­
cided and sat down on the ledge of the 
porch.
Ruth Seldon looked up from her desk. 
“Come!” she call&L 
Lena, her flat, muscular figure gown­
ed In trim blue and white, her girth of 
body encircled by the strings of a 
snowy apron, and a bit of a cap ad­
justed stiffly on her sandy hair, ad- 
anced, parcel in hand.
“Mr. Hale,” she said coaxingly, “he 
ays will you come down to see him 
ust one little minute.”
Ruth Seldon was not a beauty, al- 
ough Bertram Hale would have dls- 
uted this assertion. But she was a 
ghty attractive looking girl. The 
ono of silvery silk which she wore, 
th Its shell pink lining and loosely 
otted, gold fringed girdle, was just 
e thing to bring out the fresh tints 
f  her skin and the clear luster of her 
lue, black lashed eyes.
“Take it back, Lena!” she com- 
anded. “Say to Mr. Hale that I can- 
ot receive him. Tell him that he will 
handed a—a package from me this 
ternoon.”
Lena knew well what that package 
ould contain, for on the desk were 
tters—many letters. On the shelf 
er the desk a photograph frame still 
ed, but the handsome face that used 
smile forth from it so sunnily was 
ere no longer. A tiny leather box 
pped the letters. Lena could not be 
sltive what the box contained, but 
e did notice that no ring with one 
hlte flaming stone sparkled, as for- 
erly, on the hand of her young mis- 
less. ■ ;■
‘H e does look that sad, miss!” Lena 
marked, lingering. “I—I think may- 
he is  slok,” she Insinuated, 
uth flushed and her lips parted ir- 
olutely, The next instant she turn­
back to her desk.
Take him back the flowers—I sup- 
se they are flowers—and the mes- 
e at once!”
na’s sigh seemed to be drawn from 
very soles of her low shoes, but 
went away—an obedient laggard, 
le sat? her descending and stood up. 
ever mind. Lena!” he said immtiv.
say no, I vould not marry him. But 
he did write to me, and I vas sorry, 
and I did answer and say to him to 
come. But now he is dead^-he is 
dead!” Her voice rose into a pitiful 
•TYail. “He is dead, and he can nefer 
come any more at all—not efer any 
more!”
Then there was no sound save her 
broken, desolate sobbing. Ruth Sel 
don put her arms around the broad 
shoulders. She kissed the wet cheeks 
and soothed the coarse, yellow hair.
“Poor Lena!” she whispered. “Poor 
Lena! Come and lie down. No, never 
mind the work! Come!”
She shut the door and drew the 
maid away up to her own room.
“I said I did not lofe him, but I did! 
I. vas angry, and I say vot vas not 
true. Now he vill nefer know that I 
did lofe him alvays; that I vill never 
have no other man in all my life, for 
he vas the only vun for me!”
When she had quieted the suffering 
creature, Ruth left her and went back 
to her desk. She looked at the1 pack 
age, at the frame from which the pic 
ture was absent. It seemed as though 
this news that had been sent from 
over the sea had come directly to her. 
What if  the message had been of Ber 
tram? Would she be angry now, re­
sentful? Bit by bit she went over 
their little dissension. Was it worth 
a heartache when all was said? Coult 
she ever love any other as she love< 
him? Her heart gave prompt reply.
Mechanically she untied the package 
and replaced the picture In the frame, 
the letters in the drawer, the other 
•treasures each In its accustomed place. 
Then she opened the tiny box and took 
out a ring that sparkled like a star of 
promise and slipped It on her finger. 
“ For he vas de only vun for me!”
“Poor Lena!” said the girl, who, with 
shining eyes and rose red cheeks, went 
downstairs to the telephone. On the 
way she paused to open the little box 
on the hall table and to fasten the pan 
sies over her heart:
tlve Greek historian. Why did-I want 
to carry that point? Oh, only because 
I’ve always had an especial fondness 
for Thucydides.”
. Was not that deliciously characteris­
tic? Is there another man in Ameri­




Scours being a disease due largely 
to  bad dietetics and hygiene, the pre­
ventive treatment is of more impor­
tance than the medicinal. This con­
sists in correcting errors in feeding 
and care. A t the time of farrowing 
the sow should be fed a light, easily 
digested ration, the pen kept clean 
and dry and the pigs allowed plenty 
of exercise and pure air. If the 
scours are due to a feverish condi­
tion of the mother or to irritating 
food she should be given two or three 
ounces of castor oil. To- check the 
scours in the pigs a few drops of 
laudanum can be placed on the ton­
gue or a large dose (from one-half to  
one tablespoonful) administered to  
the sow; This should be repeated if 
necessary.—Indiana Experiment S ta t­
ion.
understood the country was pretty 
well settled all the way from Battle- 
ford to  Edmonton.
As to the progress on the Prince 
Albert branch, which leaves Mani­
toba at tho northwest corner and 
passes due west, Mr. Mackenzie said 
grading was now done to the South 
Saskatchewan, fifteen miles from 
Prince Albert. “ We are thus right 
on the edge of th e . famous Carrot 
River country,’’ said Mr. Mackenzie. 
“I  never saw a finer looking country 
Immy life than at Melfort, which I 
saw this trip for the first tim e.” 
Trains are running as far as Melfort, 
a new and flourishing town, 62 miles 
east of Prince Albert, and the track 
would be laid as far as the South  
Saskatchewan this year. They 
would get into Prince Albert, which 
is on the south bank of the North 
Saskatchewan, early next year. The 
bridge at the present end of the 
grading would be put in first thing 
in the. spring. In other parts of 
Manitoba a few branch lines are now 
being finished up.
“Do you think there will be a grain 
blockade this year?” Mr. Mackenzie 
was asked.
“I think it  will be doubtful if 50 
per cent, of the grain will reach lake
Tl»* Scene o f ■ Pnutoua Indian D i d  
In W yom ing,
Two miles from JK ranch house 
la Crowheart Butte, u landmark fa­
mous all over Wyoming. Situated near 
'the center of the Shoshone reservation, 
it  is visible for miles In every direc­
tion. Many years ago it was the scene 
of a great Indian fight There are 
Sboshoucs living ulong tho creeks now  
who were In that battle, and this 1« 
what they tell about it:
Ono fall several hundred Crowe 
came down from the north on to the 
buffalo ground of tho Shosjiones. They 
got a supply of meat and had started 
home, when they met a large Shoshone 
party. There was a running fight for 
many miles. The Crsows cut their 
horses’ packs, but still the Shoshone* 
overtook them. When some of the 
fleeing Crows reached tho rim rocka 
around the big butte they made a  
stand to give the others u chance t© 
get away. Finally a lot of the Crows 
took refuge on top of the butte. Here 
the Shoshones could not dislodge them, 
but they formed a cordon around tho 
butte, and kept the Crows there for 
three days without water. Then the 
Crow chief came to the edge and dared 
Washakie, the Shoshone chief, to fight: 
a duel. If Washakie was killed tho 
Crows were to go home in peace.
Washakie, with the advantage off 
food and water within him, went up, 
and with him his warriors to see fair 
Ho j play. On the flat top of the butte they
met. On one side stood tho beleaguer­
ed Crows, across from them their ene­
mies. The two chiefs fought with 
knives, and Washakie killed his op­
ponent. With yells of delight the Sho­
shones fell upon the poor Crows, "anffi, 
not one on the butte escaped. The 
Shoshones cut out the heart of the 
dead Crow chief, hung it on a pole anffl 
danced around it and finally cut It into 
small pieces, which they ate to give 
them the courage of tlielr departed foe.
At one end of the butte a little mon­
ument of flat stones is piled to com­
memorate the Shoshone victory. Wa­
shakie lived until very recently, anS 
when he died he was given at the fort: 
that bears his name a captain’s buriaL 
The Shoshone reservation will soon be 
thrown open to settlement, and Its val­
leys "tvill be penciled with irrigating: 
ditches. But a thousand years from 
now, when Crowheart butte perhaps 
shall have lost its name, the eagle* 
above it will, have seen no more stir­
ring spectacle than Washakie’s victory/ 
of long ago.
A "Eat-hleen Havonrneen” Loan.
It  is said that a  man whose mu­
sical talent was as widely known as 
his impecunions condition once ac­
costed a friend on the street, 'drew 
him into a doorway and requested a 
loan of $25.
“When do you think you'll be able 
to repay it?” asked the friend, to  
whom it was by no means a  new ex­
perience.
“This tim e,’* said the ready bor­
rower, with an engaging, smile. “ I 
hoped you’d be willing to make it a 
‘Kathleen Mavourneen’ loan.”
“A what?’’ demanded the practical 
man.
“A ‘Kathleen Mavourneen’ loan,** 
said his expensive friend. “ ‘I t  may 
be for years, and it  may be for-
Squfiat Now Cornea Too Late.
Flashlight powder for photography 
ports this year, judging by the way • “as.,?ow,become so perfected that, ac- 
it  has been moving up to the pre-i to an expert, the notion that:
sent. We have not by 750,000 to  suc‘h a picture is liable to be faulty be- 
1,000,000 bushels moved as much t cause o t  the startled expression which 
grain this year as last year to  th is, c°tnes to the eyes of some of the sit- 
date. The grain did not commence j ters is entirely erroneous, 
moving until three weeks later. I t  | The powder is quicker than human 
is coming pretty fast now, and may perception, and long before the sitter 
make up before the close of naviga- ' has had time to be startled the plat© 
tion. Where  ̂ grain is moving out I 1 has caught the impression.. It is, to bo 
never saw it  so d o se  to the m arket' sure, possible so to arrange the powder
that its flash continues long enough t© 
show such expression, but no photog­
rapher who knows his business does 
this. The peculiar staring look s<53n ia  
the faces in some flashlight pictures is 
generally due to the feeling of expec­
tancy on the part of the sitters while 
waiting for the flash. I f  they did nab 
know the flash was coming they would
before. There is hardly any in store. 
That indicates that the facilities are 
greatly improved. There is n*o ques­
tion about moving the grain in a 
reasonable time and in a reasonable 
way. If everybody wants to market 
on the same day there may be more 
or less difficulty, *’ said Mr. Macken­
zie, with a smile.
'The west is very prosperous in-
deed,” he went on. “ Everything is J never jump or stare in time for th© 
looking well. I  met a Mr. Jansen of camera to catch it.
Minnesota, who has large interests in 
the Canadian west, and who told me 
there would be a bigger rush’ from 
the United States to  Canada next 
.year than we have had yet. He is a  
very well-tb-do man, and knows 
what he is talking about.**
“ I / .
Polite Converantion.
In the days when conversation rank­
ed as an elegant art to be cultivated 
with care exception might have been 
taken to Miss Janet Miller’s applica­
tion of the word. Miss Miller, howev­
er, had her own ideas as to what con­
stituted conversation In Brambleville.
Miss Miller was entertaining the 
sewing circle on the day when Mrs. 
Gregory, a summer resident, made her 
first appearance as a helpful member, 
and Miss Miller greeted her with great 
cordiality. I
“You’ve come a mite late,” she said 
cheerfully, “but that’s no matter. The 
folks' are in the full tide of conversa­
tion, tiyo groups of ’em, you see, and 
I’ll introduce you round soon as you 
choose which you’d rather join and I 
can hand you your work. I circ’late 
from cmp||^oup to the other.
ladies over ln the bay 
wind^KW^^lhemming, and their sub- 
Ject ’̂̂ g ^ ^ e a t io n  just now Is dish 
mops.;̂ Tmi;e;ppt in the back room
T H E  H O M E  D O C T O R .
a r a
To remove warts, rub a little bullock 
gall on them several times a day.
Moistened tea leaves applied to a 
burn will relieve the inflammation and 
prevent a scar.
Put five drops of chloroform on a 
small piece of cotton in the bowl of a 
clay pipe, .then blow the vapor Into an 
aching ear, and instant relief will .f61- 
■ low ..
As soon as the barking cough begins 
in cases of croup give one drop of aro­
matic ammonia in a dessertspoonful of 
water. Repeat every .fifteen minutes 
until relief is obtained or until a physi­
cian can be sent for.
Charcoal is the best and safest anti­
septic known for the stomach. It Is 
not a drug. It carries all impurities 
out of the system and renders the 
stomach and breath sweet and pure. 
It also clears and improves ***« com­
plexion . r
XT'* • T
A u tu m n  I n  N o r th w e s t  O n ta r io .
The qir is  deliciously soft and 
balmy after the long rain, but, the. 
sky is still cloudy. A Scotch mist 
hides the view of distant hills, but 
the nearer, ones are clothed with 
autumnal splendor. The evergreens 
stands out sternly, grimly, as though 
frowning on the decay all around. 
Where the railroad track cuts 
through the rock, the rich, glowing 
crimson of sumach blazes. The - som­
bre brown of birch is a  foil for the 
bright yellow of the poplar. The 
mountain ash is . like a sunset; yel­
low, orange, crimson and scarlet are 
blended as only nature can blend, 
and the large clusters of ripe berries 
hang temptingly among the bright 
foliage. Flocks of blackbirds alight 
on the garden, and strut proudly 
over the blackened potato tops and 
among the tall cornstdlks, while 
scorces of sparrows are chattering in 
the thornhedge, now purple, after the 
heavy frosts of a week ago. The 
creek Is like glass and the soldier­
like rushes are mirrored in the clear 
water. The Russian poplar is still 
as beautiful as in midsummer, for the 
large polished leaves do not color tin  
very late, and long after the other 
trees stand bare and shivering. A 
belated robin runs forlornly over the 
dew-laden laWn, but lie is mute now. 
—Andante, lit The Glotu^
P a r is  P ic k p o c k e ts . -i
The Ingenuity of the Parisian thief Tfl 
Inexhaustible. Its latest manifestation 
has been In the clever adaptation oY 
dentistry to the purposes of the pick­
pocket. A practitioner took up his po­
sition in a frequented thoroughfare^ 
and by means of large posters offering 
attractively low rates he soon drew a  ; 
number of clients and a convenient 
crowd, until it was a t last found that 
while the dentist was exercising hlc 
specialty of cleaning the teeth to the 
point of being “warranted white for 
ten years” his lady assistant was 
“cleaning” out the pockets of fhe pa­
tients with equal expedition and thor­
oughness. A substantial sum had been 
netted before the imposture was de­
tected.—London Globe.
------------------------  if •
T h e a te r s  In  M adrid.
The present governor o f Madrid, 
.Count de San Luis, has put his finger 
Into a wasps’ nest by trying to Inter­
fere with the night life of that city. 
His intention to compel the theaters t© 
close their performances at 12:30 un­
der severe penalties is regarded by th® 
Spaniards as an infringement on per­
sonal liberty, although he ha^ explain­
ed his object, which is to diminish Ijie 
crime rampant on account of the late 
closing of places of amusement and 
restaurants. Some of the popular the­
aters at present do not end their pea- 
formances >2 o'almrir.
Jf W
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Tlie lig h t fo n lfo rth e  Bafcy
We have all the good INFANTS’ FOODS, 
and, as they deteriorate with 
age, we order frequently so as to 
keep a fresh stock at all times.
If the food you are now u§ing does 
not agree with baby perfectly, 
try some of the Fresh Foods that 
we carry.
H o r l lo k ’u , E s k r e y 's ,  N o s t lo 's ,  M o l l l n 'n  a n d  o tK o rf l
Use Sajwfey
P . B . W I L L I T S  C O
P R E S C R -IP T IO N  D R U G G IS T S
Watches Clocks 
and Jewellery
Arrived at your own 
Prices
M IL L IE  <a C O .
t  ̂
R y a m e r ’s  B lock .
There are beautiful 
Ikdies & GentlemenvS 
watches. Come and 
See Them





and any of the following 
papers from now till 
Jany» 1906 for ,
1 2 . 2 5
Winnipeg Weekly Telegram  
Winnipeg Weekly Free Press 
Vancouver Weekly News- 
Advertiser
Victoria Semi-Weekly Colonist 
.The Farmers’ Advocate
Is only good to paid up 
s u bsfcri be rs and only till 





Plans and Specifications 
Prepared and estimates 
for Public Build- 
i ngs, Town and Coun-r 
try Residences. .
J O H N  C U R T S
Kelowna Restaurant
First Class Meals by the 
day, week, or month . at 
reasonable rates.
C , Blackwood, Prop.
Sleighs!
Sleighs!




Call and Inspect our stock
T h e  U p -to -D a te  B lacksm ith
KELOW NA, B. C-
S ta y m er
E ditor Clarion,
Most folks wish well to the 
Sunday School, that nursery  
of C hristian morals. “As the
twig is bent the tree’s inclines.”
Building Contractor and 
dealer in Doors, Sash. 
Mouldings, etc. Plans, 
Specification and Estim­
ates prepared for all 
classes of work.
K e lo w n a .,
NOTICE
N O T IC E  is hereby given that s ix ty  days after 
, . t  j.i.. t  frt « a « n l r  t n  t h n  TTon. Chief Lomof is date I intend to apply to t e Ho . i f C ra 
thssioner of Lands and Works for permission to
purchase 640 acres of land, in the Osoyoos District 
and more particularly pescribed as follows: com­
mencing at a point on the east shore of Okanagan 
Lake running thence East 50 chains more or less 
to the middle of .the northern boundry of 5ection4 
Tp. 20: thence Sonth 80 chains; thence WesSt 120 
chains more or less to the lake shore; thence fol­
lowing the meandor of the snore line to the point 
of commencement. JAMES HARVEY
Vernon, B. C. Jan. 23rd. 1905,
’ N O TICE
TAKE NOTICE that thirty days, after date 
application will be made to the Chief Cominission- 
crof Lands and Works, in accordance with Sec. 80 
chapter 113, 61 Viet of the Land Act. to estab­
lish a public highway from the bridge over • Mis­
sion creek near the S. W. corner of Sec. 16. Tp. 26, 
in the Osoyoos Division of Yale District thence 
following the gulch in an Easterly direction to the 
S. E. corner of lot 26, as shown on registered map 
No. 187, thence due north along the East one of 
said lot*the North East corner of said lot 26,thence 
due East to the bank of Mission cree, a t the North 
East comer of lot 15 as shown on said Map No. 187 
and extending 20 feet on eace side of said line.
. Kelowna Land & Orchard co. Ltd.
Edward M. Carruthers, Mgr.
• Kelowna, Jan. 11th, 1905- ;
Notice
Take notice, that thirty days after date, we
intend to apply to the Hon. Chief Commissioner 
andof Lands'  Works, for permission to tease one 
fourth of an acre, ^more or less, situated in the 
Osoyoos Division, • and Yale District, and more 
particularly described as follows. , Beginning at 
a post which is1 the corner post of the C. F. R. 
right of wav, on the south-west side of their 
wharf in Kelowna, B. C. Thence 80 feet to the 
South-west corner of the wharf,' Thence 50 feet to 
a point on.Okanagari Lake, at a right angle to 
the line first described, Thence 100 feet to the high 
water mark of Okanagan . Lake, Thence North­
east to the intersection of high water mark with 
the boundary line of the C. P, R. right of way, 
Thence North to the original point of commence­
ment. . . _  ,• ■ ■Kelowna Farmers’Exchange.
Notice.
Halving taken over the Butcher Business recently 
carried on by John Downton at Kelowna, we.hope, 
to get*a continuation of your orders and beg to 
say that all orders entrusted to our care shall 
have our best attention. We are in-the business 
to furnish nothing1 hut lirst class meat and nope 
by so doing, to1 merit a share, of your, patronage. 
Meat delivered free in the Valley weekly and 
daily around Kelowna-
' . The Kelowna Meat Market
For Sale
Apples, $1.00 and 90cts. per box. 1 cow and horse, 
a lot of small pigs. Apply,,
' ' J L. Pridham.
The young- mind of the country 
must be kept straight if we are 
to have an upright national char­
acter. There are however, oppos­
ing influences which operate 
insidiously and constantly. Of 
such is the nation, all too preva­
lent, that the Sunday School is an 
institution where goody goody 
people may safely be pious with­
out much benefit to themselvesor 
harm to anybody else. Self-con­
ceit is commonly found in com­
pany with this delusion, Many 
withold their active sympathy and 
support from the Sunday School, 
fearing that it tends to displace or 
supersede religious teaching in 
the home. Yet surely home in­
struction will be expanded and 
enriched under the judiejous 
culture of the Sunday School 
Of these hostile forces, none, are 
more poteut for evil than the 
prejudice which would restrict 
attendance at Sunday School to 
little boys and girls as pupils, 
and .the teaching to church office­
rs and religious enthusiasts. 
The obvious fact is that the age 
at which young people fancy them­
selves too old for Sunday School 
exercises is just that most cret- 
ical period of life, when the char- 
actcr:is taking its ply. When 
religious teaching is most profit­
able and'when wise counsel and 
true guidince are m ist urgently 
needed. Further, as to a lofty 
assumption in some minds that 
Sunday School teaching is below 
the degnity or beyond the care 
of the up-to-date young person, 
there are many men of ;h.igh pos­
ition and commanding ability who 
have reckoned it a privilege, week 
after week, to teach young peo­
ple into the lightbf the highest 
knowledge an dr to place before 
their Sunday School pupils the
brightest examples of noble living
known to ma n . Th er e  have been 
and are now thousands of man 
and women, quick witted, sound 
in judgment, expert in business, 
successful in life, who have test­
ed and proved the Sunday School 
as an arena for self conquest and 
a field for,self culture, and have 
found it most valuable for de­
veloping that usefulness through­
out life which gives the only valid 
title to lasting honor.
Y o u r s  T r u l y  
J. L.
South Okanagan Valley
Bureau of information of the 
South Okanagan Valley and 
for a list of property for sale, 
improved farms, Peeticton 
T. S. Coy’slots, etc. Apply to
W m . Sjm ihe Parker.
General Reap Estate Agent, 
who will always cheerfully 
give prompt and best atten­
tion to all inquiries from in­
tending investors.
PENTICTON, B. C.
Feed W heat for Sale.
. . .  -
There are only ten tons of Feed Wheat left from 
our carload. .
Apply H. Burtch or Jas. Jones.
29tf ’ ■ *.•■■■ Kelowna. '
Notice.
iy person trespassing' or cutting timber upon 
lot 359, Group One, (known as the Isaac Hacuenmi uiu viiCf a u»v
property) will be prosecuted as the law directs. 




•VTOTICE is hereby given' that the partnership 
■LX heretofore subsisting ̂ between _us,the under., 
signed, as General' Merchants, -in the town of- 
'Kclowna, has this day. been dissolved by mutual 
consent. All debts owing to the said partnership 
are to be paid to Thomas Lawson, at Kelowna, 
aforesaid, and > all claims against the said part­
nership are to be presented to the said Thomas 
Lawson, by whom the same Will be settled. ,.
Dated at Kelowna, B. C., this tenth day of 
February, A. D. 1905.
. •> (Signed) Thomas Lawson
•; George Rowcliffe 
W. B. M; Calder
Witness: . Joseph Ball.
T H IS  SPACE R E SE R V E D  FOR
T hom as Lawson
SUCCESSOR T O
Lawson, Rowcliffe & Company,
K elo w n a .
Keep your eye on,this advt from week to 
week. It will always interest you.
il. C. COOPER








T h e  B e st an d  C heapest Saddle ry 
House In T h e  O kan ag an.
Kelowna
Manufacturers and Dealers in Lumber, 
Lath, Shingles, Sash and Doors. No more 




G r a n f p O '
Phone
I s  B e t t e r  t h a n  a  P i a n o  o r  O r g a n
No need to study and practice for years—you can play 
it in five minutes—- “ A child can operate it. ” Selections 
by the best pianists or. violinists as well as other soloists, 
can Ve heard in your own home. Sousa’s or the Cold­
stream Guards’ Bands will play for you at your own fire­
side. The great operatic Stars are at r^our service if you 
have a Berliner Gram-o-phone.' . . . .  ;
Betliner Gram-o phone Records nre hard flat discs—.7 and 10 inches in 
diam eler, made o f maroon substance—w ill ’l a s t  * f o r  y e a r s .  •
P r ic e s  o f  G r a m -o -p h o n e  < ^ |  
c o m p le te  w it i i  G i R e c o r d s ^ ^ S ^ : ^ ^ :
Guaranteed for five years, Vft 5s: made in Canada-”
{old on easy monthly payments if; desired. 'Writ© 
f o r  particulars, Catalogue and list o f Records, _
A g e n t  -w ill e x c h a n g e  y o u r  o ld  B e r l in e r  C r c u n - n fh b n e  R e c o rd s  
F R E E  -w h e n y o u  b u y  tiv o  n e w  R e c o rd s  j o r ,e a c h - o n f  y o u  r e tu r n  J o r  
___ in s ta n c e , v o u  r e tu r n  tw o  R e c o r d s  :  re c e iv e  s i x  :  p a ye x c h a n g e :  f o r  in s ta n c e , y o u  r tu n  tw o  R e c o rd s  :  re c e iv e  s i x  :  p a y  
-I for., f o u r .  manosActurco by.
T H E -  B E R L I N E R  G R A M -0 -P H 0 N E  C &  o f .C A JIA C A , L T D , K O M T P .E A L , P . Q .
FOR SALE BY
J .  P . C L E M E N T , A g e n t, K e lo w n a .
G r a m o p h o n e  R - e c o r d s  E x c h o t h g e d  F r e e
Notice
ANY person found cutting or hauling timber from 
the north west division of section 34, township 29,’ 
or the north west division of sections, township .26, 
in Osoyoos Division of Yale: District, generally 
known as the Van Buskirk Pre-emption will be 
prosecuted, bylaw.
28-3t Signed, • H. L. A. KELLER.
Geo. E . Winkler
Real Estate Agent
Real Estate and Mining 
Broker, Insurance, etc. 
Choice J Okanagan and 
Similkameen Fauit- 
Lands for sale.,
PEN TICTO N ,
For Sale
8 acres of orchard land in Kelowna good five rootl­
ed house, barn, chicken house, roothouse, and cel­
lar. 'Sixty fruit trees in bearing and 3001 year 
old trees. Good water; land well cultivated. A pply 
W. C. Clement, Kelowna B. C.
Kelowna Shaving 
Parlors
Facial Massage, Hair 
Cutting, Shaving, Sham-' 
pooing, - Hair Singing,
. Razors Honed, etc., etc.
f. B O U G H * C l a r i o n  B l o c k  
K e l o w n . B . C .
